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File note signed by Ihn nith certify
ing affidavit by Adolf Trockel on

meeting of 5 July 1944, attended by
Ihn, Buelow, Ifupke and others, con
cerning prospective allocation to
ICrupp, Essen of 500 female concen
tration can^i inmates and also allo-

caticn of KZs to Krupp's Gelsenheim
plant. Distribution includes Alfried

Krupp, Houdremont, Janssen, Erich
Mueller, Buelov/, Kupke.

D - 238

File note signed by Trockel, dated
28 July 1944i on visit at Essen of
SS Captain Schrj^z from Buchen-srald
Concentration Camp, Lehmaim is men

tioned among those present.. Detailed
scheme for the allocation and guarding
of the expected female concentration
camp inmates. Distribution list in

cludes Alfried Krupp, Houdremont,
Janssen, E. Mueller, Ihn, Buolow,
Lehmann, Kupke,

NIK-9906

Minutes of conforonco of Special Labor
Allocaticxi Officers on 27 July 1944*
referring to Trockel's inspection of
the Hungarian je\-«5ssos at Gclsenberg
and that ho found them too v;eak for
heavy ~ork. Distribution includes

Alfried Krupp, Houdremont, E. Mueller,
Janssen, Ihn, Eborhardt.
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NIIC-9802

No,

Minutes of conference of Special Labcsr
Allocation Officers on 1? August 1944»
attended by Ihn, in which it was said

that the plants should grasp the opport
unity of enploying thoso female concen
tration camp inmates. Distribution in
cludes Alfried I'rupp, Houdremont, E, Muel
ler, Janssen, Ihn, Eberhardt,
ITIIC-9^01

Minutes of a conference of Special Labor
Allocation Officers, dated 30 August

1944. It was mentioned at this meeting that
for the purpose of guarding female concen
tration camp inmates, 38 Gorman women had
theretofore been named by the plants and
that an additional 42 were needed to make
up the requested total number of 80, Dis

tribution includes Alfried 7rupp, Houdre
mont,

E-, Mueller., Janssen, Ihn, Eber

hardt,
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letter from Oast Steel Factory,
co-signed "by Lehmarm, dated 1 SeptGnter

1944, according to viiioh it was con
templated to put a large n"un"ber of the
female concentration camp inmates to
Work as weld<9rs in a locked room, of

the plant called Fanzerhau 4.
• NIK 7303

i:

-

Check made out "by Krupp's lohor
Allocation Office on 2 Octoher 1944

in favor of the SS Adainistratiph

Office of the concentration' camp Buchehwald in the.amount of 6.084 B5. The

signatures on the check include that of
1

lohnan.

NIK'3731

Eepnrt of the SS La'bor Squadc'leader at
Essen to the I'a'bor Allocation Officer
of concentration camp •Buchenwald,- dated

3 Novem'ber 1944, indicating that-since
.3. Nnvemhcr 19'44, a part of the.-female.concentration c»mp inmates was again
employed to clear the air raid de'bris in,"
the plants.
NIK 7370

Statement in question and answer'fij-JDia.'

(Prage'bngen), dated 18 Decemhor 1944, ' and
signed "by Hick,; the SS leader of the works •

detail Cf female concentration camp inmates
at.Essen, revealing that until the air raid,
destruction on 13 Decomhor 1944 of the camp
Hum'boldstrasse—Sued, 517 Jewesees and 48
G-erman guards were "billeted there; that the
inmates v/ere moved to Hum'boldstrasse—Nord
"and made to clear the de'bris.
NiK 7700

.

Voucher concerning payment on 10 Jrjiua.ry

1945, of 25,767,30 H-1 "by Krupp-Essen to
concentration c^mp Buchenwald.
NIK 7014

Gcver^J. documents (9, 14 and 15 March 1945)
concerning contacts "between SS guard of the

female concentration camp inmates and Krupp
agencies at Essen, from which it appears
that the irmates should "be transported away
fmm Essen on the 16th or 17th of March 1945,
and that in making arrangements for food
provision, a three day's march we.s
anticipated.
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Report of Krapp's Personnel
Department, dated 14 May 1945?
and signed by ielinann, from
which, it appears tha,t the fema
le concentration camp inmates

were employed at Essen from
August 1944 to 9 March 1945D-277

Affidavit of Rosa ICata, who was
one

of the female

concentration

cai'^P inmates at Essen, dated
21 September 1945, stating among
other things tha,t their guards
sav; to i t that no one rested for

a moment and if anyone did rest
for a moment, she was beaten up
with whip until she v/as covered
with blue streaJ^^ and that three

weehs before the escape of her
self and five other girls, an
SS guard told them -T,'e shall

kill you at the last moment".
BIK--11728

Affidavit of Agnes Koenigsberg,

dated 8 August 1947? describing
in detail her experiences in
Essen and

those

of the

other

female concentration camp inmates
there, including the facts that

in three cases beatings by the
camp leader, Rick, resulted in
death, and that one of the girls
was
burned to death since she
v/as i l l and not tc,ken out when

the camp was hit by a bomb.
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PAGE

Afficlavit of Elisaoetii Roth, •

who had also been v/orking as a
concentration caiiip inmate of

Essen, dated 23 Ilay 1947? gene

rally of similar contents bat

revealing additional aspects of
the

HIK-11730

situation.

Affidavit of Iferia Hermanns,who v/as
one of the

GeruEJi women guar

ding the cone entrant ion camp inmates
at Essen, dated 9 August 1947,
giving a detailed account of
appaling conditions of female
concentration camp iniiiates at
Essen, one of whom was only 14

years of age, and some of whom
v;ere only 16 years of age,
referring also to an in:6ident
of mistreatment of one of the

girls by Emmi Iheissen, Rick's
second

in command.

-3a-
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NIK 11731

Afflcb^vit of Karoline G-eulen, another
of the female SS guards, dated 9 August
1947, generally of similar contents
"but indicating additional features.

NIK 11729

Affidavit of Henriette Pominik, another
of the female G-erman guards, dated 10
August 1947, deecrihing additional aspects

Page

of the pli^t of the femals concentration
camp inmates employed at Essen.
NIK 11732

Affidavit of Selma Nolten, again one of"
the SS Women guarding the female concentration
camp inmates at Essen," dp.ted 10 August ,
•
1947, also adding important details of ,
•the situation involved.'

:-I^355

Affidavit of Walter Thoene, dated 8 October
1945, which was used In the IMT trial. He
Was a foreman in Krupp's Steel Moulding
Shop at Essen, 5»nd describes the miserable
Working and living conditions of the female
concentration camp prisoners in the beatings

of whom he admittedly participated, allegedly
upon order of the Works' manager.
NIK 6766

Affidavit of Peter Gutersohn, who was a
worker in Krupp's Machine Construction Plant

9 at Essen, and saw there the female concentration
camp inmates at work, describing particular
features of the cruelty with which they were
treated ly th Plant Manager, indicating p'lso

the heavy kind of the work they were supposed
to do, inoluddng the carrying cf iron girders.
NIK 7895

Affidavit of Peter Huobert, dated 28 Septenbor
1945. He supervised in Janup.ry 1945 eight fem-oAe
concentration cenp inmates at Bsson who were
transporting stones to Machine Constructlon Plant

8, and who wore in spite nf the grim cold not

provided with gloves, although Huebcrt himself
could n(jt have done the same work without

protecting himself hy two pairs of gloves against
the cold.
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NIK^ 7906 -.ifficLavit of Johann Schlaf, who was
ar^foreman at Krupp's gun-carriage
manufacturing plant at Essen, dated

27 September 19^5, ^nd witnessed the
mistreatment

of female

concentration

camp inmates employed, there, stating
among other things that the girls
were made to carry iron rails with
their bare hands which ^^'orh vras

nor

mally done by men using tools.

NIK 11.676

Affidavit of Ipoclcel, who was an em
ployee in Lehmann's Department at

Essen, dated 2k September 19^7; con
taining his account of the procure

ment in the summer of 19^1-^1- of 520
female concentration camp inmates
for Krupp Essen, the conditions of
their housing and their removal in

^larch 19^5* States amono: other things
that upon order of Ihn, he inspected
at G-elsenberg the 200n women from
w.hom the 320 had to be chosen; that
in spite of his report to Ihn that
those v/omen v/ore not fit for heavy

work, thoy -'ere brought to Essen
and allocated to various Krupp plants

NIK 11675

Affidavit ,of Dolhaine, v/ho v?as also
an employee in Lehmann's Department

at Essen, dated IS September 19^7,
stating Lehmann had ordered him to
pick out thd female concentration

camp in.mates v/ho v?ere brought to
Essen for work at KrupP's and
describing their pitiable billeting
conditions there.

D-25^

One of the documents on Krupp's
slave labor cond.itions which were

used in the lAE trial, being a
report of Hubert Karden, a Oerman
police official, dated I7 September

1.9^5» stating the results of his

investigation on the situation of

the female concentration camp in
mates employed at Krupp's in Essen,
-
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D-252
Cont'cl and thereby describing appalling

conditions, for instance that the
camp commander Pdck often made in
mates kneel on the carap square

during snov/ or rain, and that
only a slight trench served as
air raid shelter for the inmates,
while the SS guards could use
another shelter which vras bomb

proof. Moreover, that several of
those female concentration camp
inmates were so broken down from

exhaustion through work tha.t they
had to be carried back to the carap
by their comrades.

5a

'4P

T
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Document

Pige

P®3.CLi2.'''i®&.

iniC 11310

—®*-

Affidavit of ?Ierins.n Pister, who was
the Commander of '^''rchenwf^ld Concen

tration Carnp, dated 36

1947,

stating tha.t in the s"i\mnier of 1944

KrT'.pp made a rea^'est for the alloca
tion of 2000 male concentration

camp inmates, while onlj'' female ones
were available, and that Pister ""Tpon
his inspectioh of the conditions in
iissen, re-ported to the s'^perior 33
organization, AmtsgL'^b^iDe P, that
those conditions did not warrant the

allocation to "'^ssen of female priso
ners.

FIK 11313 Affidavit of Albert -^chwarz, who was
the Chief of Procurement of Labor of

the -^"chenwald Concentration Camp^
dated 37 Ang"st 1947, stating ths.t
even before Fistor's inspection to^^r
he, Schwarz himself, had insnected
conditions ?t -^ssen and mi^de a simi
lar negative re-oort; that several
v/eeks after Pister's insnection to"r

he, 3chv;erz, a^in went to Bssen and
that it was then fc^'-nd that female

concentration camp inmates. co''^ld be

allocated to s^ch plant in which
before free female workers h^.d been

employed; also relating that from

the side of
Lehmann, assisted
by ^ockBl, conducted the negotiations
in which i\'"'pke also participated, and

tha.t, in the presence of •^chwarz, Hoadremont
and Ibn were kept informed by Lehmann.

Flic 11561 Affidavit of Otto BarnewaJd, who v/p.s
Chief of Administration of the -ai.chen-

wald Concentration Camp, ^ated

27 A"gn-3t 1947, stating that ICr"p • was
one of the few firms which took care

themselves of the feeding of the con

centration cam-o prisoners employed by them,
and that ha was after the events, informed
by >Ian3 KerJmann, a former 3d 3ergoant in
the g'">ard detail at -i^sser, that the ICr^^pp
people were very satisfied with tlieir employjnent
of the concentration camp prisoners and
wo"ld hp.ve lil^d to get more of them.

-
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Page
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description
Affidavit dated 17 August 1947 of Hermann
Grossmann, "who was a IComnandof^iehrer of a
concentration camp laTsor detail in Soch^im,
relating that for the p^'rpose of their avaci:'ation the female concentration camp priso
ners in -^ssen v/ere brought to Sochi"'m,
and there consolideted with similar

gro''"ps; thrt from ~och"n.m all of them

were hro",^ht to V'eimr in a transport
train also carrying also male prisoners, and
that the ca.rs with the female prison
ers ware detached at Weimar.
^•'IK 11170

Affidavit of lOTpke,. dated 23 Jr^ne 1947,
stating thnt the

mana^ment was

aware of the inadecitiate billeting con
ditions of the Hiingarian Jewesses after

the air raid destruction of the camp
Hnmboldstrasse in October 1944; that he
reported this to Ihn and Lehmann, bnt
that those female concentration camp
prisoners ha.d. nevertheless to stay on
^""nder these conditions "ntil harch 1945,

11164 Affidavit of :0>nlo3, dated 23 J^Uy 1947,
stating tha.t after the air raid destruc
tion in October 1944 of the camp E^''mboldstrasse, he received instructions to shelter
ttnporarily the Hungarian Jewesses

in the cellars of that former caiiip ; that,
however, this condition centin"ued ""int 11
their eva-ciTation from -^ssen in Harch 1945,

-
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OFFICE OF U.5. CHIEF OF COOITSFL FOH
CHIIvISS

G-ef»lgschaftsv'eeen, 28 July 1944

(Handv/ritten iTwte)

Tr*/Fue

i-ir. Weiilriann
Mr. Krans

(stamp:)

29 July Secret

^.far Economy Office

29 July 1944
Ho 1.

2369

Initials

1*116 Hote I'o. 10
Assignation of Detainees.

Sujet

Foundation for the report:

^Stamp:)

Visit of the Director of Distrihution of workers of the Veimar-

1. Checked through
ackn^v/ledgement

Buchenwald Concentration Camp,,
SS. Hauptsturmfuehrer Schwarz,,
on 26 July 1944

File

participants in the visit to the Works and Camp:- Herr Trockel
in the subsequent conference, Dr. Lehmann, Holve and Trockel.
Herr SOHWASS came on "behalf of his Coniinandant SO. Standarteiifuehre:

PISTDH. to talk over with us, the question of employment of Kl-Detainees.
He pointed out that the employment of men could not he reckoned with for
a considerable period.

Our last request was for 700 women.

'.Whilst visiting the Humholdstrasse Coinp, which we had in mind for
the accommodation of E.l Detainees, Herr Schwarz thought that this camp
was too spacious for the women.
He suggested that only five of the
Southern barracks on the west side of the camp together asid a few slit
trenches should he wired off and r.o make a proportionately small camp

for the proposed huraher of which could easily he kept in view.
In Rolling Vorks Ho II where 300 women are to he employed at
was shown that, after a thorough examination, led hy Herr
employment here was uossihle and suitable.
Herr Schwarz asked that a
simple wire fence at the most 2 meters hig" he erected between the pilla
to separate t^ie H.l Detainees from the other foreign workers.
Herr
Bra-'un viill see that this

is carried out.

f:o special door is needed for the railway entrance, a hurdle
s^uffices.
On fne question of safety measures, Herr Hauptst'urmfuehrer
Schwarz vras most obliging.

Women can orxly he emplo:/ed on the day shift in the Electrode work
shops and then only 50.

An examination of the spring work-shop, under the direction of
Herr SFG-ERI»8SER showed that it was not possible to employ the 150 women
already applied for, as it is not possible to separate them from the
other foreign workers.
That is a principle condition for their
employment. Herr Schwarz '.eclarod that in spite of the consideration
of our wishes he was unable to allow employment here owing to the fact
that the works were not easily controlled visually.

(Stamp:
To Filrs

201 / y
-
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-
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(Cont'd)

In armor "building Shop 4, it is also not possible to have a

complotol}'' separated

(Page 2 of original)
mployment si^uad.

The final result was that at the moment tho places

r ady for employment are:
Helling work II
Blectrods workshops

with 300 women
with 50 women

As net less than 500 women would he assigned, we agreed that the
figure should romain at 500 women in ord-^r that the assignation should
not he endangered.
Purtharmore, the SS furnishes 20 administra.tiTe
porsonnel such as doctors, n^jrses, cohhlers, tailors, etc. at our

disposal so that the figure of 500 women is now raised to 5X>
The
I'mplo37m3nt bureau "J" must try t® find work for the remaining 150 dv=tain
as quickly as possible.
The hall near the rolling works Ho II which wc had in mind for
accojTimodation of the detainees was thought by Herr SCHivAHS to be an

excellent place.

He suggested that the 520 Hungarian Jewesses which we

had asked for, should b-.T accommodated here on the 1st floor and the can^
in the Humboldstrasse be abandoned.
According to his experience this

should be possible.

The^round floor could then be used as an air-raid-

shelter during air raids.
The very few building alterations ^-diicn are
necessary in this hall was " talked over with Herrn HOL'vH.
The main
things are the erection of a barbed v;ire fence in front of the hall
which allows a small exit and the erection of a small barracks for the

Commander of the g^oard and his duty office and for tho German female
guard personnel.
In the hall itself 2 rooms for each 5 German guards
are to be erected on the 1st floor, windows to be put in, building of
closets so that thv^ detainees have no need to go down stairs at night.

Purtherraore, washing accommodation is to be made for the detainees.

Helling works II will let the clothes of the detainees be waahed
in a room which is already available outside their accommodation.

Chief Camp Xirectisn will tal^e over the catering for the
detainees and guards according to the agreement made on 5 July betwoon
Horrn CS Standartenfuohrer Pister and Herrn Kupke.
The S3 are providing a guard consisting of guard co.mnander and
10 men.
Her 52C women we have to name approximately 45 Gerii-ian women

who will be svorn in to the 3S, given 3 weeks training in the women's
camp at Havensbrueck and then given full official supervision duties
by the S3,
A leaflet for the obtaining of women as forewomen is
attached.

The obtaining of these German female guards will be the most

difficult problem presented to us by the assignment of K.X detainees.
An inquiry at the SGSSi Labor Bxchange, director Dr. SIkOH, has shown
that wo cannot obtain such people through the Labor Sxchange.
Therefore
we must obtain them from eur own v;orke,
Eolling works II and the
Blectrode workshop will make an effort to obtain up to 30 Gorman women
out of their personnel

(Page 3 of original)
each in relation to the number of detainers asked for, who are willing

to sign on for the above mentioned purpose and who are also fitted for it
-

2 -

(
m'^SUiTION OF DOCUICT'T 110. D-238
CONTINUSD

In case the departments requiring employees cannot obtain
the required number of German women as security personnel it
would be necessary to draw them from other departmentsThe transfer of the 5^0 wtfnen asked for could only take
place after the training of the German women, therefore in
practice, in 4 weeks at the earliest.

( signed) TROGKEL

1 Enclosure

Distribution Herrn A.v. BOHLEN,

, HOUDHET^CKT, E^miLERi

IR1\T, V, BUELO'.r, ULUmm,

HINTZ, HOLVE,

KRAUS KB-t-KE. HOESGEM (V/wi) BRAUN (Wwll)
EWGEHI^E ( Spring workshop) , iTALUNER
(Electrode workshop) TROGKEL.

CERTIFICATE OF TRiillSL-^TION

I, JOHN J. BOLL, iiGO No. A-444412, hereby certify that I
am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages^
and that the above is a true and correct translation of

document No. D-238

JOHN J. BOLL
U.S. Civilian

^'iGO No • A-444412

-3END

TRAI^^SIi/.TIO^IT OF DOCOTSHT Ho
HIH-9806
OFFICE OF•CHIEF OF COUHSEL FOE V.'AH CBHES

Fried. Krupp

Ei^t r ibut i om
Bo hi on

The gpcnial
Iiabpr;:A-lIor
natdon Offioor

trp Gr cfis \ Hpudl- cmo nt,
E.. i'lubilcf, Jr.nsscn,

Late

xTo

27 July 1944

17

Ihn, Ebcrh-^-rdt, Eadcmp-'^-hor, G-irrds Hrpus,
p.ll Sdl (Spcoipl Labor
Allocrtion Oflinorc)

Miauios of tho SAI-disoussion

on 19 July 1944.
1. Hcrr Ivraus vjcloomcd Dr. Untcutsoh as AI

Allocation Officer) for tho entire Hrupp gongern.

2, ConG£ntratj.on L.nmp_ijpnpt_os_^
Hcrr Trookol stated that according to Dr. Lchiiiann
no Himgarlan Jews but only Hungarian Jowosscs
can bo broiight in. Blorr Irocjccl visited the

G-olscnbcrg fo.ctor^' whore 2 000 Jewesses p,rc worlcing
at present. They arc mainly doing cloaning-up
work. They live in tents. At present the pri
soners arc being guarded near Golscnberg by
100 members of tho Homo Guard, Hcrr Irockcl
considers that those women arc too weak to do

heavy work.

Dr. Untcutsch rcm^.rkcd that the wago-sdale
measures arc being carried out in the iron

producing plants at present. It would bo advan
tageous if at the same time tho various workingposts for thOBO women w^ore considered too.

Although it is difficult tc employ women in

heavy industries wo must nadie use of every

opportunity to do so in view of the groat labor
shortage♦

3 • 2®£

Since there are still doubtful points in connection

with tho employment of young Eastern v;orkcrs,
a„ docroo of the Eoich Labor Minister concerning
this is Included in tho enclosLijro.

l"£'fc£3:n vvork£r_s.^
- Herr Herfort reports that Eastern workers of

the Cooperative Stores come to him asking him for
-

litmmflllig'illli-iilri iiiiiiiTfr»liAihiilhtririii
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TR/.N3L:*.TI01T 0?' iX)Cmii3NT Hn .iIIIC-9806
COirilMUSD

(page 1 of original, eont'd)
leave to "be spent in the camp. Hcrr Tronkcl
replied to this that the question as a whole

was stillheing studied hy the plenipotentiary
for Labor Alloeation. A oireular letter on the
matter would bo sent out.

(page 2 of original)
5. Demand for labor._
Herr Sraus read a letter from the Jacgcrstab
saying that during the last few vjcoks investi
gations had shown that a number of different
plants had asked for more labor o.llooation tho.n

was actually needed,

several workshop

leaders or plant loadcrs/^^or alloc.ation officers

ha.d been punished for making demands
that; wore too high.
It is therefore decreed that a.ll demands

for labor of the iCrupp plants bo addressed via

_th_c individual Spc_c^a_l Labor AlJ.oc_a^i£_n_Off_icors^
to the Statistics Office by the 5rd of" eac'h"

month. They will necessarily have tc be examined
by the Special Labor Allocation Officer,

_for ^h_c lajcemctivc^A.r^rksjiop.^
Ihirthcr transraittal of the demand for

labor of the locomotive workshop was refused since
only 55 hours a v/oek arc worked • there, To incroa-sc

the vvorlcing time was considered useless by the
lonomotivQ v;orkshop booauso this would not
increase the cut^mit anyway, it was so.id.

Discussion on the subject showed that all
the Special Labor Alloc.ation Officers v";orG of a

difforont opinion. Hcrr Kraus therefore stipulated

that the 60 hour week should bo introduced in

the locnmotivG workshop, especially since it is
still to be considered at present as an auxilirrv
plant,

7. Dm^l£ymont_o^
Acccrding to information given by the Jacgcrstab
prisoners of war arc required to work just as
much o.s Grcrman workers.
-

2
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[TR/.ITSLATION OE XOCUililiTT .ETr iNIK--980 6
COIJI'INIISD

(pr.gc 2 pf original, cont'd)
8. Sf^i^i£nf2y_inorGa,s£j^
In order to inoroasc the offi'^ionoy of the

foreign ?;orkcrs o.nd the prisoners of v^r.r e. suggestion
ooming from the Borthavvcrk is inoluded in the
cnolo sure.

9»

xhc Labor Office asks us to inform it imodiatoly,
via, the Plenipotentiary for Labor Allocation of
the deaths of foreign v^oi-kors, so that their
relatives abroa.d can be informed before the

burial or any wishes of the doc^^ea.Bcd tra.nsmitted to

the rela.tivos.

It is rooommcndod tha.t

the plants telephone this informc-tion to the

Plenipotentiary for Labor Allocation.
10 , Arrestin£ £ork£r£»^
In the past it has been the custom of the
Cast Steel iorks to discharge workers who had
been arrested and sentenced. In order to avoid
that workers who have served their sentences

(page 3 of original)
•be

reassigned to us by the Labor Office on the roi

ticket, they are,, after Cohtacting
—^ the Plcnipo,

tGntia.ry for Labor Allocation, to bo entered

in the books of thOj plants as missing for a long

time I A circular letter pertaining hereto
will bo

sent out.

11. Transfers,of workers.

The plants frequently return to the Labor

Allocationf to bo transferred olsowhoro, workers
whom they v^ould like to got rid of for some
reason or other but whoso Efficiency.and conduct
they mark as '^ood" on the transfer slip. In the
future these workers after appropriate investi
gation, will bo sent ba,ck to the same plants to re
ceive their punishment.

12. Main_Administration for the werk£r£* £amps_.
Plants and offices of the Cast Steel l>rks

complain that the letters they send to the Main

Administration for the workers' camps frequently
roGoivo no reply. The letters excuse

is that

it does not have the neccssa.ry x-^^j-^scnnol for this
-

3 -
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• (page 3 of original^ nont'd)
13 •

home^^
Herr Busnhinann stated that Prof. Houdremont

has asked the T/orkshop leaders and the auxiliarv
oonfidential agents to determine what work
"
can be done at home, or -oossibly in small -^rou'os
in schools,

Enclosures

(signature) Specht
(page 4 of original)

Enclosure 1 to_the_SAI-Kep£rt
RejtS_ Eastern vTorkers

'forking time for children and young people.

In^accordance with the "Eecree on the
Protection (Arbeitsschuts) of Poreign T/orkers
and Eastern g'orkers" issiied by the Heich labor

Minister on 8 January 1944 the following may be
employed/

1. Children 12 - 14 years of age.

Only in exceptional cases and then if only

given vTcpeXj light work not exceeding 4

hours daily - but not at night or on Sundays

and Holidays. The Trade Supervision Office

must be informed of the employment of children.

2, Young people under 16 years of age.

, Up to 54 hours weekly.

10 hours daily may not be

Excluding rest periods

exceeded except in exceptional
cases.

3» Female workers over 16

Up to 56 hours weekly,
10 hours daily may not
't)e exceeded except in
e:?:ceptional cases.
-

4 -
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4« Male workers over 16

TJp to 60 hours weekly,

Uxeiuding rest periods

in as tar as the German
workers do not have to
work longer.

fiest periods during working time must he /

granted as presoribed for German workers.

When the da5?'*s work has been completed 10
hours rest at least must he accorded, that is, if'

a shorter time is not stipulated for German staff.
During the night between 2300 hours and 0500

hours female workers over 16 years of age may only
be required to work of there is an urgent
necessity for the same.

The Trade Supervision

Office must be notified of the employment of female
workers at night and reasons statedi Young people
under 16 may not be employed at night.
The workers may only be required to work
on Sundays or holidays if this is customary in the
plant or if there is an urgent need for the same in
exceptional oases.

The Trade Suxoervision Office can, in exceptional
cases, modify the above regulations.

In so far as reports and applications to the

Trade Supervision Office are under consideration,
corresponding information is to be sent to the

Department for the Protection of Workers for furthe;
consideration,

(page 5 of original)

Enclosure 2 ic^^the^SAI-Report
S®-!.

Ability badge for prisoners.

jVIatte^s_s_

16

1 a to f of the file xepoxt of

1944.

Discussion with Plerr Girod,
-

5 -
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(page 5 of original; oont^d)
1. Saoh rrisonsr receives a l^adge (see sample)
which" is to show the guality of his work,

2, fhe prisoner who works and conducts himself well
receives the white "badge, G-roup I and ha.s the
following advantages;

a) Better accrmmodation and treatment in
the camp,

"b) supplementary food rations,
o) highest rewards,
d) admittance to shoves such as the cinema, foot
ball matches, etc.

3i The worker whose work and conduct are only

average receives the bine badge, G-roup II, and
receives the normal trea.traent meted out in the

camp and the normal quantity of food. Prisoners
of this grcup only receive rewards or premiums
from time to

4.*

time*

The refractory prisoner whose work or conduct a.re
bad wears the red badge, Gmup III, and is
subject to the severest supervision in the pla.nt

and in the camp* l^eprivation of rights whichj
however, may not diminish his physical effioicncy,
sudh as forbidding him to rocaive or send mail

and packages, or ta smoke etc, ^should force the

prisoner to work himself up again into Group 11*

5. All newiy-arriving prisoners receive the blue badge
of Group II,

6.

Prisoners who from Group I arc appointed

apprentices wear the white badge with the triple
green ring (see sample).
7.

After the first division of the prisoners into

groups by the Dlant and after approval by the
Labor Allocation Officer and the distribution

of the badges by the cmcoptration camp
a) Applications for regrading to a higher group
will only be accepted by the Labor Allocation
Officer H, Sohwager in writing with reascns
on Saturdays betv^oen 0800 hours and 1300 hours,

b) Applications for regrading to a lower group will
be accepted daily during offfoe hours,
-

6 -
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(page 5 of original, nont'd)
The reasons for the applications as specifiodl

under a) and b) must stand the test by the
deputy of the I;s.bor Allocation J Herr Baeckor,
re-training i^'orkshop,

8,

Approved applications to point b) vsill be
immediately transmitted (at first by telephone) "

to the concentration camp for further processing,

9»

Approved applications to point a) will be trans
mitted Saturday afternoon to the concentration

camp. The concentration camp leadership will
award the badges for the higher grouD on the
Monday during a roll-call of the concentration
camp inmates.

C:dBTIPICAT3 OP TIUITSLATION

OP BOCOTENT No.::iS:-9806.

IS September 1947

I, Hichard ANSCHUETZ, No. 3>145539, hereby
certify that I am a duly appointed translator
for the English and German languages and that
the above is a true and correct translation
of the Document No. NIIC-9806,

Richard ANSCHQETZ,
No. D 145-339

~
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TE_:i^Sl,A2I0K' OP IX)ClJl'II;irI wo .lTIK-9802
OPPICE OP CHISP OP C0UIT5PL POR

CRIIIPS
, -.f..

Li^tribu^io^nj_ L-IC-v .Bohlon

Priod. Krupp
The

Labor Lllooc-tion
Offloor

Lato; 17 August
1944

Ifo

G-o orGns/Houdrcmont/E ,Muollor/

18

J anss Giy Ihn/Pb or har dt/Radonaohor/Giro d/lCraus/all Spooial
Labor Allooation Officers

(Rubber Stanp)s
T'orkors Protection

21 August 1944
AS

Responsible
for actions

relo.ting to the xaocting of Spooio.l Labor Allocavtion
Officers on 9 August 1944.

Ra,b 0,
Rosenborg,
Jaogors, Schmidt,
Klamna,
Spocht,
Grout2fcldt ,Elingcr, Stratnann,
Kraus
Trcusch,
Lclerc,
Eickhoff,
Lohmann, TrocRcl,
lAlleke,
Moisc,
Gicsocko,
Ploss,
Vins c hornann
Hor;fort,
Becker,
Bousch,
Bluiao,
Buockling,

Hintz,
Ihn,

t

All ;jobs in t he plants end offioos nust bo
strictly cxanined to seo Vvhethor feaalcs may bo
employed in pTaco of nolc staff.

In t; is sphere it nay be taken for grontcd

that

-,f, •.-a strict oxoiuinations \^ill bo made by

special crnnissions.
_

1

-

OP DoomiLm iTr.iaK-9802
oomimjED

•.'m

Hesponsibla

(page 1 of originalj. oont*d)
Il"l '
t

for actions

Labor ' Alloca.txon I must roccivo replies to the
following questions by 15 August 1944.5

II '

1» Ti'hioh male labor can be replaced b^j" women
if a rigorous standard is a.pplicd?

lo what extent can the plants use additional
labor

ofs

a) Gorman women,

b) Concentration camp inmates.
17hcrc can concentration camp inmates be employed
and in who.t numbers?

By Saturday, 'l'2 August 1944:
4. How many female oraployeos can bo apprenticed
imncdirtoly and for, what jobs?
Horr Ihn in rendering a comprehensive review of the

labor allocation situation, arrives at the
conclusion that .any allocation of male onployees'

worth mentioning co.n no longer be expected.
Ihoroforo, the use of female la.bor must bo
incrca.sod, even doublcdj regardless of the cir
cumstances, Also in technical professions
Over

(page 2 of original)
more women must be 'or.r~"!oyod as has been done a.lready
in the case of draft;.-v-.f nen,female calculators c?.nd

prcx:)arcie of work. Herr Jaeger reports in this
connection that the plant railroad had obtained

very good results with female switch operators
and he intends to use female stokers for steam
locomotives,

. "'.I -'l''

TH/iNSL/'.X-ION Q'F 10CUDI-MT Nr *.K-IK-9802
CONTHTUED

2 of original, orjit'd)
Hosponsiblc
for actions

Training ncasurcs must ensure tiio,t the last
unskillod Crcrnan v.rrkcr cnpo.blG of being tra,inod
is trained for work of a

more

skilled nature.

Also training measures must ensure that foreigners
arc used to a much larger extent for productive
work thruugh proper instruction. Foreigners must
be examined to determine if they a.rc properly
allooa-tcd. There arc still reservps to be found
here. Italians and Russians are to be especially
oxominod.

Horr Dolere was r

..stcd to

include the

plants in the instruction program more than h-d

hitherto been the ca,so, because the instruction

•

shop had a limited capacity onl5% Plo.nts must be
in a position to provide instruoticn themselves.

I

Plants and offices must be prepared that

the ago groups up to 1883 bo drafted.

During the coning weeks 'additiona.! G-orman
civil prisoners a-re to be a.llocatod.

.Irt

In aJdditirn, female concentration camp inmates
will arrive during this month. Horr Hanlco is
examining the allocation possibilities. Prior
to allocation, however, guard personnel must bo
available. The plants must make use of every
possibility for allocating fcn.alc concentration
camp inmates. Requests arc to be made to Horr Hanko

The difficulties arising from the all'ccation
of part-time fona.lc workers must be overcome by •
the plahts. v/omcn also can bo used for night shifts
Female

Steel Works

workers assigned for work in the Oast"
must report at first to labor Allocation
_

"2;

I.
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COITTIFtJED

(]pagc 2 of original, oont^d)
Hesponsiblc
for actions

Prrn hero thcj'- v;ill be distributed to the plants.
Plants are obliged to assign \"rrk to this per

sonnel and nust refrain from sending then elsev;hore on sonc protc:iit or an-other. If a-fter a

ecrtain waiting period it'Should bo inipossiblo to
employ them further, then Lab'^r Allocation J is
to

5.

be notified.

New ^c£ula_ti£n£ ^rv i;ondi,ti.ons_of workjf o_r__Eastorn_
porkers.

Until 26 August, plants must report to Labtof
Allocation A whether the newly esta,blishGd working
conditions for Eastern workers aocording to Main

Administration (HV) circular ilo, A 192 of

18 May 194^r have ha,d a favorable effect or what
V/cre the experience or observations made by
the plants.

(page 5 of origino.l)
4. Borrowed lo.borj_ Berthawerk,

Special Labor Allocation officers received
a list covering borrovvcd workers loaned to the
Berthavvcrk, since in the next v;orks-crnfcrence the
return of the borrowed -•workers

to the plants

of the Konacrn is to be discussed. The Labor

Allocation officer of the Berthawerk has o-lrcady

been requested to prepare cO list also, indicating
wha.t borrowed workers are still onploycd there.

5. B£rrowod l-abor _in the L£C£n£t_iyc an_d £ar construction
^G_par^acnt_^
""
Locomotive vO.nd Car construction is now do-

ns.nding the return of those workers who at thfit
tine wore allocated olsowhoro o.s a result of

individual cases of danagc suffered. According to
0- ncvv d£."ectivc from Prof, Houdronont, however,
-

. •
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(pago 3 of original, oont'd)

v

Hesponsible
frr

actinns

thcsG brrrn-vvcd v/orkcrs arc to be returned

to Loooartivc and Car construction only in
proportion to the increase in production.
Hcrr Kraus calls Herr Habeas attention

to the fact that locomotive and Ca.r construction,
v/orlcing 59 hours weelcly, has not yet reached
the output of workiiig hours achieved in other
plants ^nd that he therefore cannot recommend

the return of the borro\vcd vvorkcrs . a,t present.

6, Mcssag£ £orviCv.-.
Since Special labor Allocation officers

complain that message delivery in the plants is
too slow, Hcrr Dr. lehnann was-invited to
institute ah examination of the message center,
7* Absence

of Prisoners

of war.

Hcrr Trocicol stated thcCt the plants fre
quently report absence of prisoners of year without
enumerating the roa.sons. let it be rcnarkod that

f»'

the plant guards fail to pick up the pertaining
written sto.tcments issued by the ca.mps in the
morning concerning absent prisoners of war. It is

up to the plants to instruct the guards that they
must bring along the written statements regarding
the absence of the prisoners of war.

8,_!^sj.n£s_s hour£ at the
Ihc co-operative stores has resolved to extend
business hours at several stores until 20 hours in

order to make it possible for personnel, working

late, to make purchases after'quitting work.

It is being noted whether this possibility is being

used.

(signature)s Spocht
«
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30 Soptcnbor 1947

'I
I, Kathleen Blh'ilLEy, Fa. 20096, horoby certify
that I am thoraughly crnvorsant rvith the ^English

. a

and CjGrnan languages and that the a-brvc is a. true
and errroct transla.tion af tho Frcuncnt Nr .FIK-

9802.
•V .!'l

Eat hi con BJ^AIILSY,
Nr. 20096.
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TPJiNSL/.TIOIy OP DOCUIvGITT rlr ,HIK:~9801
OPPICE OP CHIEF OP COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES

Pried, Krupp

A.ICrupp v. Bohlcn

mux-u
4--""
"
Datc« 30 August
The
laUpr^AUoGetxpn
^o.l0
pflinpr
Q-porcns/HouclroiiiPut/E^MuGiigr^'

J ans s GiVl im/Eb cr ho.rdt/Rad c- '

aanhcr/G-ire d/Eraus/all Spc cia 1
Labor Allooation Offioors.

(rubber stamp)?
Uorkors Protection

4 September 1944'
AS

Responsible
for

actions

Record

^'^£'^2P-E. pt_Speoial Lo.bor Allocation

Officers on 23 August 1944.

DJ^stting JiiiiU_r_cgard t_o ;^ojbal
The Ercisleit^r of the Ereis Essen of the

NSLAP has requested the cast steel factory to
release about 1,200 men of the military
'
age groups 1897 -.1926, for drafting to the
Wehrmacht•

The gentlemen of the SAI (Specia.l Labor
Allocation Officers) v;.cro given a circular in
dicating the number of men of military ago to
be released in the 1906 age-group cud younger,
and graded "restricted fit for service", and
those in the a.ge-group 1906 and younger and the
age-group 1897 - 1905 gra.ded "fit for service".
Lists of these forces,, must bo submitted

to the Military Economy Of:, ice by 25 August 1944
Employees affected b_^ this draft and already
listed for the SEE-action must bo ropilaccd in
the SSS-rostor by other employees bccF.usc re
duction of the quota for SEX-action is not
permissible^ The I.Illitary Economy Office must
-

1
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(page 1 of originaXj oont^d)
R9sponsi"blG
|p$! action:
receive notificatipn, of any
action by 1 September 1944*

•Iteration in the

S3X-

Up to the presentj no total protection has
been announced for any manufacture* rhe Kroisloitcr

vvill make inquiries in Berlin about this, and com
municate' accordingly. On the part of the Biroktorium it v\'as decided that the dcnartment of motor

vehicle repair shall be exempt from being drafted.
The naming of borrowed employees for drafting is
not permissible.

2) Homewo^k_.
Hcrr Kraus announces that two Rlak commanders

have called on him a.nd have decio.rcd their willing
ness to assume the homework for Rlelc units. The
.units arc willing to call for and return the
necessary work material from the cast-steel works.

3) Italian Military Internees.

According to information from Ilcrr Trockolj
the Italian Military Internees will assume the

status of civilian workers this coming Sunday.
The Stalag has requested that the Italiaijs be

given Sunday off so that the formalities may be
dealt with»Hcrr Eraus emphasizes that no loss of
shift may occur on a.ccount of those formalities.

(page 2 of original)

4) Supervision for concentration cr'.mp Bu£r_ds_vv_om_on_^
For the purpose of guarding cmcontration

camp inmates (female), 38 G-crman women have been
named-up to now by the plants so that there is
-
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(page 2 of original, oont'd)
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•
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it
Rcsppnsiblc
for

actionj

still a deficit of 4-2 vvomcn to fill the requested
strength of 80, The plants arc requested to
name additional women. The plants will he fur
nished replacements immediately' hy labor
Allocation J ,

(signature)? Speoht

CEPuTIPICAlE CP (ERAPSL/.flOlT

OP DOCIPEKT No.NIK:- 9801

30 Scptenber 1947

m

I, Kathleen BRAlllEY, Ko, 2009 6, hereby

certify tha.t I am thoroughly conversant with the
English and German langua.gcs and that the a.bove
is a true and correct tran&latioii 03? the Document
No, NIK-9801,

Kathleen BPu.lILEY,
No, 20096,
-
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AFFIDAVIT.

I, THCCKEL

A.dolf; do here'by ?,tt<?-st on oat^h. that the attached

iocamerit, I'ile reference, *Fo.?

dated 6 July 1944, si^'ned Er/Fue.,

concerning ".U.location of prisoners etc.", con-sisti-ng of three
pa^es, is taken fro3 my O'vn file copies, and. that I
this
day, handed it o/er to Mr,

ISSIPJ^iAlT.

(signature) Adolf TSOGI-CSI
Witnessed Jjhis si;j;nature

•Hgjifred A. ISSFHI-Ali (signature) 23 May ig47.
MpJifred A. I'SSFiai^.A>F
AOO nunher A-446810
U.S.

Givilia.n

Office of Chief of Counsel for V/ar Crimes

U.S.

War Department.

( Page 8 of original )

Personnel Matters, S July 1044

Tr. / f\ie.
File reference Ko.2-

Suhject;

Allocation of prisoner^, etc.
Jasis for report; Conference at my office on the
afternoon of 5 July.

The following persons were present:
v.DUSLOV/, G-UEtTTHER, CHAFFS, HAIH^O, HIUTZ,
KOLVS, KI'AUS, KUP3CE, THOCZEL,and VOP.MX.
The situation is as follows:

1>) 3000 concentration camp inmates.
Standartenfuehrer of the GS, FISTER, Commander of ConcGntrar-

tion Caiip 3uchenwa,ld near Weimar, with which we have to deal,
was here on the afternoon of the 4th of this month. He had

the order to a-llocate 3000 women to us. Ve convinced him,how

ever, that the allocation to us of females is hardly possible,
and he pro...ised us the allocation of 2000 Hungarian and Jewish

-

1

-
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(Page 3 of original cont'd )

(^en).These are nostly unskilled vrorkers. However, Herr
PISTER wants to include as many skilled workers as possible, VTe
caiae to an agreement with him on the following points;

a) ERUPP is to invc;Stigate at once where prisoners can he alloca
ted on a large scale, Sn^jloyment of individuals or of small
groups will not "be approved. If only for the salte of supervi

sion and for security ree-sons the eaployment of the largest
possible complete groups in one workshop should he atteii^jted.

h) We pay Hh 4,00 per day for each prisoner, including all social
vj-elfore dues such as for sickness and accident insuranceretc.

c) The SSp^"vides the guards in the camp and the plant, and also
the adriixnistrstive staff,physician and medica.l orderly.

d) We provide one "blanket in the summer and tv;o in the v/inter;
also, a set of eating utensils and a drinking cup for each
guard and prisoner.

e) According to an agreement heti^een Eerr PISTSR and Herr irUPEE,
the i-iO.in A'ministra.tion for the 'workers', camps a,ssumes the
responsibility provisioning the prisoners for a pa.yment of

PI. 0.70 per day for each prisoner, and PP. 1,30 fo

each guard.

f) Herr PISTmE found the former ca^ip for Italian i-iilitary Inter
nees, Humholdtstrasse S uth, to he suitable. Accomnoda,tion can

he provided for 3C00 prisoners altogether by using tripledecker hunks, instead of the douhle-deckor hunks used here
tofore.

A guard tov/er of the sii:plest form should he erected at each
of the four corners of the camp, for security reanons.
turn over

( Page 3 of original )

A hut of the former Camp Humholdtstrasse Horth and a part of
the air raid shelter of this Oacp must he incorporated into
the South Camp, To this end the harhod vhLre must he re-arran

ged accordingly. Other charges are not necessary in the camp.
In the opinion of Herr KUPICHl the Camp c?n he occupied in about

1-^ days if by that tirae Canp Dorsten can take over the Italian
Military Internees, and if the construction alterations in
Camp numholdtstrasse South are made,

g) As the v;ay from Caii^ Humholdtstrasse South to the plant is

a very long Herr Standnrtenfuehrer PISTER stipulated that the

prisoners he transported by tram to and frora their plane of
work, since they are very poorly provided with footv/ear,

-
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(Page 3 of original cont'd)

h)

KP.UPP will'provide suits Cif v/orking clothes for particularly
d'irty v/ork.

i)

V/hile vre axe clarifying the question of the allocation of the
prisonors, Horr PISTlE will ohtain clarification regarding the
allocation of the 8Q0C men ..-ho are to he made availahle,

Ee requests a telephone call as soon as we have conie to that
pointoEe vdll then cone to Sssen to inspect the working suarters. and to arrange the details concerning the numhor of guard

personnel etc.

3.) 500 concentration carrp prisoners (wonen) who are to he alloca
ted to us hy the Main Co.xibtee for Vfeapons.
It is intended to take those prisoners, as far as possible,

from the XOC prisoners mentioned under 1.)

^•) 500 convicts reciussted

Herr A.v ."Or-LILT from the office of

Attorney Q-eneral JOSL, Haixa

Attorney Oenoral J031L has offered the project of several
hundred convicts. A conference with him is to taice place in
the v/cok of 9 -

15 of this mon;h. Eerr v.TDliLOU' aj:id EUPZ3 of

the cast—steel foundry are to handle the negotiations.
The LoconotivG .^nd Car Construction cc.n take 300 -

350 men at

first and an additional 850 - 300 men in perhaps three months.

Accommodation for the first contingent is possible in C.
Heerfeld a-ftor a slight extension of the caJS* area. Herr IrJHCS

end Horr HOL'TS are discussing the particulars. Later the entire
number of 500 men intended for Locomotive and Car Construction

axe to be acco;xiiodated in Caiip Veidka.p.

'jy)--40 con-'icts (prisoners from the ponitontiary at Koenigsberg).
Hegotiavtions v;ith referenco to the allocation of these people
conducted in the next few days with Herr Hegierungsrat
pjjjGCHICS, Director of the Sssen Eemand prison,

AccQELnodation probably possible a.t Josef - Htmrner - l-Ag.

( Page 4 of original )
0"- priiae i;:portance is the ouostion of where the concentration

ce,:rp prisonors and the convicts are to be

assigned in '^he cast-

steel foundxy(G-usstahlfabrik). Herr H»:C, a.s his principle
duty, will take over this question, in collabora,tion withHieri
HIJTZ, Liaison Office for Interplant Labor Alloca.tion,
In the case of the convicts the chief difficulty is that we
have to supply the guards,Herren v.DmoW, EUPE3! and HAHHO
will exaoinc this question.

-

3

-

EEXiTSLATIOlT OJ DOCUIviSiT^ iT.-.iTH -

7440

CO'MIBJZD

(Page 4 of original cont'c.)
Herr TOSVCSBS,

P.A.H. (I'riedricit-Alfred.-H.iette) \d.ll study the

(question of whether the P»A,H. can receive an allocation of
concentration casip inaa^tes and convicts.The cast—steel foundry

\>dll, if necessary, try to help in solving this pro"ble:n»
Herren G-UlS'nr-^I?. and G-PJ3F3, Seisenheim, are negotiating with

the conCgQ^tration caaps of their district. Althot^h the dis
cussions/so: f^ had negative results, Oeisenhein v/ill continue,
fron there,to study the q_uestion»xTot until everything else has
failed will the co.st-steel foundry offer its aid, if necessary*
According to infcrmation from Eerr E0173, Dr POUTTSa's negotia
tions with the Organization TOPT with reference to the exchange
of OT Camps near the cast—steel plant have had a negative result.

signed IHl

Pistrihution; Eerrn A.v.PO-lLSiT, JAESSEE, HOUPEE-iOHT, Pr.I-iHSLLPE.,
v.hL'EEjQVJ", OUEETESH and GHASPB (C-eisenheim) ,EAil:L3,
¥.TMZ, HOLTP, ICRAUS, KUPE3, TP0CE3P and TQEICEEE

(jhA.H.)

CERTIPICATB OF TRAITSLATIOE
OF POGUIviUlT Ko.KIK - 7440

20 August 1947

I, the undersigned, certify that the translation of Pocument
Eo.EIK - 7440 is an English rendering of the G-erman original
made to the nest of my ability.

George

LlihjEru'UlT

Civ.Ko. E-113011

-

4 -

"FLIP"

TfT

Tll.U^SL.VTIO-;' C? DOC^:!SrT ^:To.

o??ics 0?

llcdn Ad3iilistr2.i;lon

^531

()? ao"Es~ij ?o::i '7;a criB-g-i"

222 O^-st steel y^ctory 1 3ept*1344
lllocation of Lr^bor J

H/lJea
±'rivo,t e yc eret ori at e2.ecelved 2 seot, 1944

To tlic plants

STJBJUGT; Zrii-loyxicnt of -.vonen fron conoentration
0 ar-'ii"; s •

Tests have shown that the enaloynGnt of v/oaen fron

Gonoentration o rips in oar plojits is practicablG

iiOBtly in snail noabers only with the consG^ucncG
tha,t the nuiabcr of .gaards rochaired beconcs dispro
portionately large. Therefore it is contcnplatGd
to pat a fairly large nunbcr of v/o;aen frore conocn-r_
tra,tion caaps to v.ork in a locked roori in the 'jr.ior

Plated Boildinp (Panscrbaa) 4 onder conparativcly
favorable sapcrvisory conditions for welding work,
and also to a snail extent .for light ncchaJiic-J.
work, drilling and riilling.

The plcjits are rec^uestei to sabnit data with drafts
concerning suitable v^ork which, if possible, can
be pcrfotncd regulaxly, to llx, lUiTHBlTP, iirnor Pla

ted Boilding 4, until 5 scptcnber. farther inqui
ries should also be directed to this adlrc-as ("Phone

2 70 75). The beginning of work can be czpccted in
the second half of septenber.
prlodr# ICIIJPP

Signature•

Sifpaature;

pp:i ismhunT

ppa ITllUS

iW'-1- < Va

oi BO.GiHZf¥'ToTlTnpn53T'

certIx^ic.jTg: 0?-. ?a;GTsii.iTiON

29 July 1947
If lobert H0?PII'1T, Oiv* iTOf 20 109f lioreby cer
tify tlie.t I cri tlioroaghly convcr's:jint vatli the Eng

lish rjid QGrrian Inngaageg and that the ahovc is a
true'and ccrrGot translation of Docuraont lTo» T\TK

3551.

lohcrt HOOTC/IT
Civ. iTo. 20 109

'• '1 •;A'

-
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TEAKSRTIOIJ 0P; noCDMEHT MK — 730J
QFWCB OF CKTPP OF nnnwsBT. FOR •iivp .r.B.TTfflfi

AFFIDAVIT

^ ••

I

"ifi

i' • • "

I# Curt FlifZEL^ hero'sffith state uuclor oath that the attached
document.. Money Order Ho, 1012O2

(

handv/ritton

)

dated 2 Octobor 1944

(

haJio-writton)
*

sirned by HAERLIH, LEEM/JJIT,
( hand-written )

oonsietinc of

2
(handieritton)

pages, v/as taken from the files of the firm of Fried#

ICRIIPP, Cast Steel liVorks-, and v/as handed oVer by ne today
to Itir, ISSSRIviAH#

(signature:)
l/itnessed this signature

(signature:)

Manfred iAtlSGETilJAH
Manfred A#ISSEi?HAH

AGO # 446810
U#S« Civili^
Office of Chief of Counsel for \Tar Crimes

"US Tfar Department

-

1

FIHZEL

TilrJvSLASICxT OF DOCIjLffiKT NIK - 73O3
CONTINUSIf •

17 8 146 593

..

Kor.c.ins in hcjid of the oustonor

593 Sk 286 U 1 ro

(Kubbor star:ip, Sa 325^41
Ba 453180 (?)

The Deutsche RGichsbr.nlu vriLll transfer to the dobit of

ny/our current account Tr# 33/85

RII 6^084»—*

Reichsnark

in writing;? Six thousand oirhty-four—

to (recGiver):
SS Station HQ, oashigrs-offico './einar-Buchonv/rld, R"eir.iarBuchemvald

Account v/ith tho

Roichsbcnk at

- Account

Uoir.i£.r

Locol No»

No»

"jS

Indox 17g»

/

I9II

Application
in favor of T/affen-SS, I3uchGmva.ld Concentration Canp^
Adrainistration,

oinar<-BuchGnwald

as per our Liaison Offico for Labor Procuror.Gnt
clain No» I3u 87, concerning allo-aation of prison labor
place: Essen

FMED# ICIiUPP
Aktion^:GS oils chaft

date: 7 October 194''s,

r

Forn No# 4183 H

-

2

-

}

Cia

1

Rei

I-

b) To be deduct-ed from remunerations

a) Not to be considered for turnover tajt

IVoimar No, 76/19II

concerning allocation
of prison labor

Claim No.Bu^67

made -s per/ for

Rcichsbaiik branch

Transfer or pcuyraent is

or whether nayniLnt in cash

being dispatched from Essen

Indioate bank account**)

if possible tn

I 7 October 1944

I

(Rubber stamp:)

.PAID

Agency)

initial

To file .

♦)

out according to indications on letters an3 invoices.

order t* pronote transnctions without actual currency to be filled

Please use a s^earate foia . for each receiver

LEHM/iNN

on 5 October 1944 Hbh (main bookkeeping dopt,) Brl.
the Managing Board
(Rubber st-mp:)
(signatures:) ppa^HAERLIN ppa,

(Rubber starup:) FRIED, KRUPF

'ent, 2 October 1944

)pr ProcureLiaison Office for Labpr

286 U 1 (for concentration camp inmates)

(Rubber stgmpt) Handed o-vcr to the Fina (finance department)

subject tc turnover tax

if possible on iimpediately arriving nt thesDCoiver

325041

entered to the debit of j Liaison Ofi'ico for Labor I'rocurarKfcnt 7^/451 512 o

{

i

|

|

3 October 44 ( Admini sL r at i on)
(initial! )K1 WeLnrar-Buchenwald

VVaff^n-SS, Buchenv/ald

Receiver

The abcsre ajiioiint is to b.o

No, B I8l2f 2 ♦)

Sa

is ordered to pay - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

j

6084# —

Rpf

0 r d cTr

The Finance Dopar"fcment of Fried# KRUPPi Essen,

M^ n 0 y

(rubber stmps: ) {Main Bookkeeping Dopt.j
I ?
Qctobcr 1944
i

(handwritten:. Concentration Camp

mi

Amount

UUUuOvXilMo 0 0 • 4

1

'•rudiib

!.

IDobit

" ; 286

J/Iain B»oklccGPin,^ DoPt^.

[

u

•

rS

Co

I

hH

ai

hr*

hi

Si

ci o

y-i

S -4 O

8^

M

»•

4"!

CO

u-

»--<

• 1-3

T?aU';SLilTIOiT OF DCCL-^ISI'JT :iIK - 73O3
•-

-•••

COliHFUiJD

cii:Ti'F:a.TE' ci^ '•m.jjmjiUKB
Id AUerust 1947

I, Ilanns GLEICE-liiiC , Civilicai ITo",
A--.3029, hardy corti^y
•bhc.t I ox: thorou^-lily convorEanis vrith tho Snjlish o.nu Gor«
r.cT. Icji^uacc© and that the auove is a true and correct
translation of tha docuncnt iHIC 73^3i

Eanns GLSICrH-hX

Civilian IJo« A 443^29

•"

4

"EcTD"

".1

TH:;-'3LATI0r: OF 1X)CII2L"T ^'IX-3731
OFFICF OF GHI3F OF COIO^SFL FOR •'VJ^ C"I?'i5S

Concentration

G?mp

Buchenwald,
Sssen, 3 November

S3 Labor Squad Friedrich Krupp, Bsscn.

(Pencilled initi-jls)
Sub.ject;

Allocation of Prisoners for Labor,

To the
Labor Allocation Officer.
Ccncentr:-tiwn Grjno Buchcrav.'?,ld.

This is to inform you th--t no prisoners vjare
employed bot'vveen 23 October 1944 ^nd 3 Novomber 1944^ because
the plants have been destroyed and unoxploded shells were
lying about. As from 3 November 1944, a part of the prisoners
has been employed agrin t clean up the plants.

Working hours from 8 a.m. to 4 ?*"*

signature: iliegicle
SS~ Obershharfuehrer and
Labor Sruad Leader

V '

->

CFRTIFIC'TF OF TR;';F3I--.TI0N

2 June 1947

Ij Hermann K.^SKFL, Civ, No, I646, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the Fnglash and'.Crerinan languages
and that the above is a, true and correct tr-^nslatioxi of
document Nc,NIK-3731*

HGrm''nn KAiSKFL

Civ. No. 1646

"" 1

*

the

• ii. " • •

'

'' -

-•

••a
,'4"
T->."''3r'Ticr c-'3Ccr::3:-TTo. niz: 7.70
cr?ics 0:: c'Tzr cz ccirsj;! ro?. ".z o'xns
5'^ ••'•'•

"^.uo otic n:^. ::.l ro III
Oalv for ...liGr-s*
.'.ft 31- ovci'^''

air raid in tlio

cr..-iiDs 1

^-rais

-Qo fillod

•1»
.:u

out

:.rc_. of Ssson tdis

tie
iTrc is-.. -11 o c _ t i or O ly;..ff (c.."-!!! -"aiiniotr-'.tlon b-r :J.l olants'
:.int..lnin;: t^ieir o'v.'n -,.lions^ c-,.'"vos, not l..t5r than
four
-loiirs
ta3 o.ll-cloc.r sirnalpucs-icnaj.irc

.nd subaittpd to

^fL-thQ 0..3G of irdividual r.dds Vr dnc^r olanes t-iiis
du3stionn...iro vdll

^iaorc

cnl^ bo fillod

out Iv too oaap~.'loaders,

c.:.ns t'-e.-'soivas 'iiVQ boon affectsd*

TJndcrl ine rcle,v"__.,rt -:r?.s::Grsf
( -ir r.:.i d of Iv Doc a lb or 171-1)

'uGstion

ITir''-

jis\er

title:

n r a a IViedi

Iddrdss of fie
w

33 Labor I^c.-vaando
,D3sen,
nunboldtstr* 3out:i

sJ

f
:

• ' .'V ji]
IVOG of Corio;

-iT.r:-.lG

-

faaale

-

rg-ib or of i.^'iatcsi

(divi do d

ac c o rd i n

517 Jev'cssas

to nationu.litv)

18 Cer.'iin e:u :.rd ipersonnel
-Ugsg. .. Blii'tl'-t - -isdiuH -

ICind of da::,.,5:e:

sGvorc -

r.art iculajis cproer

sQ-vare

4;€;t-=.l

jfr; fio liant:

re ^

tie plant:

«r.

-

nine- fic t-;\;7pf
,tGrial .droppedi

arplepive 3o:.b( s)
'

-'

3t j.c:c in,cordi;.r'''bdnb(s) »•♦##* r ^•

Dxtont^^cf dcriarcj^
^rYj£ deVc'rf^'ti c.n

iCitclen .".ad i.ri'iptes *cm rtcrs
burr-od dov?n

-

.v«

1

• ':M
"A-l

1..

htiL

>: 4 i i ' ^

t::? :-3r..:Ticr c? Docn^-"T

( co''TraT3D )
(pc.^fG

-

7.70

^

of orifi-nc.l )

'•"^uostion

.nsv/crs

Durin/7' to tho d.?-Tif^tM
cr.-TG vi'j.s i f r.3C0GS2a!r'" to •o:x>vido

:.cco--iocl ^tic.n

Ccap /laa'boldstr• Forth

ol scwhc re

J.f01"Q irn, ^l.'.-bor

'rev.' eurGrters

,

""a-iboldstr. Forth

'.

ICjtchen d.".st.ro"?'Qd or
drnrp^d 7
.li:t .iG cisuroe

to ^ rovri do to r

t

•.

the

yes

cn

innetc s7

33constructien of the
hi tchcn

0 • p de ed • • • •» ..liseir§• ♦

"ersor .1 in 1.urip^s.J,

buried under debris
s:riousl" in lured

none

si i rh t It in ,j ur c d ••

'.fter the r:.id did rn.-^ ini:tos
of the c rrro
Fo^" nonv?

escaco ^

none

Is i t s t i l l noseiblo to •^•orh
in the elrnt since the rrid?

^hore 'is ^

Clo -r'-'up '.erl^

-0.1 o cctjon to be

Fvde?

Is FFssis tchco jF.,.'F*od fro .".A-1?.
•G'cruo.n
jll!'.t2

'T.

ho

,

1 Sssen, 18 Deceaber^iS'Vd
|SiTn:.turo):

File 33-Obcrschv.rf uehror

Sir-nrturp. of ^tbcfjn.p'-Sdmr.icndGr
-

F

•'I
.4

( '• ' • Vv

'

TH.T3L-.Tiar' 0? DCCU:LT^ ^•'H.
CDrir/usD
•

FIK 7 370

CHHTiJIG .Tj cr'TH _-3i ;.Ticr
oj dogt:t"t r"0,rii: v.-.vo

30 .»u/7Ust 19G7

Ij t'lc undGrsirnGd, cortif^r that the tr^ji sl.^tion
of IfocuaGnt ¥0.- ZTK - 7.70 is an Llnalish. rondGring
of the '-"s.r.ian original 'lado to the best of ay c.bll-ity.

Oeor^G
XI3B3H.
Civ-Jo. ¥ - 113011
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TR;AT3UTICiv OF ECOJIIEKT NEC 77CC
CFTICE OF-CIHZF CF aUNSEL FCE TVCB CREIES

Nain ^ccuntinr Cffice

Eetit
Croc!it

MONEy CHDER Nc. B No. I9982I*)
The finence c!opc.rtnent of the Friec". ICrupp, Essen

is instmctec' to pay possibly on:
p cssiblj'- on: i'^'^nediately
less -

iC disc cunt of RJC

gi/i/iiP
Payee

J.r-cunt

K.I

orrivinr. _at nayee^ s
dispatched fror. Essen

Fff;.

Bank ecccunt**)

Renittance is

state whether

nade accordinp to/for

cash Paynent

25,767.2c

Naffen-CE
concentration
caaip
Buchenral d

(a drln i 31 ra t i on)

Current account

Debit note

'oith tho Neichsbank

Eu, 92

No. 76/1463

cf I./3C.II.44
r:.:,
767.2c

71 e

i

n

a

r

.V £i v.iar/Euch onWrO Id
filed

(illegible)

in words:

fivGandtcxnty-thcusand^scvenhundred-and-sirtysovcn

2C/10C

Above ar.oi^nt is to be r chitted to the acoo!-nt o»-JIayee

(otomp:)

(Jtawp:)
laid on 1£ January 1945
Ciihaitt'^d

to

'.Vs 12 Nr. 7893

Iain Adninistr^ti-n for tho V.'rrlcors' Camp

the

29 Deer-bar 194i-i

(Stamp) bmkinfT depart'-^.ent :^n
4 January 1945

(31 nia*t"urej^: ) §GiiULTEN| GCNiUtiT

8 January 45

a) net subjoc'fsto turn ever tax
b) to be deducted frcn payrAcnt subject to turn over tax
*) The fern to be used for one payee only

«*) Tc facilitatu ncn cash par'-'^^nt, information
to bo riven accoTdinr to letterheads and invoices^
CH,HrrFIC..TE CF TR-KSK-.TreN

JrJ
13 Aurust 1947

Ii the undcrsirnec, certify that the trmslaticn cf D/cuaent FIN 77C0
is an Enflish renderinr cf tho C'-rman cririnnl nade tc thebcst of ny
ability.

Kuth OBERLtttivEER

-

1

~
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tr/insl;;iTlOIv of doculsnt no. NiK-7014
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUHoEL FOR VuR ORJ.

Ccimr) kitchen Humboldt

The r-.cLiiinistre.tivc leader of the SS labor battalion there informs u..<3

today that the Jewish women housed there rxe movin? off tomorrow

the day after. They receive marching provisions for 3 days. Eo'i
see the allowance for marching provisions from the maintenance chart.

' !Q have ordered 1600 loaves of bread for you from the bai<ery for
Thursday.

You received offal and sausa.:^e on Saturday 10 liarch^ and also meat
and sausage from the slauehtor-house on the 9th, so accordin.; to
our .calculation there must be sufficient in stock for the marching
provisions.

Have you still sufficient margarine left?

The guard detachment furthermore enquires about the sugar. Have you
not distributed the sugar yet? hb cannot underst.and why you did not
give us any order after the guard dota.climent informed you by letter.
Concerning the sugar the guard deta.chmcnt had

(Handwritten)

Signa.tur 0: (ille giblc)

settled Initial illegible
15 Harch

-

g,ai>Vi.v:a.',v..-.ruj..-..if-iiTr,.

'r'-j ilri'iliiHrJ^h llfrti

1

TR-ANSL..TION OF DOCUI-iS'JT No. NIK-7OI4
C0NTINU2D

(page 2 of originrJ.)
Cnmp kitchen Hiimboldt

Tho administrative leader of the SS labor battalion there informs us

todoy that the Jewish women housed there ojtg moving off tomorrwo or
the day ajftcr. They receive marchin" provisions for 3 days. You vdll
see the allowajice for marching provisions from the maintenance chart.

Wo have ordered I6OO loaves of bread for you from the bahery for
Thursday.

You received offal and sausage on Saturday 10 March, and also moat
and sausage from the slaughter-house on the 9th, so according to
our calculation there must bo sufficient in stock for tho marching
provisions.
Have you still sufficient margarine left?
The guard detachment furthermore enquires about the sugar. Hravo you
not distributed the sugcar yet? 'h cannot understand why you did not
give us any order after tho guard detachment informed you by letter.

(crossed out)

:• Initial ille dblo

— 2

TR/iNSLATION OF DOCUiffiNT No. NIK~70l4
C0NTBIU3D

(page 3 pf origin^J-)
(hojidvi/ritt en)
SS Labor Battalion Krupp

Initial illegible

Sssen, 9 tCri'c",

13 i'.iarch

1945

500
42
z'

122 kg)

550x125
• 55 kg
55^125

To Krupps^ Main Camp Admini-

625

stration.

Subject:

625

Sugar.

Tho Labor Battalion enquires about the whereabouts of the

sugar due to them. According to the buying pormit 165.4 kla. suaar
are due to us during the sunply period, according to the raaintcnancc

chart the kitchen is permitted to use 53 gr. per hca-:! per week,
amounting to 27.295 kl;;, and during the extended supply period it
only amounts to 122,612 klg. Apart from that no sweetened soups
have been prepared for our prisoners for some time, neither do
they receive sugar for coffee. According to statements frora the

kitchen, semolina soup is served onco a week at tho most,

(page 4 of original)

for v.'hich 10 klg. are used. Tho reduced allocation of sugar already
dates ba.ck several Deriods,

I therefore request the Main Camp Administration to deliver in
kind the amounts of sugar retained unjustly.
.issistant Chief of Administration
Se.ttled

Signature: MAIER Uscha

Signature: MAIER

(stamp)
Maffcn SS

Concentration camp
Buchomvald
-

3 -

TR.\igSL;TION OF DOCUJST'JT No. NIK-7G14
CONTIi^^USD

(page 5 of originj^il)
To the Krupp Main Cpjnp

Mssen, 14 March 1945

.'idministr ation.
Deot. Food.

Subject:

Marching provisions,

As the SS Labor Battalion is moving off tomorrow or the dry aftcr^

we request the supply of marching provisions for 3 days. It woiid bo

desirable to send the order slips for sausage and butter with the guard
right awayj in order to obtain same.

/ifter consulting the mointen-nce chart^ we find that only 350 g,
bread, 43,75 g. meat, 43,75 f:* margarine pnr head au-o due to the
prisoners as marching provisions, which would be loss thron their usual
food supply, but higher allocations are issued everywhere for marching
provisions, be demand at least the usu-'-l. rations which are issued daily.
Lb

(page 6 of original)
request your opinion. The same applies to the men of the guard,
also refer to our last letter concerning the sugar.

.'.'C

Chief of ^'administration

Signature: ilvIER Uscha

CERTIFIC;.T'J) OF ThMLSLATION

5 November Xykl

I, Monica ..ULLAOOD, E, 00525, herob^ certify that I am a duly apnointod
translator for the German and English languages and that the above is
a true and correct translation of the document No. NIK-7^14.

• . (• *^1
• n.

Monica ..ELL.iOOD,

No. E. 00525

-
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TR/il'TSIiilTIOI^ OF DOCUI^ENT ITo.NI-2891
OPFICS OJ' CHIEF OF COUHSBL FOE \IAE CEIlvIES

* ». i.*•->

Office Lehmann

Notes to Documents and Statements

•"-•"'A

try.

(page 2 of original)

(handv.ritten!) Date 14- I/iay
Initial: ISHM (LSErvm)
He , g Hungarian Jevvesses#

do hot knovM from 'which camp the 520 Hungario.n
Jewesses, who v^ere employed "by us, came. They were assigned
to us by Si work camp of the firm Celsenberg-Benzin~A#G-«,
Horst, where they had been occupied^v^ith clearing away
debris after an air-raid. Here the women were lodged
in the camp Humboldtstrasse. They were employed herofrom August 1944 to 9 March 1945#

Our records covering the employment of the Jewesses
have been lost ,togother with s.11 of our files owing

to onemj^ action on 11 March of this year.
Personnel Department
14 May 1945

•(page
Note

(signed) Lohmann

3 of original)
to

File

He,: Wages of For-oigners.

All foreign civilio.ns rocoivod the wages usual
for G-ermcan workers for similar'work. A certain dovia,tion
occurred in the ca.sc of Eastern workers and Polos.

Duo to the social adjustment . ta,x,which had to be
deducted
of the gross wages) and by applying prin
cipally ,tax category-I|thc not wages of the Eastern
wjrkors were lower than those of the other foreign workers.
The Polos earned a l i t t l e more than Eastern .workers
inasmuch as those who wero married received EM 1.-

separation allowance, (Tronnungsgcld) for each caiondar
d<ay, and tax category II was applied.
Prisoners of war. For these the wage scale v;as
based on the, wages of a Gorman worker without. extras for
supplementary work and social allowances. Part of the

wages wont to the German Reich (Main camx:) for prisoners

of war, , enlisted men) -and the prisoner of war received
the other part.
-
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(page 5 of original, cont d)
The allowancG for Russian i:>risonors of war was lower
tlian that of tho others. Ihe two parts were calculated
according to nonthly regulation wa,ge tables. Piece workers
and tine workers he-d to. be paid an extra, allowance ,

105^ for non-Russian and 5

for Russian prisoners

of war.
To

bo sent

-

.

Initial: Ihn B'May

tos

Prof. Hoiidrenont, Horr Ihn

(handwritten note:)
instructed..,.(vorgeschrioben)
\

CERTIPICATE OP TR/iJISIuPTIOH
••.I'

T

-

OP DOCUMENT No. NI-2891
•

20 May 1947
I, Gerta iOlNNOVA, No. 20 181, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and Gorman,
languages and that the G,bovo is a true and .correct
translation of the Document No. NI-2891.

Gerta K/iNNOYA
No. 20 181.
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Essen-Stadtwald, 21 September 1945

Affidavit

Re:

Rosa Katz.

I,
from the
names of
to Sssen

Stadtwald. Schellstr. 12

Rosa Eatz, "born on 18th Peb, 1918, in Budapest, was fetched
concentration camp Gelsenherg by employees of Krupps. Only the
two are knovjn, Brorn and Hammerschmidt. We mostly came on foot
and travelled only a small distance by tram. Per a few v;eeks,

I v/orked with a crane in rolling mill # 2, but later I had to do heavy
physical work, such as clearing debris and carrying heavy iron and sheet
metal.

About 500 of us, Jewish girls, were sq_ueezed into a cellar, where
there was no room to put up beds. The only possibility was to sleep on
the floor, closd to each other.
There were neither windows nor any other
means of getting fresh air. Purther, there was no water to wash ourselves
or our clothes, which we had to wear for v.'eeks on end. Daring the period
of working at Krupps, v/e received neither clothes nor any pay for the work
done. Daring summer and winter alike, on the coldest days as well as in
rain, we had to march 6 to 7 km to work. We had neither warm clothing nor
shoes, which caused many deaths.

The diet consistod of one meal in the evening. It was impossible to
eat this food, which was not sufficiently cooked, dirty and raw. We
received soup, 2 to 3 potatoes, one thin slice of black bread, which was

very often mouldy, with a very thin spread of margarine.
was not given every day.

work.

Also margarine

Under such conditions we found it impossible to do the heavy physical
We were g'oarded by v.'omen and men SS guards, who payed particular

attention to seeing that no one rested for one moment.
If someone did rest
for a moment, she was beaten up with an iron whip, as a result of which her

body vjas covered with blue streaks

(Page 2 of original)
Three v;eeks before the American Army liberated us, an SS guard said
to us: "Wo will kill you at the last moment". When we heard this, v/e
6 girls took the opportunity to flee the camp during a hea-vy air s,ttack.
The remainder were sent by the Krupp administration to the concentration
caiip at Buchenwald to be exterminated.

(signed)

Rosa Katz.

Mil. Gov, Stamp.

signed:

O.G. LOilG", Major
President.

I, SRiIA E* UIBSRaLL, AGO Uo I)-15(^096, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant v/ith the English and Germain languages; and that the above is a
true and correct translation of Document No. D-277
EHWA S. UI3PRALL

U,S. Civilian
AGO Wo Du.150096
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Agnng Kocnigsfcerg, born on thp 31, ^gvist 1927 at Uzhorodj C.S.H,
(Gscchosiovakia)j

proscnt employed by the ^erican Joint Distri

bution Committee in Frankfurt, Sandwcg 7, as a secretary, present

private address: Frankfiirt, Marbachweg 92, make herewith under oath
and aware of the fact that I would be punishible for any A.K, false
statement, the following statement:

I am more fluent in English than in German and therefore prefer

to be interrogated in English, while my native tongue is both Chek
and Hungarian, I was born as a national of Chechoslovakia and of
Chechoslovakian parents and consider myself at present as stateless,
since my native town is now occupied by the Hussians. My father,
Ferdinand Koenigsberg, was a furniture

m0:*chant and died in Germany,

where he vras working as a concentration camp inmate. My mother Theadora Koenigsberg was one of those, who were exterminated in the
concentration camp Auschwitz,

On the 24th of April 1944, our whole family (father, mother, my
brother, sister and myself,) as well as all the other Jewish families
of Uzhorod were rounded up by the Germans, and first interned for about
3 weeks in a camp in Uzhorod itself, and than deported to Auschvritz,

where we arrived on the 19th of May 1944. There our family was separa

ted. My sister Eene Koenigsberg and I were left together, while my
father and my mother v/ere not only separated from each other but also
from us. On the same day my mother was gassed.

sister and myself w©^

re-d^rived of all personal belongings, including clothing and shoes,
-

1 ^
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and. instead issued onljr prisoners dress and prisoners shoes, which I

shall describe immediately. The dress was one piece out of gray ma
terial, marked with a red cro$on the hack and v/ith a yellow gign

(Jewish hadge) on the left sleeveo The shoes consisted of a wooden
sole with a piece of light material attached to it. Our heads were

shaven so that wo hecame bareheaded. This was the clothing which,
with

sign, Ignes Eoenigsherg
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the exceptjion -^9 hp mentioned immediately, remained cur only clo

thing tLn^ii^ the |:ime

pur li^jeration, ani^ in v/hich

^so worked

all the time at Krupp's# We were never issued ^irf.nter cloths and never

anything to cover our heads. Only shortly before our escape from the

Camp at Essen (about February 1945), were we issued a kind of jacket
as additional clothing item.

After staying about 6 weeks in Auschwitz concentrationcamp,
and after from the block of about 1,5C0, to which I belonged, some
were picked out for gassing, and about l.CCC tattoed as a mark that

they v;ould remain in Auschwitz, the remainder, including myself and
ray sister, were together with other groups formed into a group of

about 2,00c and transferred to a concentration camp at Gelsenberg.
I wish to state that all the about 500 girls v/ho were later on
transferred to Essen belonged to this group of originally d>out 2,000
that had come from Auschwitz concentration camp. It is only in Gel—
senberg that v/e camc under the jurisdiction of the concentration

Camp Buchenwald. In Gelsenberg we had to do heavy work for the cleaning
up of dehris of a factory there which had been bombed out. It did

not belong to the finn Krupp. We were all the time, during the va
rious transports and in Gelsenkirchen, under the guard of SS men

and woman and suffered very great hardships which, as I understand,

I am not called upon to describe at present, that is in my inerrogation concerning the Krupp case.

-
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About 25th of Au^st 1944, about 500 of us were J;ransported
from Gelsenkirche^ tp Esse^. The transport itself was a pure SS

ma"^t®¥!

1

Erupp people accompanied us on the transport. Howevrer,

a few days before our actual transportation from Gelsenkirchen, se

veral Krupp people were in Gelsenkirchen present when all of us
were assambled and those Krupp people selected thos about 500 whom
they considered as most fit for the work at Essen. It was in their
presence that

sign. Agnes Koenigsberg
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the follov;ing thing occured;

Ip

Case^, hy the selection made "by the Erupp peqplg,

sisters would "be separated from each other. ^Vhen they asked the

Krupp people to change the selection so that they would remain

together, the Krupp people denied the requests and the SS people
punished the requesting girls "by "beating them with nibher tnincheons.

Mong us about 500, who were selected by the Krupp people,
were as young ones as about 6 of only 12 years age and quite a few

of only 15, Most of them were between the ages of 17 to 30. I wish

to metion that at Essen even those youngest among us were en^loyed
for very heavy work and subject to the same extreme hardships with
us others. I myself was at that time 17 years old; my sister Rene was

at that time 19 years old, Elizabeth Roth v;as 21, Ernestine Roth
v;as 20.

V/hen we arrived in Essen, we were first kept in wooden barraks

in the Humbold Strasse that is until about the beginning or the
middle of September 1944. Theioipon, namely after the barraks in

the Humbold Strasse were bombed out, we spent several nights in
the open air (during most of which time we nevertheless had to

work in the factory). Finally we were kept in a celler on the same
yard vdth the bombed out barraks.

During all that time our housing conditions were moat misarable.

-
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especially howevey ip. the ahove mentioned cellar. Spending a night
-y
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therp ,wps an extreme hardship especi^ly in the month of Decemher
when, even if it did not rain, the celler was cold-wet so that our
"blankets "became frozen,.

During most of our stay in Essen we had no fair washing pos
sibilities in the camp and no toilet

sign. Agnes Koenigs'berg
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facilitie^s which could he called consistent v/ith the dignity of human

Wo woro all the time guarded hy SS men and woman and were all
the time kept within harhed wire, safe for the working time in the

factory whore wc were also guarded hy SS men and woman. We tirere daily
awakcnd at 3 6* clock in the morning, than kept in formal gathering

("Appell'O until ahout 5 am, then marched to the place of work, where
we arrived at ahout 6 am and which we left at ahout 6 o'clock in the

evening. From ahout 6 am to ahout 6 pm we had to work for the firm
Krupp, with a nooiv-rocess of ahout half an hour.

Our food was all the time insuficient and consisted normally
of only one meal daily, namely a thin soup and a very small piece
of hread, which was given to us when wo came hack from the work to

our camp. We did not got any food in the morning, that is hefOre
wo went to work, nor anything while wo were working at

Krupp's

plant. Sometimes we did not even get the ahove descrihcd one meal

in the evening, and when we complained ahout it to the S5 people,

they would answer us that this was done upon direction of the firm

Krupp, since we did not work good enough.
Even though our clothing and especially shoeing, as described

horeinahovG hecame greatly worn out, and especially the shoeing, we
wore not given any replacement and had practically harefoot to walk
over the frozen way to the work in the iri.ntertime. This is at least

true of myself and my sister and many others.
~

4
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Ve were subject to beatings and kickings both in our CaP^ and

at the viorking place, both by the SS people and by German foremen

or wqrkerse These mistreatments occured Tery often withput ^ny vi

•f!

sible reason. Partly under the slightest pretext.

sign* Ignes Koe^nigsberg
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were working in yario^ Krupp plants, as Wa|zwerk 2, and
nUBorous others which n^es I

not reciemher, I Myself and the 5

others who escaped with me worked-in V7altzwerk 2 and all of us who

had "been transfered from Gelsenkirchen to Bsson ^-^re employed in the
heaviest kind of work. I often happened with regard to particular
kinds of work that the German workers said to themselyesj

"This is too heavy for us, let's the Jov/esses do it".
/

Md we had to do it,

I

'

\

was never employed in the nightshift, and what I said ahout

the daily schedule refers to those v;ho like me worked in the day
V

\

shift. Hov/evor,. part ,of us worked in the nightshift.

1'Jhon v/e arrived from Gelsenkirchon to Essen, several Krupp people
were assamhled, expecting us and inspecting us. We were told they,
were plant managers. Sometimes we were told that everything should

he all right in view of the inspection of sometimes of the cajip,
sometimes of, our working place hy high ranking Krupp man. I helieve

to rememher that one of those topranking Krupp people who saw our
miserahlo conditions cither in the cajip or at the working place
Was supposed to "be Mr. Krupp himself, jimong the Krupp people of

apparently a higher function than that of,simple workers, who acti

vely participated in our mistreatment wore, Hammerschmidt, Braun,

Moisel, Schmitz, A German worker named Gerhard Markward, who is prohahly still at Essen, and who helped me and the 5 others after our
escape, and who always expressed sympathy with our situation, worked

V'S

..-•i,.'
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v.dt^ ug tp^cthe^ i4 W^t^v/e^-ic 2 and shp.uld "bo atlc to tastify about
our plight, An other German, who helped us after our escape, Fritz
Hiermann, also at Essen, was not working with us, "but saw our mise
rable march to and from the work and would therefore also be able

to give some testimony concerning our situation.

sign. Agnes Koenigsberg
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Several aroong the aboutj 500 girls,
who.1 have
some
from
Gelsenkir—
••
,
E
-C' . 'O . J

cheQ tQ Egspij, ^ie4 in Esseii partly because they were ^jeaten to death,
cpnseq.nence of the hardships of our life there, T;rp
were treated diferently from all the other workers, even foreign wor

kers, regarding airraid protection. Vhen there was an airraid, we we
re the only ones who v;ere espressly forbidden to take to an airraidshelter of any kind, but had to stay where we were, exposed to the
airraid without any protection. I myself v/ittnessed in at least 3 cases
the boating to death of one of our girls by the leader of our canp
named Oscar Eick, an SS man. Other S3 men v/ere also brutal in beating

girls cruelly, without any reason or under a slight pretext, but Kick
was the most cruel one and he was the only one whc in several cases

caused death by his beating. Several of the girls died from cold which

they had caught from either insufficient clothing or the exposure to
frost in our billets or from both of them. There was practically no

medical treatment available for us, ^Alien I myself and others v/ere lying
in the above described coller with a high fever, no medicaments were
dispensed to us. We had a nominal medical treatment by one of us

girls, v;ho v;as a Chechoslovakian doctor, but she could not do any
thing for us since no medicaments were at her disposal. About 3 of

those fever stricken girls died then and there. Miring the airraid,
after which our barraks in the Humbold Strasse were evacuated, one
of us Was burnt to death.

In addition to the heavy work which we had to do at our working

-
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p^acq itselff involving the carrying and handling of heavy metal

piefces, wq had alsp on othey opcasions to do inhumanly heavy work,

ocpured for instqncq that, when after an airraid a repair pn ^
5 floor "building was to "be done, we were ordered to carry at the

same time 5 to 6 heavy stones from the ground to the

\

sign, Agnes Koenigsherg
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fe:"
top of the "building. Apperantly higher ranking Krupp people, who stood

"by, would encourage our enployraont for the excessive v;ork, "by taking
one of those stones into their hands, weighing it and sayingJ. "This

is nothing, you can Carry 5 to 6". We had also to carry heavy tin
constractions and similar hard work was iirposed upon us.

On the 5 of March 1945 I myself and 5 other girls escaped, VJhat
happened to the others, I do not know save by the hearsay of some
girls, not belonging to our Sssen group, v/hom I later on met and who

had been in the concentration Camp of Bolsen, They told mo that only
part of our girls from Esson had reached Belsen concentration carp

during a long footmarch during which part of the girls who became
sick from the hardship of the march were left to die on the way.

I did not hear about the alleged fact that our girls from Essen or
part of them were brought to Buchenwald. But I heard from the same

hearsay source that quite a few of our Essen girls died either during
tho transport from Essen or after having reached the destination

of this transport, and this in consequence of hardships which they
had undergone.

I have road each of tho foregoing 7 pages of this affidavit and
have initialed most corroctions therein, I certify that the contents

of this affidavit is true to the best of my knowledge and recollec-.
tion.

sign* Agnes Koenigsberg

(signature of affiant)
^
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Sworn to
"by

|ignQ(i 'j3eforq me ti^s 8th

August 19^7 ut I'liankfurt

^Q^iiigsherg, known to me to "be the person making the above

affidavit*

sign. Maximilian Koesslor
Maximilian Koessler
Aktorney
Office of the Chief of Counsel

for War Crimes, APO 696 A

"A CEHTIFIED TRUE COPY"
7a -
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL
FOR "AR CRII'ISS

APFIDxlVII IRP^^'_OATH^

I, Elizabeth ROTH, Lorn on 7th August 1923 at Uzhorod,
Czechoslovakia,
residing at .issen, North G-erman
Coal Control HQ,, having been duly sworn, herewith depose
and say:

I was dcDorted by the Germans together with my family con

sisting of my father, mother, two sisters and one brother,
to the ^luschwitz Concentration Camp. On

ariving there in

Jiay 19^^, one sister and I were separated from the rest
of my fa.mily who were killed in the gas chambers. All per

sonal belongings, including clothing, were taken away and
we were issued prisoners' clothings Our heads were shaven.

After six weeks there, a group of 2.0no of us were trans
ferred to a concentration camp at the Gelsenberg Benzln-

werke, and in August 19^^> ^'GO of us were, on the demand
of Krupp, transferred to Essen, "^e were told oy the SS
guards that Krupp had asked for us;

In Essen, we were lodged in wooden barracks which had been
previously occupied by Italian FT's, in the Homboldtstrasse
Those barracks were neither cleaned nor disinfected after

the evacuation of the Italians, and were very dirtyi "'e

had to clean them aftef an hra^asaing march from d-elsenkirchen to Essen. -

-
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(page 1 of original-cont'd)
The camp vas enclosed "by "barhed vires, and we were guarded
S3 men and v/omen. Our group of approximately 5OO was

split into smaller groups to be employed in various KrupP
worhshiop-^ but the main group worked a.t the '""alzwerk II
(Rolling mill II).
This was the place ••70 feared most, because of the bad
treatment we received there, and of the nature of the
work, ?Iy sister and I vrorked in that workshop. I was wor

king at the ovens for stebl hardening, work which was

generally considered as heavy work even for well- fed and
strong men. This job was one for whj oh O-erman workers were
viell paid, but vie never got anything.. Cur avora-'re asre was
between 20 to 25 years, but among us were some girls of
only 15.

Signature: Elizabeth Roth,

(pawc 2 of original)

The works managers, the Betriobsobnaenner of the Rarty
and certain foromcn troates us very rou-hly, beating- us

at every possible occasion. Fq^ examolo, vrhori the works
were bombed later on,

we were employed to carry bricks

from the groundfloor to the 2nd floor., .\t every trip, we
had to carry 3 bricks, without stopping. If it happened
that one of us took only 2 bricks, she was punished by
beating.

- 2 -
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(page 2 of original^cont'6.)
•:'e were not allowed to talk to the German vjorkers and wo
^ere Punished if ono of the managers saw us doing so, Once,
the works manager Uoisol told us that wo did not oven look
like human "beings hut like animals.

In fact Vfe had only one gown and one shhrti Every time we
washed one of those pieces, wc had nothing else to x^^ear,

or had to dry the washed pieces on our body, '"g had also

to sleep in the same dress, and to work in it. *"o could
take a shower "only once a week, ^'o did not get any soap*

"*0 a'ot only once a v'ook a spoonful of sand of the type

used to clean kltohone. Only durlnr- tho nlpht shifts (^ve
worked oncwook In day shift and ono vock in night shift),
Fhon wo had only to watch tho thor;no;aotora, could we clean
ourselves somewhat in tho workshop itself. But wo wore

hoavily puniahod if one of tho SS vfonon saw us doing that,
or one of the work managers.

-e also had only one pair of wooden shoos which v-ere never

replaced when broken, and I had during the winter 19^^-19^5
to go to work twice without any foot -orotcction at all.
"'e generally had only rags to nrotoct our feet, as far as
the food v^as concerned v/e got one elate of soup, ^rhich

v/as watery and of poor quality., as midday meal, 'hen wo

complained to the BS about the poor quality of our food
and our clothing, tho answer was: "Ask Krupp for that".
-
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(pa?^e 2 of ori.-vinal-.oont ^5.)
The 'jorman votIzqts and the mana.^^er sav; several tines hoi?7
bad our food vras.. In' the evening t"0 received a piece of
bread and a pl«ate of soup of the sane poor quality, as
the midday sou^t.

Si-^nature: Hllizaboth Roth
(paac 3 0^* original)
Tvrice a v/cek

vot some snail slices of sausa;:o, or a

snail cube of marrarino, or a seoonful of narnalade, ^t
happened freaucntlv that \7c did not act any food at all;
VJQ v'ero told that ehis v.-as to punish us, but pe did not
knov; for nhat. Later on, v/hen the situation vot ^^orse, we
did not vet anything at noon, .if'cer heavy air raids, there
nas no v/atcr. To further incro-aso our misery, on those

occasions the soup pas excessively salted, so that pe could
not cat it. '"g pore thirsty that -e pont to drink the rain-

pater v'hich had fallen on the machines ^'ceks ago, and rrhich
stood in the creases of the rubber covers of those nachlnos.

In the camp, "^e /la.d to yet up ab ^.-:00 a.m. and stay for an
average of 1^> to 2 hours durin:;' roll-call.

Then '*'0 '••ore

marched ap^erox. ^ jillomotors from the Humboldt-

strasso to the plant.. "Te porkod there from the time of our

arrival until 7:00 p.m., pith an h hour break at noon,.

-
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™i.ftGr the camp at Kiimbolc'tstrasse vras bombed out on tho

end of 19^, vfc h-.d to live in the cellar of a bombed house
in the same street, Tliis cellar had no instoHatlons at all,

no 'Tindovjs and no lip;ht. It v;as damp and cold, and ve had to
sleep on the r^round ^?ith only one blanket each to cover us,

'"e used that blanket also to vrra.p ourselves in c^urin^r the
lona' marches in cold G.nd wot Tieathor. "^e rrere so cramped

In there that a'heh any one v/anted to turn I'/hilst sleeping,
those next

to her had to turn as ^loll.

-it tho bccinnin^r of ho.rch 19^5j

hrny approached

Issen, I learned from a ^erman ';'ox'l:or at the plant mho mas
tho boy-feiond of one of tho SS monon guards, th.at our camp
mould soon bo cvacuatof to 3uohcm.'ald. This rorkcr promised

to hide me if X could only escape from tho camp,

I escaped from tho camp p'ith ny sister, ny tvro cousins and

two other girls during a heavy air attack on 5th liar oh 19^5,
whilst the .^aiards 'vero in tho air raid shelters.

Signature; Elizabeth Iloth

(pa.go

of original)

Tho next day, tho 5OO girls ''ere deported and mc never heard
from thorn.

™o passed the next two days in the Jewish graveyard in Essen,

Tho v'orkor who promised to help us, di--'' not do it, but
\

another ^-^orkor helped us to hide in cellars of bombed houses,

1q roraaincd for l\ weeks in those collars, and the rest
—

^

—
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(pa^o ^ of orlginal-cont'd)
of the time, vio v/oro hidden by a. German civilian in his flat,
^0 lived there until the tovm of Sssen v/as tahcn by the
Amoricans.

The Gcrma.n T;ho fed us during the time ve v/erc in the cellar

is named Gerha3?d lUHTTAPD, a ordinary rtorkcr who still works
in- the Rollin'--: mill II. Ho livos at Dsson - Stadtwiese.

ivir. Fritz Ni::RiUNN, living in 2sson-"Gst,-Ilarkscheide 50,
hid us later and fed four of us until the Americans ehtcrod
in i^sson.

I know the location of the 5 -iris who escaped with mc from

the camp. They are: Ernestine ROTH, my sister presently

v'oi'king at the *i.JDC in Frankfurt, SanCl'-'Cg 7- R-cnco and
A.^nGS iCORNIGSBFRG, my cousins, both presently working at
the ADJC in Frankfurt. Gisola IS.A.r:., presently living in

Czechoslovakia. Rosa K..TZ, proscntl: l.ivj.ng in Franco.

The names of the works managers of the pLolllng kill II, who
could attest to our bad treatment, ^rcro.

HAHIIERSGKkIDT, BPAUN,' IIOISBL, scH-ix':"^.
Tho name of one SS women .'.uard was Ilaruha
Kray,

-

0

-
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(pap:o 4- of ori5:inal-cont'd) .
I havG road each

of the foro^gioing ^ pages of this affidavit

and have initialed all corrections therein; I

certify that

the contents of this affidavit are true to the best of my
knowledge and ability.
Si c^naturc;

(Signature of deponent)
/

Sworn to and signed before me this 23rd day of hay 19^+7
at 2s son by Slizabct HOC?H known to me to bo the o or son
makina: the above affidavit.

Signaturo:_BGrnan _B_j_ Fall
FH, Civilian - AC-.2T.?. ^1-24
Office of Chief of Counsel
for ".'ar Crimes -

US "^ar Department
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TR;j>!SL.-.Tior OF docui:[::nt No. i'ik-u730
brFiai CF CHiCF of coutisel for '::ji crxes

Mr-rir. HERIE'JJi'IS,

born 13 July 1920 in Obcrhauson/FJicinclrjid, pcrnpiicnt address
Essen-'cst, ..-indschcidstr. 18, at present in the internment camp
77 at Ludwiasbur,", after havin,^ boon cautioned that I render

myself liable to severe punishiacnt by deliberately ^^ivin-;^ a false

affidavit, make the following statement urder oath:
ilartha
<and I ajre not the saj.ic person. However, a woman of
this name and I worked together as gu^nds for the approxima.telj'500 female Jewish concentration camp detainees in Essen, She is
not hero in the Ludwigsburg Camp. Her present abode is not
known to me.

I myself was a member of the SS-Konimando in Essen, which wa.s in
charge of guarding the aporoxiiaa.toly 500 Jovdsh female concentration
camp detainees, during the time from about the beginning of
September 1944 until about the bc.giiining of November 1944. "t
the instigation of Oberscharfuohrer IIGK and as a punishment
measure I was subsequently transferred from Essen to ajiother

Kommando, which was in chajge of approximately 500 other Jewish
female concentration camp detainees, who had to work in Dudorstadt
near Sichsfeld (in the vicinity ox Goottingon) for another axmament firmji^s, the Poltc-iJcrkc. RICK told me that the reason for
my being trajisferred was that I had not treated the detainees
harshly enough.
to

I personally never got/know - either from ny oivn observations
or by hearsay or by any other mcvans - of ariy of the de'rlneos
having on any occasion or for any reason being llltreated by
Obcrscharfuehrer RICK.Neither do I know - either from my own

observations or by hearsay or by any other means, that any of
the girls had at any time been illtrcatcd by anybody - male or
female - beside RICK, with the following exception:
One night I heard one of the girls give a piercing and vdicn

asked the next morning why that girl, who still had red oyos in

the morning, had cried like that, she told no that the Oberaufschcrin (ovorsoer) Fmmi THSISSEI^I had beaten her for having onterod
the public air-raid shelter during the air-raid which had taJccn

place that night. As a matter of fact the detainees were nob allowed
to use the real air-raid shelter which was near the camp. They

were oiily allowed to use a covered trench shelter during airraids.
In the factory where they worked under my supervision, that is
in the spring work-shop, they wore usually allowed to enter the
general airraid shelter. But on one occasicn the German workers

and foremen objected. This happened to be on the dcay when the
camp in Humboldtstrasse had bc-on destroyed by a bomb^

oi.-;naturc: iiaria HERil\Nl'-IS

-
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(pf.gc 2 of ori;:incQ.)
I do not know the nrxac of the -;irl who hod been illtrc.oted by

Snmi fHEISSEN, I only knovj^ thot she worked in our(SS) scullery
rjid vic.s considered e. nice /^irl. On r.ccount of this illtrc-ntr.icnt

likiinii THEISSEN v/p.s transferred ii-.imoclir.toly afterwards -to a

ICorflnando in /illendorf, situated, I believe, in Thurin';^ia, which
was also responsible for ^uardinj; fenirle concentration canp
detadnccs. THEISSSN rise came froia Essen, I do not know her

present address.

The approxima.tely 500 girls wore employed in the following Krupp
work-shoos in Essen:

Screiv Plant I, Spring shop Pollina Mil II, gun carriage shop,

Thoy had to do very heavy work. It was really heavy men's v;ork.

The girls belonged to different age groups. Is far as I know
there ir.s only one 14-ycar-old girl. Several of them wore only
16 yoajTs old, others wore only 1? j'cajrs old. The majoJ^Hy
young, but there wore adso some, v/ho wcr-- older, one for instance
was 55 yerTs old. However, they were all, without excention and
^regardless of their age, employed on the seme kind of job.
Only those, who were ill and had therefore to roraadn in the camp,

were given lighter duties within the camp, as for instance in
the scullery. ClcnJiing of the men's huts and of the rooms of
the S3-vjomcn was also work which had to bo done by such girls
who ^'Jcre i l l .

•lion I returned to thu canio after V\fork on the day when the hut

in Hu;nbo3_dtstrassc was destroyed in an airrvaid, I was told that

one of the girls, who was ill and allegedly could not bo removed,
had boon hit by the bomb and burnt to death. I could still make
cut hor skeleton. She w.s a 16 or 17 yoar-old girl.

Some of the girls contracted frostbite due to the fact that thcj'had to v;alk to the factory on the frozen or snowj -covered street
in their poor footwear, that is vdthout stockings•and in shoes
which consisted of wooden solos and some fabric,v^hich in addition
was usually in bad repair. Howovor this happened only at the
timo when the stroot-car service had broken down and the detainees

were led to and from the factory on foot. Before then wo took
thom to the factory and back by stroot-car.
/xiong the men who belonged to the BS-kor.imando, which was respon
sible) for gua.rdin-? these Jewish dotainocs, were:
RICK, who has already been mentioned and who was the Kommanda.nt;
a certain Unterscharfuehror KEMHOFF - I believe his Christian
name \)a3 Mlli - who had been transferred to the £S from the

fchnikacht;

certain Utto MAIER, who w^s also an Unterscharfuohr'cr,

who had been transferred to the SS from the airforce; and an

S-3-raan naxied Hugo KUi-liER, Apart from myself the following v^omon
belonged to the guard:

^i'^nature: ma.ria HERi^/llNS
-
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S^iini
who has rJLrer.dy boon .aontioned and whom RICK had
appointed his deputy in the oranp Komiando| Solma N0LTE3'J, Henrictto

DOaJNII^j Kmoiinc GEULEN^ Sllis 2YFU3S (from Esscn-Kray and

orcsum.ably still there), Ilr.rtha HE.li'NN, Irmgard STICHT, also
from Esscn-Kray, Karia B/XKEI'IHOL from Esson-Kuolhcim, i^aria ISEi'iT
from Esscn-Ruettenscheid, Leni BI3KUP, from Essen-Borbeck, Grcte
SCN'-tJiZ from Essen, and others whoso names I do not remember at

present, G:cccpting one whom I must add: - Hclga. EJJNEB^G, Altogether
we numbered 44 SS-women and apDr'^xiiaatcl^'' 25 S3-men. This however
wos the original personnel, /hen wc came from Ravcnsbrueck - being
the second lot which had been trained there and arriving two weeks
after the first group - about half of the SS-wonen were attached

to another Kommando, since the numbers were too high.
ie oS-wcmon were not armed, and did not crnrj'' either a rifle or a
truncheon or any other weapon. The So-mcn had only their rifles.
It was on3.y RICK, who carried a pistol and a rubber trunche-^n in
•addition.

I am not able to ?^nswer the question as to vjhcther the conditions
under which the approximatelj'- 500 Hungarian Jewesses in Essen had to
live, could bo called adequate accorcling/nujnpn standards.
The ne^cb question, however, as to vjhothcr I pitied these women, I
want to answer to the effect that I aaways felt sorry for them when
I had to go to work with them.

Ky assignraciit to this Kommando came about in the following way:
About 4 weeks after my marriage I pnqiiircd at the Eabor Office ab-^ut
some employment and was allocated to the Krupp firm, whore I re
ported to the emolcAmicnt office. I was told that there was no Job

for me in the plant itself, but that the office was willing to
attach mc to a group of people, who were to leave for R-vonsbrucck
on the sajac day for training. In addition I was told that we were to

be trained as guards for the supervision of Jews, and that wc woro
to return to the firm of Kruoo for this purpos^^. It w-"s only in

the coui-so of our stay at Ravonsbrucck that I leaii^d details about
the missicn assigned to us.

I do not know what happened to the Hun ;ariaji Jewesses in Essen after
I had been detached from the Kommando there.

Signature: Maria HERM/iNNS
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(pr-'.-'c 4 of ori;:iii'il)

The f^oo. provided for the Jcvjxsh dcte.inccs in question consisted of
the follovvini^-: In the mornin--, they hr.d coffee. At no-'U they hr.d

two moe.lSj nrxicly n, ucr.! br^uqht to then by deteinecs from the cex-p
p.nd consistin'5 of one dish (souo vdth ootr.toeSj vo^ct-oblos nnd

mcnt)_, ejid p.nothcr menl provided by the plenty

c-'Usistin? of p.

similar dish. In the evening in the crxip they were given p. piece
of brcr.dj which w-^s supposed to bo sufficient fjr their broelcfe.st
also, that is, a loaf was divided •i^.r.ven;; three persons. Moreover they
were .'dven butter in the camp in the evening, or if th^-TO was no
butter they got margrjrine or some other spread and also srusa.gc^

cottagc—checso (Qua.rk) or jam, according to what w^s available.
I maintain this deposition in s^ito of the objection that according ,
to the affidavit given by one of the girls themselves, they usuaily
had only one sinio meal per day, i.e. a thin soup and a small
piece of broad, which was given t: them ^vhvn thoy returned to the
camp from the plant, and in particular that thoi'" had nothing to cat
cither in the morning or durinr the time they were at work at the

plant, I must describe the dcpositien made by that girl, ajid pr cscnt'cd to me, as incorrect, since it is inconsistent with my own
observatijn.

The vjorking-hours specified for the girls who ;vorkod on the da.y—
shift wore as follows: Thoy loft the camp at 6 o'clock in the
morning and loft the plant at 6 o'clock in the cvenina, rand ha.d.
half an hour's lunch brchk, Thoy were cailod at 4.30 in the morninr
and wore present at the roll-caU by 6 o'clock.

The night-shift loft at 6 o'clock in the evening ajld loft the factory
at 6 o'clock in the morning, Tho girls who had worked during the
night wore al.lowed to rest during tho daytime. In most cases thoy
lay dovm^ linmcdlately and sloot all day. The girls vjorking on the
night-shift wore no. fed in tho wlant. Before thoy loft for their
x^ork, uhcy got the supocr described, above, which was distributed
to them 03" those who had returned from day-shift, and when they
came back in the morning thoy only had coffee with those who had
'assembled for tho day-shift.

Tho girls frcquontlj'- complained about being hungry and now and then
I gave them sume of my own food. This was also done by some of

my colleagues. But we had to be careful in doing this because tho

Crerma.n foremen of the respective Krupp plants would not ha.vo it
and if ca.scs arose thoy mr?do a report.
I have road each of tho 4 pawes of this ajfidavit ma.de by me, have
-i .^-5 + •?
..J iL..
J..1
signed them and initi.-iicd
tho corrections.

siancd thnn r.nr1

Si gnatiu'ci fcria. HEffi'UiNNS

(page 5 of original)

Worn to and eignoci before mc this 91-11 day of j^ugust 1947 at Lud-

Sw;

wigsbur-;
li.gsburg by i'.aria
I'-aria. HERivlUNS
HERivL'lINS known to me
mo t-^t--.- be
be tho person maJcing
maJcin--; the abov.
a.l
affidavit,

Jiaxiiiiilian KOESSLER
Maxlmili'^ii aOESSLER

..ttorn^y
Office of Chief of Counsel for V:ar Crimes
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CERTIFIC;.TE OF T-Ni:SL.TIOi:

5 Docccbcr 1947

Ij rionicr. ELU-VOOD, E 20148, hereby certify th".t I an a duly
appointed translator for the Gornaja and English languages and
that the above is a true and correct transiation of the document
No. NIK-11730,

iionica "..ELL'/OOD,
No. E 20148
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OFFICE OF CHI'-F OF COUNSEL FOR ' .:R CRr;]^

I,

Kp.r'jlinc G-'^ULEH,
horn on 3 '"'pril 1922 in Essen, p.rni-^jicntly resident in KjiehlhciBHoisscn, Schenkondorffstr, 53, r.t present interned in craiip No. 77
in LudVv'igsburT, after having been cautioned thr.t I render myself
liable- to punishment f-'r knowihglj'- mald-ng a false statement, state
the follov;ina under oaths

On app.7 Ilarch 1943 the firra of Kru->p hired nic as a worker, and I was
assi.gned to rollinr uiill II, hero I remained, as a worker, until
the end of ..Uj^ust 1944. The chief of rolling mill II xir.s ^ cert-^.in
Hammerschmidt. Shortly before the end of ^'.ugust 1944, ho informed us
that famalo guards for fcimalo concentration cr n detainees, who

were supposed to work for Krunp, v^erc nocdod ajid that a certain
nuinbcr of female v;orkcrs, who wore prepared to be trained as such
guards in Ravonsbrueck, wore asked to reeort. I was one of thos^who
rcnortcci. The others were:
Sclma NOLTSI^"

Henri etto DOill'iIIi,

I do not know a i'artha HERIiiR' but I believe a certain Foa HERIUJN

is meant here. She came to Ravonsbrueck with us, but un.i.iko myself,
HOLTS]!, and DOiilNIK did not belong to rolling mill II but to another
rolling raill. In reply to r. specific question I wish to stato, th.at
neither .".nni OTT nor Edith ROEDSR were amiong those women who, to
gether with mo, vrfcrc employed as guards in Esscn„

^7e wore taicon to Ravonsbrueck in one transport, there we wore sworn

in as SS-women and given the title of "/ufsehcrin" (supervisor).
For app. 2 weeks wc wore employed as guards in the concentration
cajuD Ravonsbrueck.

About the middle of St^ptembor 1944 our training-course in Ravons
brueck Mr.s intcrruotod and wc v^forc sent back to Essen. At that time

we were told that this was done bccauso Krupp ha.d reqiested our
return.

!.ftcr our return to Essen, wc had to report to SS-Obcrscharfuohror
RICIC v/ho was comra'^ndant of the SS-guards of a c'^rap in Essen, T.'horc

about 500 female Jewish concentration camp detainees, who had to

work for Krupp, were kept. At first those women woro accommodated in

huts in Humboidstr-'^ssc, which shortly before had boon abandoned by
Italian military internees, and were in a. most dilapidated state.
The sanitary arrangements of these huts in Hurnboldstrasso were so
inadequate that the girls ha.d to

signature: Karolino GEULJl':

(page 2 of original)
relievo themselves in the open,

least from, a certain time onward,

I cr'iinot roniomber the exact or a.pprcsdma.te date, they even had no
opportunity to wash themselves in the cajmp. However, after wcrk
they woro ••^llowed to wash thGiiisclvcs in the f '^.ctory, but this never
passed without incidents. Those who did not leave the showers in
time were buaton.
—1
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The r.ccoi-ir.udc.tion of those ^irls bccri?.e uuch v/orse -when

hoy v/orc

housed 2-11 c. collr.r, si-ountod on the sr-rnc -ircmises, o.ftci: the huts
in Huinboldstrnssc h'Od

been boLibca out. I loust oomit thrt i t v.t.s

true thr.t r.t tinies it w^.s so dnjiip tho.t- cue b^ds used by i.'-^e -?irle
wcr'O fro'oc.n.. It is olso correct thnt ?.t the tinio wher; the -^irls

were in thot ccllr.r, some of thorn wore il 1 end hr.d c hi.{^i tcnipernturc
ond 'vorc left vdthcut oropor rncdic"'!. coxe end rcaodics. The onl3'"
so-cp.ilcd r.icdicrl trcrtraant they hnd \i-os tho.t they vjcro cx'Tninod by
one of their fellovv-innir.tes, i'vho vir.s r. doctor herself, but w.ns
un^^blc to do anj^thinr^ for vinnt of instruxients end dru^s.

^•']hon_, due to •'ui cir-rrid^ the huts in Huinbclastrnssc were set on
firo^, one of the .tarls burnt to dceth. Sho wrs confined to bod end
•when everybody csco.psd she wr.s just loft l^'in;.; there rr.d v;o.s unr.nle
to lervo hor bed without help.

Is ro/'oTds ill-trcntccnt of the "irls^ I east r.drait thnt this hr.pponod
on severr.1 occasions, mostly r.s nunlelimon't for ?J.lo):iod offenses.
But Oborschr.r'Cuohrcr RICK wos particularly brutnl to the "iris
pnd ill-treo.ted them in cn inhaTi-r.n monncr, Ho'^-vevor, I nov...r heond
of his bcntin^ anybody to death.
Obcrscha.rfuohror RICK used his rubber truiicheon, which he usually

carried on him for bcrotin^s. Ke was tho only ono who. used to. carry
a truncheon. .*11 tho other SS-men and bS-vK-mcn cc.rrjod a rifle only,
but never a truncheon or any other weapon.

Tho girls vjorkod at Kru])"p*o, soinc of thorn in rolling mill II whore
I was Gj-:iploycd myself, and some of thorn in the spring s'-^op. 'ihcy were
used for very heavy work, work which I woul.d consider as too heavy
for .eiysclf. It i.s correct that somctir.ios Gorim^n workers made a
remark as to tho follcwir.^ effect? Since this woik was
hvjavy
for them, tho Jewesses ou-ght to do it, and then tho Jcvjosscs

actually had to c-*^rry out this work. Xn the course of their normal
work in the rolling mill, the girls had to m^ve hcc^y iron blocks#
One of the special tasks thoy had tc perform consisted in carrying
scveraJ. big blocks of stone frora tho basement to tho top floor of
a Krupp building under ro-constructi.en. It is also correct that on

this occasion ono of tho Kruop workers, aooarontly in a subordinate
position, picked up ono of these blocks and romrurked? "they a-ro not

hca.'v;/, they can and must carry more of thorn at a time". In reality

this work was so hard that it would have been too hard even for rac.

signature? Kr.rolino GPULBN,

(page 3 of original)
I mysolf remained in F.sscn in the aforo-mcntioned capacity as guard

only until app. the end of ".pril 1945^ when, as nunishmcnt at RICK's
request I was transferred to -i'uehlhausenAh^ningen, where concontra.tion caiap detainees vjcrc ^^Iso usod in an industrial undertaking,
I caomot remember which firm it was, but it was not Krunp.
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(pr.F,c 3 of orif^inrJ., jont'd)
#

Scirx. IICLTILN \Ja-5 r.s fcma] c guard in Ssson for 3 days only, then
bocomc pi-G-;nojit and was no longer used .as a woman guard in Esson,
"t least not during the time I was there. Hcnriettc DOIuHCIK w<as
3:iven a punitive transfer from Essen together vdth me. I do not
know where she was transferred to. The reason for my being

transferred Wcas that a foreman (I crjinot remember his najne),
caught me giving part of my food to one of the girls arid rororucd

me to the Ooorseharfuchrer RICK, I do not laiow the reason why
DOiiH^IiC was punished,
Rea HulRiil'J^l'J v^as transferred from Essen oa-on at an oar-licr date

than I was. I dc not know when and v;hy this happened.
The question whetnor the sort of life these girls had to endure
can be aonsidcrod c'-.s inhuman must be answered in the affirmative.

Had I been treated in such a manner, I ocrtainly woiO.d have felt
that I was bcinc treaued iniiumarly. It v.'as obvious that they v:cro
young girls, but I did not know their rcspocti-vc ages.

At least twice it happened that inspections by allegedly high
cfficials ox Kru'-^O'S roiling mill II, whoro a great prart of these
girls v.'orc working, were anno^onccd and took place, -ibout 2 or 3
Krupp officials who did not belong to rolling mill II, and whoso

names and positions I do not know, took part in these inspections^
Dui-ing' these inspections the Krupp officials mentioned must have '
"?een the girls themselves and the ki;.^, o± work they had to do.

It is true that the girls wore their prison-clothes all tnc time
and, at least as I^ng as I v/rs there die not recoivo my re

placements or supplementary clothes r Th^Jy ..^J-So had to sleep in
their clothes.

It is also corrcco that it happened that t-hey had to walk along
the snovz-covered read to the factory in shoes consistiiig of a

wooden solo and a. piece of fabric; in manj'* cases those shoes
were already worn out. For this .rcaaon, and duo to the way in which
they v;cro housed, a. ,gre't number of girls coxxtractod severe colds

I dc not kno'V atxybhing of what he.ppoJied to the girls after I left
Essen, and rl-ierofore do not. know m;^d:.hiii3 -about their ultim-abe
fate,

signa.turei Klarolino GEULEN

(p-^go 4 of original)

I have read each one of the 3 pages of my affidavit, /al statomotits
contained therein are my own; all corrections were initialled by xuo,
bj-'yiature; Kap'pJpUiq^ GEUIllN
•

A
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tr.tsl:.t.ici~ of exdcui^eict Ko, NEv-11731
COifriiJUTD

(pr^-^c 4 of uri:;in<.-Q.j c:;ntO
Sworn to nnd signod before mo this 9th d^y of "ucust 1947 at
Ludwi'-.'sbun^ by K'^rolinc
known to oc to be the person mrJcinthe r.bovo pjfi.d^.vit.

Si-n'^.turo: 1-r.xiniilirjri K03SSLER
IC-'odi-iilirn KOE.. ^.LER
attorney
Office of the Chief of Counsel for

Crimes fPO 696

CE;rnFic.:TL

Tfi:iyo.i;Tiow

4 Decerabcr 1947

I, Potor smSEL, ETO 30254^ hereby ccrt:^y that I em a duly
eoDointcd translator for the Gcrorn ani-i -on'-.lish languages and
that the above is a true and corroc^j trLanslation of the documont
No. NIlv-11731.

Potor SnS'.I.,
No. 'JTO 30254

... 2i ~
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iraAlTSL.iTlO;.T 0^ D^CUL-.S-TT KC.: lTn:-11739

CS'_C0..^SHL_FC?^V;^._C?J'£i3S,

(pa'^e 1 of orio;inal
I.
•-"Giiriotto

D 0 ill i

n

i

k

"born on 7 August 1982 in Bochuin, residing in ji;SScn-Schonne"beck, Sclionne-

liocl^iioefe, at present interned in
77 Ludwigs"burg, at this time coiiiiiitted to t.iG care of internoo hospital iio. 1, Ludwigshurs, after having
"been ca.utioned that hy jiialLirr; a fa.lse affida.vit I render myself lia,ole
to punislnncnt lierehy state the lollowin^ uiider ca.th:

Betv^een -july 1940 and Aiurast 194d I v/a-s eiTOxoyed "by Krupp of Essen
as a vrorlrcr in the Widia tool-making dapaxtment in Essen which v/as under
the mana-gemcnt of a certain

1

h 0 f f

c

.

In the middle of Au;:,ust

1944: ti:e State la"b:r office in Essen rGq_uested me and other female workers
to report to them for tne p'lrp^se of go.axding female prisoners, whereupon
I then v;a-s released "by the Tilaiit.

'fe v/ere sent to Havenshrueclc for train—

in<'5 v/henco v;o returned to Essen after 10 days, after we were inducted for
service

in the SS.

After a lo..ve of several diV's, we were assigned to the guard detail
in _-U-.:oolc.strasse under Cberscharfuelirer

?, i c k: .

tion ca..ip imates we met there v;ere of all ages.
guard included a girl that v;"a.s only 15 years old.

The fema.le coiicentrar-

The group which I had to
As she wanted to "be v;ith

her sister, sne also went to v;ork in the fa-ctory, hut v;as not given heavy
work. The girls arrived from Auschv/itz with their hair already shorn and
their clothing consisted of a, prisoner's janket stamped v/ith thoir prisoner's

nui-foer and a pair of v/ooden shoes with cloth uppers.
leader under P.icle

was a v/'oman called Eiii^oi

At first the squad

T h e i s sc n .

She cuhse—

quently vas ronovod, althou:_ii no other v/oman took her place as squa.d ler.der,
I remained with this guard detail in Essen until 2o January 194-5, -v/hon I
was t.anslerred to anotnor go.ard deta.il. Therefore, I do not knov; anything
ahout tie final fate which "befell tiio Essen concentration oaip inmates, not
even from hearsa;^.

At first, the inna-tes v/ere quartered in the camp at Hum^boldstrasse in

huts fenced-in with "barhed v/ire, and v/hon this cajsp was bombed out tlioy v/ere
removed to a. cellar situated outside the fcnced-in ares..

The lavatory conditions in the huts of Huiboldstrasse were so insuffi

cient that the girls found it necessary to relievo thomsolvcs in the open.
From -oho time the installati ins were dainajod by air raids they v/ero left
without an opportunity to v/acJi thomselvos in the caJip, however, the v/orks
allov/cd them to use the show'T baths in the fpctory, as long as those v/ere
still in order.

(Gignature) ITenriotte Eominik.

-

1

-

^ Vt

OV DCCJl-X^ iTO.: HIE-1173S.

CCiTS^D

(pa,n;e 2 of original)
5?liey also lost this opportunity when the shower "baths were destroyed
"by an air raid.
Livin.\ conditions "becaiae still v/orse when they were recoved to the
a'DOve raentioned cellar, which v/as iaoist and cold.

V/lien I arrived in caiip on the day it Was destroyed "by an air raid
I

noticed the charred scolcton of an inr.io.te and I

v;as infor.ned that she

v;as ourned to dea.th "oecansc, havin^i "been sich ahed, the^^ were unaole to,
carry her out.

iVhethor or not iueaoers of the guard or other inmates

ha.d "been present in the
was at home at

that

v.-hen this happened I am unahle to say.

I

time.

I !cnov; very i-rell that mic'i and the woman T h e i s se n vrere very
"brutal, hov/evor, I do not know from .my own o'oserve.tion nor from hearsay,
tha.t hodily harm was ever inflicted upon the inma.tes or that they v/ere
"beavten "by P.ick, the v/oman irhcissen, "by other .nem"bers of the guard or "by
any G-er.man foreman or worker.
The work in which t'ne inmates were enlar
ged a-t the factory v;an very hard and I remei.foer that I myself carried
a girl back to camp that "ne.d collapsed from the strain of the v;ork. She
ran a high cemperaturo.

the time we

no longer were able to use the streetcar to and

work, a large r.a.foer of girls developed leg troubles owing to
exposure as the girls were f.:rcod to walk over the snc/zy and icy streets

f ; 0;:1

in their primitive shoes, tliat is almost barefoot, (without stockings,
their v/ooden shies with clotli uppers were mostly worn out b;'* nov.f) .
It the time the streetcar still v;as running, until about October 1944,
the girls v^ere awalccnod sr^.'/rtly after 4 a.m. and v;e left the camp v/itii
the 5,35 streetcer,
The work in the fa.ctory lasted at that time from
6 a.."., to 5 10.ri. and vro returned to carp on the streetcar leaving the factor

at about 5,30. Twice v/e took time off, once in the morning for l/d lir.
and once at noon for o/4 hr.
^fnen the streetcar v;aG no longer running we left the camp a.t o a. ..
and arrived a.t the factors'" s-t 8 a.m., after a march of tvro hours. Wc

left the factory a,t 4 p.r'u and

"^be road for a two hours' hike.

During this time the factory had been already destroyed to such extent
that clean-up work was about all there was left to do. The clean—up
work the girls ha.d to do was so hard that I myself could not have done
it.
The '.vcrk they formerly did v/hen the factory still WrS in normal
workin,. condition could also have boon done ":jy nie.

5£?X}CT*.lSr HO.T KiE-11739
cc:??'i)

(paf.e 3 of original)
The innates were employed in the various Krupp plants, th?,t is, in

Rolling i'.ill II, in the spring factor?/, in the gun-carriage factory and
in other dope;;tiiicnts I no longer rememher.

I'had to guard the prisoners

worhing in Rolling Mill II.

The manager of Rolling Mill II and other high placed employees of this pla
freqriently pa-ssed tlirough the fa.ct::ry a^-.d vn.tl-Out a douht knew tne tj^pe
of V7:r:-: the prisoners had hcer given

The normal rations were so low that they frequently con-plained of

hunger, Tlie hread ration, in paxticular, v;as very unsufficiont. However,
I succeeded in my demand that the girls "be given the supplementary ration

for heavy vjorhers in camp when their v7ork had "been extraordinary hard.
I only rome.^i'ber the death of another prisoner "besides the death from
"burns mentioned in the foregoing.

This death occurred already at uhe "be

ginning of Octt'ber 1S44 and, a.s far as I remonher, was due to tu"bGrculosis.
It is correct that a, certain Martha-

Hermann

was included aciong

the guard personnel, v;ho, however, as far as I know, does not live in gssenICray, but in another pai't of Rssen and who is not identical with :-.aria

He r
a n n s interned
present in the Ludv/igsburg ca^p. I also r^
'member tho.t the above-mentioned Martha- Hermann displa?^ed a particulai ly
brutal at'c-itude towexd fno prisoners.

The life of these irmates was such in the winter months of 1^4g/45^

that, a-shed whether I would call it inhuman, I should answer this question
in the. affirma.tivc.

I felt a deep pity for these girls and secretly tried

to help them.

It is not correct to se^t tha.t jisooii

Thei ssen

had been removed

fro:.i her job because she had maltrca.ted one of the prisoners.
not there had occurred such maltreatiaent I do not know.

vrnc">:her or

Hm^ever, I loiov/,

tha.t her private life Iia.d been the cause for her dismissal.

I have camofully read each one of the foregoing tlmree pages of my aifidavi
and signed them myself I have made the nocossary corrections in my own
handvnritiiii and countersigned them with my initials.
(C ignat'or o) Hsnri e 11e Dcninik.

Gv7orn to and signed before -o this 10th da.y of August 1947 at Ludv/igsourg
"by Honriette

P o mi n i k

kno'//ri to mo to bo the person making the above

affida.vit.

(5i(.:na.turo) Maximilian Koossler
aximilian -Hoessler,
Attorney
Office of the Chief of Counsel
for V/ar Crimes
ARC 696 A.
-
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Ciftncui^'ji i^o.i iTiic-11739.
Go:;"2»i)

I, C-. Laaenor, STC 30 133, herolDy certify that I ani a duly appointed
translator for the Gorinsn £Uid Snslish lan^ue^cs and that the ahovo is a
true a-iid correct traxislation of the docujiient no.; rTIIC-1172S«
ITureuhorg, 5 joTeiohor 1947.

&, Lauener,
STO 20 123.

/fe"

• "• '
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tr;jisl:.tioii of docuiot n^. wiK-11732
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR

;.R CRLIS

'

I,
Sclmn NOLTEN,

born on 22 July 1921 in Esscn-Bihrbcc':, pormr^ncntly residing in
Esscn_, p.t present interned in crjin 77 et Ludwigsburg, for the tinic
beings in the Internees' HospiteJ. To. 1 r.t Ludwigsburg, Kecnigsr.llec 59^ efter hpvin.g been Cciuticncd thnt I render myself linble
to punislir.iont fci- knovdngly meking
f.?J.sc st-iteracnt , stntc the
following under onthi

Fr:im 193S until the time when I wns sent to Rpvcnsbruock for

trnining_, tnp.t was on 12 August 1944> I
omployed p.s r. v/orkor
in the rolling-mill Nc. II cf tho firm of Krurp in Essen. Our
pl-mt wp.s demolished

by -rir-rnidSj whereupon the older women were

dismdssod. Under the fnlse pretence thr.t this wr.s n recrer.tionrl
vp.cr.tion;,some younger fcmelc workers end I, were sent to RrvensbruGcl: \ihoro wo wore drnftod into the oS, This aforementioned fe.lso

prctciice vjps mr.de to mc by tho "Obmc.ennin" (I cr.nnot rcr^cmbor

her nrme) during the night-shifi of .].l August 1944.
..ur shop
r.lono, there vvere 15 - 20 girls who ".:cnt to Rr.vcnsbrucck. Hoivcver,
the trr.nsport consisted of grouos from different shops, .'iftcr c.
fortnight's stry pt the concontrption cpmp Rpvcnsbrucck, whore

wo were trained ps guards for ppproximptoly 11 dpys, I pnd pjiothcr
Pop. 29 Krupp workers, -Iso trrincd in Epoensbrueck, returned to
Essen. This was tho first group to be returned to Essen, the others
followed at intervals.

I was cfii'^loycd in tho guprd-sorvicc for the 5^0 female Jewish con
centration camp dctadnces, for 3 clays ordy, for then I was taken
ill and roinrdnod so until the end of
ember, when I was finadiy
dischar^god from the "Eiommando". during the abovo-mdntioned- 3 days
I guru-ded the detainees while they ''.;cre o/orking in the rollin-; :aill

II, Tjhicli was majiagod by a certain BPA.UE, r certain SCi2..ITZ acting
as his deputy, Another of BRAUN's assistants was a certain H.ilEIF-,SCHi-IDT, i adso remember the name of IEjISEL- but I do not believe
that ho actually worked in the shoo, he prob.ably had f-n office-job.
Tho department of tho rolling mill where I guarded tho detainees,
assi;;noU to me for supervision during tho 3 days mentioned, was

that of the foreman '.dlholm (I do not remember his Christian name).
No

doubt, the work the detainees had to perform was very hard.

•hen wc to:ik over tho det'^inocs, their hair had -'^Iroady grown a.

little "gain, but it was obvious that their heads had boon sha.vcii
before. The female leader of .)ur dotac'-uiiont (under Obcrscharfuoliror
HICK) vjas a, certain THEISSEN,

During the 3 days mentioned, tho dctainoos wore taken, by street car,
from tho camp to the factory and return.

-

1

-

s 'AiV'y '•

i

TR;iJSL;.TIGI; OF DOCUI^liOT No. TJIIC-11732
CONTUniUED

(p-?.'|c 2 of cririinoJ.)
The strcotcr^.r left the stop r.t Huriboldstrrssc r.t approximately
5.25 a.r.:.. '.'c 1 ft the c.amp a little earlier. The detainees must

have been called some tine before 5 o'clocks since they oot their
breaiefr.st, which, at throt time was exactly the sane a.s we hr.d, be
fore they loft.

The working hours in the factory wore su^oposcd to be fr-m 6 a.in»

to 6 p.m, inclusive of breaks. But actually wo already finished at
5 p.in. already in order to catch the street-car to the camp in
time,

iit the moment I cannot recall an^*" further details.

I have road each one of the 2 oagcs of this affidvit. A?1 state
ments contained therein oto my ovm; all corrections were initialled
by mc.

Signature: Solma NOLTEN

Sworn to and si^^ied before me this 10th d-^y of August 1947 at
Ludv/igsbui'g by Selma. NOLTEN known to no to be the person making
the above affidavit.

Signature: fcximilian KOESSLER
kaxi mil ian KQESSIER
Office of Chief of Counsel for lAar Criiuos

iiPO 696 A

CERTIFICATE OF TR;1SL.1IQN

4 Doconber 1947

I, Peter SIESELj ETO 30254^ hereby certify that I am a duly appoint
ed translator for tho German and English languages and that the

above is a true and correct translation of the document No. NIK-11732^
Peter SIESEL,
ETO 30254

-

.f.

:.'r. .
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TaAITSLfiTlOH 0? lOCinylJiiHT ITo D - 355
OfFIGS'OP U.S. CHI3? Ol'COTOTSBL POR
War CRIVRS

Sasen, 8 October 1945

Affidavit

I, the ^dersigned

I

,

Walter THOEKS,

'

"born 30 October 1890

'

'

'

•

,

'

" •'

•

'

•

sr.d living at'Wolfsburg, Ganghoferstr. 13,

make the following'statement voluntarily*
I admit that I punched s-i^d beat Hungarian Jewesses which I had to

supervize in # 3 Steel Moulding Shop.

I did not do this of my own

freewill but was ordered, to do so by ,iny works manager REIF, who v.-as a Party
member like me® Mmcst every day this unscrupulous man made me understand,
in no mistakable manner, to dri'^-e on these Jewesses a-.l to get better
performances from them* He
' •'sized always thai I should not be
trivial in the choice of means, and if necessary, hit them like hitting a
piece of cold iron. As soon as I saw tho-t these women were standing near
the stove, I had to drive them back to their work.

And this while the

poor women were so badly protected against the .cold, as .they only had thin

rags on their bodies*

Most of these people had no stockings on in the

severe frosty weathero In v/inter their legs v;ere frozen blue and showed
scabbu chilblains as big as a iialf—crown. The women received no food all
day. They were fed in the camp. X could
bear to see the sufferings
of''the women, and was glad when I was transferred from the Steel Forming

Shop to the Railway during the last days of February. .
I ought to mention that the work in which the Jewesses were engaged
was much too heavy for women. For instance they had to knock do\^n the
remains of walls with sledge hammers which weighed 8 to 10 pounds, or they
had to carry or clean stones the whole day. They also had to unload sheet

metal from Railvjay waggons and carry it about 100 meters.

RFIF always

^

'.

inspcicted this work and made sure that I kept an eye on the speed of the

work®

If Reif had not always been standing behind me# I should definitely

'

have treated the Jewesses better.

I ought to mention one case s. =cially which happened in February
I hit a .woman with my clenched fist on the shoulder and she fell

1945.

dovm. Reif who was standing about 6.;neters away impelled me to do it.

'

(signed)

j", :

Walter THOBRB

J.W.L. Rathbome, Major
President

^
I

Military Government Stamp
certificate of TH,fixTSI^TIOR

I, EHhA E. UIBHRALLp AGO Ro Ii-150096, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages; and that the above is a.
true and correct translation of document Ho 1^355.•

,

"

MBA E. UIBERAII,
U. S* Civilian
AGO No IU150096

.
; ' .'

TRaNSlJiTION OF DOCUl^NT NIK-g766
OFFICE CiaEP^ OF COuIIoFL FOR

GRmS

Affidavit
-

1

-

I, p5t=3r Gut^rsnhn, residing at Ess^n-west,. BockmuhlamT^g 2, aftar having
been vr^rned that I shall be liable to punishment for making false state
ments herevfith declare the follomng under oath of

orvn free \Till and

vd.th'^ut coercion:

I have been ""//ith Krupp since 1912,

I worked in Machine Construction

9, a plant which built tank and gun turrets.

Plant leader "'unsch of

Machine. Construction 9^ resident in Sjrthen near Haltern, Stock;'a.ese,
treated the foreigners, prisoners of war, or civilians working there in
a very brutal manner.

I have personally experienced how Viunsch in Machine Construction 9
beat and kicked the buttocks of Russian prisoners of war and eastern

wi^rkers in order to drive the people to work,

fhese people who were

very weak anyivay, often fell to the ground under the weight '"'f these
blows and bled at the niesa.

fhe food of the Russians consisted of

practically nothing but watery soup.

Although the French civilians vr rking in Mlichine Construction 9
were treated somewhat better than the eastern workers, they were handled

rather severely. Wunsch also refused the French ci\rLlians their accum
ulated leave on numerous occasions, on the grounds that some of them did
not reti-irn from their leave,

Aunsch once caught eastern vrorkers engaging in personal jobs, that

is, they were making rings and the like out of ^^aste metal.

Thereupon

he suiimioned all the eastern 70 rkers in the plant (there must have been

190 of them at the time); he searched them and beat them. He related
this to us hii.'iself in an air raid shelter during an air raid.
the middle of October 19'-|J4

also received

tion camp women, Hungarian Jewesses,
circumstances,

Following

allocation ox concentra

These ifiomen were in very reduced

fhey had to load riJbbish and cart it away on whsel-

barrows and carry iron girders; they were also employed on other olean-

1 -

•-'i.'-•

.-.•i

CONTIiTOD

ing-up activitiest

These Jewesses had neither work clothes nor

protective gloves tor these jobs.

Their entire clothing consisted of

one

(Signature)
-

ragged dress made of burlap.
feet.

2

Peter Gutersohn.

-

They wore 7rc>oden slippers on their naked

The huts in which these Jewesses lived were severely damaged dur

ing on air attack, so that the huts v/ere no longer waterproof.

Thus in

T-'d.nter the Jewesses had to come to werk in the worst weather, dressed

in their wet rags, ivith simply their thoroughly soaked blankets on

their shoulders.

I have witnessed this myself on many occasions.

If,

in these conditions, the wcmen wanted to dry themselves out a little at
a coal fire, or if they tried to vra.sh some of their rogs, they ivere im
mediately driven away by VJunsch.

The Je^;vish concentration camp women were accompanied to their v^ork
by tv70 SS-women, and at their wrk they were guarded by an armed member
of the 'j^Jehrmacht.

iit the various jobs themselves they v/ere supervised

by the competent members of the staff.

One day at the beginning of March, 19U5^ these Jev/ish concentrati'vn camp vornen did not come to work, and Since that time I have heard
nothing more of them.
-

P

-

carefully

I have/read each of the two (2) pages of this affidcivit and signed
them vath rry ovvn hand.

I have made the necessary corrections in jry own

handv.Titing and initialled them.

I herewith declare under oath that- I

have stated the full truth to the best of my knowledge and belief,

(Signature) P=5ter Gutersohn _

_

PPTSR GUTdRSOHN

Sworn to and signed before me this 22nd day of May IVU? at Essen by
Peter Gutersohn

to me to be the person making the above affidavit,

_B2rnard_B_»_ F-'ill
U.S. Civd-liroi
-

miTililinfiiii'iiMi

--

2 -

fiirinii iii^-irvitrMifiM^^

I' Vii oiMiill

TRi'iNSLlTION OF DOCUIffil^ NIK-S766
CONTINUED

certificate of TR^iNSLaTION

10 S=pt k7
1, E. R,.K3ppl=ir, h^r^by certify t'nat I am a duly appointed
translator for th3 O-jrm.Tn and English languages and that ths above

is a tru3 and correct translation of the document NIK-d766,

- ^1.

Signature of translator and serial fT
B

3

397946
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TR;J^!SL.\TI0N of DOCUI^IE^^^T No. NII':-7895
OFFICE OF CKIOF OF COUI'JSEL FOE •7;,E CRE.IES

Essen, 28 September 19A5
f

f

i

d

?. V i

t

Subject: Case GIESEKE, Dipl.-In.',, Essen, .ortborgrodc 17 c/o. Dolori,
The T/vitness Peter HUEBERT, born 12 June 16%, domiciled r.t Essenij.tenessen, K-iGmmereihude 34,
makes the follovdnf?: affidavit;

From about the middle of January of this ycrr I had, for some 3 •weeks,

to super"visc the "work of 8 Jewish -^irls. One day —it wa.s .an ex

ceptionally cold one - these Jewish girls had "bo transport stones
from machine construction hall 8 to our workshop. The handcarts used
for transportation were made of metal •without v/ooden handles, so that
in this severe cold one's uncovered hands adhered firstly to the handles,
I could not have done this job vdthout TOarin.g -.loves in this great
frost. To protect mc from the cold I had to v;ear double gloves and
that even vdthout touching the carts. Is I had a pair of defective
gloves available I handed these to a Jovjess who was pushing ra cart.
In the workshop we met the deputy works manager GIEoFJ^E, .hen he

noticed the Jewess wearing "loves at her worl:, ho pulled them off
hor hands and throw them into the coke oven. On learnin'' thrat It

was I who head given away the gloves he bcg.'^n to roar at me, giving

me to understand that no Jewess was allovjod to wear

loves at work,

and said: "If •bhcy refuse to work in that manner just kick them in
the arse," This was the vw.y he wished these poor creatures to be
treated.

In March this yean GIESEKE kicked a Russian woman known to be an in
dustrious and punctual foreign worker causing her to fall down •'
a
stairc-'^so, and that merely because on the occasion of an airraid warning

she did not take refuge in the plant airraid shelter said to bo unsafe
and therefore not usod by a largo number of the factory's labor force,
but wished to make for a safer airraid shelter. Some days thcro-'.ftor
GIESEKE hiiiiself did not use the plant's airraid shelter but during an

airraid warning hurried to the shelter situated in the Pfordebahnstrasso.

Peter Hl)EB;liT

Signature: Peter HUEBjliT

CEETIFIC4TE OF lE/j^SL/.TIuK

4 Noveinbcr 1947

I, S.L, Ct-.TES, Mo. 20180, hereby certify that I am a duly appointed
translator for the German and English lan-'-ua'-cs and that the above

is a true and correct translation of "bhc document No. NIK-7895.
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S.L. GATES,
20180
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TE'J^'^SL-TION OF DOCmnNT NO. NIK 7906
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOB Vk:J? CRB'IES

/if fid avit

Si.b.isot:

C-.se

r. yj o r s i S; and G i o s e k 8

Wavjersik's domicilo:

Esaon, Ernostlnenstrasso 306,
c/o Saik

Giessko'a domioile: Esson, l/jcrtbGrgr-^de 17, c/o Dolore

(V/aiworsik ia still on!plo5''8d in the Lck'^m'^tivfabrik) •
Iffidavit of tho vaitness lohann S c h 1 a f, (foreman)
born 19 .Get 1885, of Ssaon, Ucrtmundorstrasso 56

In tho gun carriage workshop I, the Hungarian lowesses
employed thoro wero systematically mistroetod.

Horn l-aY/orsik and Herr Gieseke demanded vicrk from these

poor v/i^'mon which was far toe heavy f'^r them and should
never have boon demanded of them.

Time and again one

had tho impression that ,these tv;^ men vjore only cut

to make the life of those Vvcmon miserable.^ Last mnter,

during severe frost, tho Jewesses had to fill up om
orators, and free tho railr'^ad track betvjoen tho gun
carriage worksh'^p and the firing range of slag ®hd
railway linos, a task which was far too hard for these
ill-fed women.

I should like t'- mention one case in

detail:

Ono day, when the vjcmen whom I supervised had boon Hard
at w-rk all day in bitter frost, I t^ld them they could
st^p work. When Horr Gisoke passed and saw that the women
were no longer at work ho asked me

any more jobs for those women.

I replied that those

women had done oncugh w^rk for one
that these women should clear away a

by.

I pointed out to him that this was

wnmon end that I would not ask them to d-

upon he himself told the wonen t^^ clear away the So
with their bare hands. Normally such a rail is oarriod
vdth ton® by at least 8 men. When tho women had finished
™aidT L, cynically: "You see, it did
. The
following day tho supervisors in charge of those women

complained to mo that these women vvero ^^^hod too hard.
I roforrod them to Herr Giseko and advised
complain to him as I myself did
During the
those women such hard w^rk, in any case.
the
women
had
to
unload
truck
loads of sand
same winter

in such cold-YjGp.thor that tho frozen s^d

and stones,
had t'' be 1' ^oaonod

with a pick.
-

1

Int'^ the bargain ths

TR^JSFSL'.TION OF DOCmiJilMT IJO. lOT 7906
CCNTimJED

JewessGS vvors very insufficiontly clad snd suffGred
terribly from tho cold. Whoaevor tho yowosaos t'^ck a
brGsk in rrdcr

warm thomSGlvGa near fire b^xes

which had boon sot up, Horr Giosoke would upset those
fire b^XGS with his f^^t. During the whole period
these yowcssos wore omployod in the gun carriago vjork-

shop, Horren V/evjersik and Giesoko did their best, every

day, t^^ find S'^mething vdth which to make these womon^s

lives a misery either by aocuaing them of not working

hard enough or by preventing thorn from warming their
frozon limbs at a fire.

(^tt^mp.)

(Signature:) Joh. Sohla.f,

Military Gcvernment

^

Suaraary Court Essea 130 DET

\ n n

*

Major

CFKTIFIC-'.Tl! OF TR/.ITSL.'.TION

20 November 1947

I, Kathleen

N^. 20096, hereby certify that I

am th^r^^ughly conversant with the Snglish and German

l^ngu'-gos, and that tho above is a true and oorreot
translati'^n of Document No. NIK 7906.
Kathleen BR/iMLFY,
N^.

^
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T?aV-iii;i.Tic:; c? Docif^^T ro. }:k>iis75.
OTJicj OF,CFi^p OF couf3::l Fo:-i .iiPl cPlU;

AFPIDA7IT.

I, Johannes I'-ri-" DOL'ri-.j, ro^idinr.

Kettwie:, Goet'ieJistrasse 0,

r.ftDr lir.vinp been CFutioncd thit b:; .rpiirj r fr Ise rffid^vit I render

n^rself lir.ble tc punishment, hereV;* str.t

untar crth voluntarily rnd

without ccorcion the following;
Adter hC'.vinF been connecto''" ".fith the cst- steel mill of the

Frien. Lrupp A.G., Bsson, froo 1921 to 1924 rnd ngrin in 1937, I Joined

the fir; rs "u official in the Ir.bor utilisation office "A" of the per
sonnel division r.t the be^innin:; of lG4o.

I w-s ^iven the trsk to deo.l

vrith r. nuvabor of specirl questions in connection with the enplcyment of
foreir^ners rnd Reich Lnbor Service poonle.

In the 3ui:r.:er(fiG44 I vr s orderod by Eerr IS^l'-IUd! to travel to the
fue •- %rGrks Ecrst nerr Gelsenber,^ in order to select, tocrether v:ith the

vrrious ple.nt mr.naj^.crs, fenr.le Jevfish Eun^rri'n ccncentrrtion cr::p iniT.tes

or rntr-or to enrrriine in how frr tlie" could be employed in the C"st steel
nill»

I, thereupon, together ".r'ith th-O plont rrnagers Prrun, from the

rolling mill II, rnd Gecrgi, fro'i the Eloinlru I (SrrH Shop), betook
myself to the fuel works Horst.

The first J.mpression I Ivd of theoe VJomen yrs

very pitirbl. one;

their Iviir wrs cropped close rnd their clothing vrs compietely insufficient
They vrore simple shirts v/hlch were striped blue rnd white.

Their shoes

had thick--wooden soles rnd they hr.d difficulties w--Iking in them.

About

1500 Jevres-'cs were detained rt Golsonhorg in big circus tents.

— T
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of docxhvt no. nd: - xIoTSCOKTHiUSD.

(pe''-:e 2 of Qripiinal )
I'b "poG^:. 3 thr.t Iisrr Brrun -nd "Torr Gsorgi approved of the enplo^r.Bnt
of Jgvtooscs.

At rny r^te I -rs crclerod, ^ short while pfter, to fot

530 of then to r c"np in Iiu:-iboldtstrr.ss3, Sssen, tKn.t hrd boon built

b^'" tho 35, accordinr to cort*'!:': specific-'"tions.

The crrip ccoiv.r.nder,

rn 33 ofiiccr. - his nrne hr.s slipped ray -oemory - held tho opinion thrt

the vrcracn could v;rlk rll tho

(15 lens) to Bssen.

After I lao.d plea

ded their cuse, however, a nuiabor of streetcrrs v/ere set aside and u.od
tc trho these vro^nen to Sssen.

•?he huts in whio.a ^.a03s

n. ir.tes vfore acccmod-ted, v^r*-

fc%§5ed in "./ith brrbed vdrs; in addition, the S3, at the bo.^inninp,, had
-shed for "vvr-tch-towers to be built '..'hich wore supposed tc be irnned

by tne 33.

But this plan •w-''s rftera'ir.rds dropped.

Outside the brrhsd

wire fence *.7rs r hut v/here the pur.rds rnd the carap leader, 33 Doersoh^rfuohrer PJijCL.,.- rnd his deputy, r.n 33 rr.n I[3x?13'A'":!, were acoorL-iodated.
I cnnot pive any details atout the rttitude of the Krupp's
leadinp personalities to tho prcbie:i of the utilization of concentro.tion canp ininr.tesj but the order to fetch the irrnatas fro:n the liorst

wrs piven tc ne by Herr LjTf'AVi, vfio vrs in chdrpe of the Ir.bor Utili zatior
Ofx^ico A personally.
In Decehber 1944.-, a.Ctor an air mid, "the Hunbcldtstrrs$

crop vjT.s totally burned out.
vroinev: vr-.s roost in'^dequate.

Thereafter, the a cconod^tion of the
Tho v/c .le:,' v.'er e excused work and built navr

original )
sleepi.y:3 aof
ocoMcar-tions
for tho isolves in the; cellars of the forner ormp^

-
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cq: m u i s .

(p^r'Q 3 of original, con^t'd)'
consis"c5.;i|^ cf borrcls put to~sthor,

the -ivc^en did not h've seporrte

"beds c.'n.Y rriore, but v/ould lie besides one r.nothor on plrnk-beds.

After

n. vhlle^strav/ v;as put at their disposal,so they were housed to sor:je
G:ct3nt.

I rise know that r.t first it

considered to put thev.i at

tho d-ispcarl cf the concentr-.tion cr.np Buchen*..-".Id rgrinj this propcsrl
v;r s net carried cut

later on, 3iov;cv. r.

I clso took Herr Leh:".rnn rnd

an 33 officer there in order to s'-ioi;"" then the conditions.
v;ra c::treriely cold when I visitod the crnp-

The cello.r

,

The vrcmen hr.d put stoves

thercj it is true, vdiich, however^ sucked so rnucSn that they could

ho.rdly bo fired. As to the ^uo.rdinr; of these- Jev;osses I r-iTi able to say
tho follcrvrinp;: By the firu v. nuub-er of v/or-ien were hired ivho • left the
services cf the firn, becone vTe-'bcrc cf the SS and took o shcrt trai

ning;; course in the concentre bion caup Ilc.vcnsbrueck*

lived in the brrr'^cks before tlie cu.to.

These wouen 'Iso

The wccen were supervised

.• ledicrlly by •-n S3 physicirn v/ho Vyti^ aic2io.rp.e of sevtsral cirps in the
nei'jhbornccd of Essen and would oovx) to the cr.n^ in Huniicldtstrrsse
ajout onco a vfeek.

He often Goup?-aiiicd th'~t there were not enourh ban

dages rnd new LTp.terirl frouKrtgp's infirmry was often put at his dis-^
pc-v. 1 tliouph ,strictl3'- speakinp jthis v/ould have been bhe concern of
tlie S3.

•

As to the rouovrl of tlioso Jewesses in the Harch of 1945

I c.n able to strte thrt Iterr Schucror, m eujiployee of the Krup-"^ firu
was trr!:,sfGrred to the 3S in order to orr*'niae for the S3 a special train
to Duchou'i.T Id for these women.
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(pa':e 4 of original)
I knew th-t thlg
p-xtli' of so.ne open G"rs.

n'inlj"- consisted of freight c"rsj

As I vrs told Inter on^ the women \;ere t.-ken

to Boohua f :om where the trnin started.

I hr.ve cTefully rerd through the

4 p-ges of this r.ffidrvit

".nc. ."••"•ve signed, it myself, I h^vo ':r de the necessary correcticns in my
G-.r*; 0,"ndv/ritinr, rnd. Initinlled thjor-i, " nd hereby decl"re under oath th'^t

I -xnve st'tsd the full truth in tZnis st^ te nent to the best of my kiicv/ledge
rnd bc-lief.

Signature

Joh-'_nn_DOL:i.;"..r:.i)
Xsign*" ture)

Sworn to ^^nc signod bo-'crc rie this 18th dry cf September 1947

-iisoen by Joh'nnes

.jCd .'_X

I:i-cwn to me to be the person mrking

the rVcve ''ffid'-vit

Vrnfred

I.rnfred A.

Isserirn

IhS- Ctvilirn, AGO-Number A-445810
Office of Chief of Counsel for

.'rr Crimes, U.S.

Department.

C •.TIPICAT.3 OF T.dfGUTION.

Je, A. ahr-n-nn,
Ko. ::tO 20 IIG, r.nd E, Oottingcr, AGO No. A 444 369,
^^rcby certify th^t we "re duly rpp.:intcd tr-nsl"toiB for -the Germrn

• nc. English l"npur..Tes ''izrl thnt the ."bovo is r true
Ox the documont Rc. NIK-11675.
20 Octcbor 1947,

A. Ehr-r-nn, AGO Kc. ETC 20 116
B. Oetting-^r, ".GO No. A 444 -369,
•** ill
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correct tr-.nsl^tion

TRL'SLaTIOK of DOCffi-IENT Fo. NIK-11^75'
OFFICE CF GHI.EF OF COUt-SEL FOR .fiiR G-":B^ES

A-TIDAVIT

Adolf TROCKEL, residing in Essen, after having been informed that I

render myself liable to punishment, if I make a false statement, declare
the follovdng under oath, voluntarily,and without duressi
I should like to give the follovfing statement in regard to the employment

•of 520 xlungarian - Jewish concentration camp inmates that were employed
in 19l|li at the cast steel plant of Fried. Krupp AG, in Essen:
As Herr LEHiviitNN happened to be on a trip I vras ordered by Herr IHN in

19hh to proceed to Gelsenberg. I was to have a look at the 2000 Jewesses
employed there in clean-up vfork and submit a report to "err IHNa Herr IHN
had told me in this connection to observe these women for the purpose of
determining their fitness for work vdth Krupp. These 2000 women were
quartered in Gelsenberg in i; Icsrgetents. They were very poorly

clothed: cherfiise, pair of knickers and a light gray overcoat and they wore
very poor shoes. In my report to :err IHN I had pointed out that the women

in question were of a very slender build and that they were not fii^for
heavy work. In spite of ^ny rataer negative report ^20 of these womet
brought to Essen in July and August 19UU to be employed in the -.crai.
plants of the firm. Subsequently a few .discussions were held with SS-

officers, I still remember a discussion .held with the officer in charge of
the concentration camp Buchern.Yald, SS-Standartenfuehrer PIST.iP., also a
conversation hold

page 2 of the original

with SS-Hauptsturmfuehrer SCH/'JARZ in Essen, where details like housing,
employment, food, etc., were being discussed. On crders of the labor

allocation unit "I"' vfhich vfas then under the supervision of Herr KRAUS and
Herr HIMTZ, these Jevfesses were then put to work in Rolling ^dll U and

in the shcps making electrodes and springs- connected with it. They were
given quarters in the camp Humboldtstrasse Sued.

After the S3 at first had insisted that feeding these women should be
ear-s-aec out by them, we finally made an agreement that this should be

dpn-e---"^- i^der the supervision of the r'ain Camp Administration in accordance
with rations prescribed hy the S3 for v/hich they would sent us coupons
from'beimar. ife paid a .
rate of RJ-f h.-- to the SS per da^r for each
of these women employed at Krupp.
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TRAx\TSLATION OF DOCUICEMT No. NIK-11676"
CONTINUED

As to guarding these women I should like to state the following;
One of the conditions made by SS-Standartenfuehrer pister or SS-Haupt~
sturmfuehrer Schwarz in the discussions in Essen was that the firm

should engage U5 women who should join the SS to be trained b;^ them as
guard paj^-<^nel and subsequently returned to Essen. We then made inquiries

in the C&:l^oAo plants whether anyone would be vrilling to make appli-

cationo to the SS for this purpose at the quite favorable terms offered >
Upon our invitation approximately ^0 Vfomen declared their readiness to

join the SS. They then left the employment of Krupp
Page 3 of the original

and -wore sent to the women's concentration camp Ravensburg to enter a
training course of three weeks duration. A part of these wcmen then
returned^ dressed in S3-uniforms^ to us to Essen and took part in

gucu'ding the Jewesses. The officer in charge of Humboldtstras .e camp was
SS-Oberscharfuehrer RIECK.

At the time these women worked for us a Herr DOLHAINE from the labor

allocation unit "A" concerned himself with questions in connection v/ith
the S3. I also know that Herr IHN liad charged LEB'ANN to see to it that

everything pertaining to the camp was in order. The camp completely burntd
down at an air raid in December I9UU3 hoY^ever, the women were not

returned to Buchenwald but^ on their omi request, built nev; sleeping
quarters in the cellar of the Huinboldtstrasse camp.

As to the removal of the Jewesses, Y/hich took place in '''arch 19^4^, I
should like to s^ate the folloY7ing; S.S-Hauptsturmfuehrer Schwarz arrived
in Essen one Ytay, saying ho had orders tt> remove all the concentration
camp inmates, employed in the Ruhr district, to Buchenwald* as we were

better acquainted vfith railroad connectioh^ he requested as to appoint
a man to aid him in making up a special train. Me let him have Herr

SO; : SR for this purpose. These v7o:'''.en Yvere finally removed to Bochum in

the middle of Warch I9h^f over which route I do not knovT, where it v/as
Page k of the original
intended to make up the train to Buchenwald.

I have carefully read the foregoing h p^ges of this affidavit, I have
made the necessary corrections in my cwn handwriting and. countersigned
them Yvith my initials and I declare upon oath that in this affidavit
-
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TRANSLATION OF DGCUIi-iErJT Nc. raK-11^7^
CONTIMED

I have said the full truth to the oest of my knovfledge.
(Signature) Adolf Trockel
Si'Torn to and signed before me this Zh day-of September 19U7 at Essen by
Adolf TROCKEL, kno/rn to me to be the person making the above affidavits

(Sio^sture )_JKanfred__A» Isserman__
ilanfred A® Isserman

U.S. Civ'llian, AGO-Number A-UUj810
Office of Chief of Counsel for .,ar

Crimes,

, U»S. liar Department
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CERTIFICATE OF T.'ui SUTION

I, G- Lauener ETC 20 123, hereby certify that I am a duly appointed
translator for the German and English lan(^uages and that the above is
a true and correct translation of the document Ko. NIK-11676.
26

19i;7

G. Lauener

ETC 20 123
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Docuncnt D/258.

S^iOBIT OH OaTE BBFQHE ^

lULITiuLY CQUKT,

SssGii, 17»9,19-i5
REPORO:

The requGstes inYosti=ration on the caiv

HU1*B0LDSTH>-SSS save the

follo^-dn-5 rostilt :

I'ho caiai,:. initiates were aostl;'" J jvash wo^non anc", twirls frora Himr^ary and
Htunania, She caziiJ in..iatGS v;cre •bro-u-,?ht to Rsoon at th<: 'bOf^iniiing of 1944 and
v/erc ^'Ut to work at Kru_vS, The accoaodation and feeding of tho cani;

j.>risoncrs was oenoath all dignity. Jil first, the jrisoners were accounodatdd
in siuele v/ooden huts. Those huts were 'burned dovm during an air-raid and from
tnat tine on the ^risouors had to sleCxJ in a da.:V cellar. Their "beds woro inado.

on tno floor and consisted of a stravi-filled sack and 2 "blanl^ots. In nost casep
it was not ^.ossiolo for tho ^jrisoners to wash thoi^solvos daily, as thoro was ng)
water. Txiero was no x-^ossi'Dility of having a tath, I could often ohservo fron
the Ktmjj3 factory during tho lunch "break how the jrisoners hoilcd their hndorrclothing in an old "bucket or container over a wood fire and cleaned themsolvcs',
A slit trench served as an air-raid shelter, whilst the SS guards went to the •'
HJM30LDT shelter which was "boiab-..^roof. Reveille was at 5 a.i-h There was no

coffee or any food served in the ..iorning, Thoy narched off to the factory at

5.15 a.n. Thoy narched for 3/4 hra. to the factory .^oorly clothed and "badly
shod, sonc v;ithout shoes, and covered with a "blankat, oy I'ain or snov/. Work
"began at 6 a.n., lunch "break was iron 12 to 12.30, Only during the "break was it
at all uossi"blo for the _/risoners to cook sonething for ther4solvcs from jotato
i^cclings and oihcr gar"bage. Tne dailj'" working jorioi was one of 10 to 11 hours,
Although tho _>risoners were connlctely undor-nourished, their v?ork v;as very

heavy g)hysically. The ^jrisoners were often uialtreatod at their ••••ork •boncnos "by
h'azi overseers and fcnalo SS guards. At 5 or 6 in the afternoon they v;oro nar -

ched hack to tho eaiv ^he acconnanying guards consisted of fenals SS who, in .
sjito of grotosts fron the civil gjOxJulation, often ualtreated tho prisoners on

tho way hack "by kicks, blows and scarcely rox)catable words. It often liao.jcned

that individual wnLion or girls had
conirados owing to eichaustion, At 5
back in camp. Then the real nidday
cabbage souo. This was followed by

to be carried back to the
by their
or 7 x^.n, these exhausted jpeonlo arrived
meal vjas distributed. This consiste:. of
the evening neal of v/ater soup and a piece
of broad which was for the following day. Occasionally tho fooc on Sundays was
better. An inspection of tho cam'o as long as it existed was never undertaken

by the firin of Erupp, On 13th March 1945, the caiV prisoners vicre brought to
Buchenwald Concentration CarOip and fron there some '-.'ere sent to vjork. Tho canp
Commandant v/as SS Ob rsclia-rfuehror RICE. His x->roBcnt whereabouts arc unknown
but enquiries should bring results. RICK often made Jewesses kneel in tho
snow and rain on tho camp square according to his v.diims.

Tho coiiimfgidant's deputy SS Unt jrsciiarfucliror

farmorly iiad a x^a^jer and art snop near tho Kuenstor

of Essen, who,

Essen, in the Eorgstras

so,now known as ZWOEIiELlAO'. Etirthur enquiries must bo instigated.
( signed )

Hubert KAREBE.

Krimiiialassistont on probation.
TREES.

Stamp,

G.E. EOEG-, Major
President,

( 8077 )
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I, HGrraann PIST'^.R, at present at Landsterg, after ha.ving
"been cautioned that I render raj'-self lia"blc to punishmont for

making a false statement, hereby declare on oath voluntarily
without being subjected to any duress:

I was commandant of concentration camp isuchcnwald from f;...,
beginning of iJ'ebruary 1942 until 11 -inril 1945. In this capacio '
I was in charge of the det^ino^s employed in about 100 labor
detachments detailed for outside work vjhich were usually foj/.

.

by Buchenv/ald, other detainees having been sent there from o. ..
concentration camps. Por the allocation the procedure v.ac as
follows: If a firm required manpower from concentration cam-oc for

its work, it sent an ap .Plication to this eflect to the .-;inis-c:i:y
for Armament, respectively to the 3S -conomrc and Adninistrative
hain Office. The Ministry for -rraamcnt anplied via. the

V' •

conoiiiic

and Administrative - ain Office to Office -roup 0 (at that time
Major G-eneral GLUSCKS, respectively Herr MiAUiPB. his deputy and

manager of labor allocation of the Office Group)- The latter gave
orders to the commandant of the aupropriatc concsntration cairo
to examine on the spot the labor conditionsof thf firm in question.
In no circumstance was the commandant of a concentration camo

entitled to allocate detainees for labor on his own res-oonsibility.

Firms which apnlied direct'.

to the concentration camp for the

allocation of detainues wore '! ref' ri'cd to Office Group .v of
the Economic and --vdministrativc Lain Office by the commandants
-ihincland • • it was in

"^^/hilst on an official trin to

summer 1944 - a telephone racscage reached me, according to v/bicji
birUDp had applied for 2000 male deta.'ineos for wcik-. I myself went
to the management of the firm in s'-^cn to see the porsQ..i mentioned

by Office Group 5 - whose name, however, I cannot recoll.--ct tods;^'" and examined housing conditions for the dciainnoi:- who were to be
allocated and the work they were to r)erform. As wibh all the
other firms the terras wore the following: good living cuarters,

sufficient food, sanitary inntallations, suoply cf all tne furni
ture for the li.ving quarters as v/elx as medicainrini:.-:,. The living
quarters - I..dQ'no longer rememi^er vhorc they were located —were
not conform to my standards, nor couit.. I promise the samo n"amber

of men in place of the 2000 female v/orkers -oro-oosed by Office
Group D as they were not available, or these two reasons

(pcgc 2 of original)
I informed

superiors accordingly. In spite of this 520 female

qorkors from another camp wore allocated to nrunu. as I learned
later on.
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IK-ui'^Tj^JSlO'- 01- DOCUl-J^^ilT Iv© i^lK-11310

CQ.TIl^S

(p?:gc 2 of origin?.! cont'd)
I have re?d the foregoing deposition consisting of two pp.ges, I
have made and initialled the necessary corrections^ and declare on
oath that it contains the full truth to the best of my knowledge end
belief#

(signature!) irlSTiiR^ Hermann
hermann i^ISTEH

Sworn to end signed before mo this 26th day of August 1947 at Landsb ;rg
by Plermann PISTJJR, known to me to be the ocrson making tho above
affidavit.

(signaturet) Paul

jCaTSCH-jIR

Paul

KATSCP3R

U.S.Civilipji

aGO i^"oJ>-150641

Office of Chief of Counsel for

U.S.

^ar Crimes

^ar J30partmont

CSRTIPICaTj.- Oa Tilna)!SLATIOir

Joverabcr 3, 1947

I, Annette Jacobsoh, 20146, hereby certify that I ?in a duly apcointod
translator for the

nglish and German Ipnguages and that the above is

a true pnd correct translation of the doc\imGnt iTo PTIK-11310,

Annette Jacobsohn

l"o, 20146
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TRA.rSL.:.TION OF DOC'UiFINT No. NIK-11313
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR

ffi

I

.•

CRIJigS

davit

I, Albort SCffLiRTZ^ at present in Landsberg, having been
ivarncd that I render nyself liable tp punishment if ,I made a false
affidavit, depose voluntarily and without d\U"ess:

\ •';

From 13 October 1S42 to 11 April 1945 I v^as Arbsitssinsatz-

PV''":

fuehrer (L?.bor Allocation leader) in the .Buchenwald concentration

/'•

camp.
In suminsr 1944 the commandant of Buchenwald concentration
camp, the then Standartenfuehrer Hermann PISTER, commissioned

mstiy, ;'••
•;.:'

me to taVe up negotiations with liessrs. KRUPP in Essen regarding

the formation of an Aussenkommando (field labor detachment)-.
Commandant PISTER had received orders from tne Economic an<^ Administrc

ive Iiain Office (D^part'iient D) to examine on the spot the possibility
of employing female prisoners. I saw a letter to that effect,
stating that iV&ssrs. KRUPP had been granted a quota of about 500
female prisoners after discussions between the Armament ifiLnistry

and the Economic and Administrative Ifp-in Office (Department D).
I then went to Essen to investigate the possibility of employ
ing the detacliment, and to examine housing conditions in Messrs.
Kj.IUPP.

I "was shown 2 places of -work, on© of which I remember as

Rolling Ii-Till IIj the name of the other, roughly 1000 meters a-way,
I am imablo to recall. Because of the separate places of -work,
and because I considered the employment of a closed labor detachment
of women in Rolling ISill II unsuitable, and as fenmie la^or in
viow was uTiable to cope ?.ith this type of work, I considered the
employment of v-omcn by Messrs. NRUPP as inexpedient. Tv.'O different
places -were mentioned where Vvorkers might be accommodated, and it
was planned to use for this purpose a hall near Rolling Mill II, the
second place being a camp in Humboldtatrasse, which at the time
was still occt^^icd. The result of the talics with Messrs. ICRUPP •

v/as that I thought the allocation of women inadvisable, proposing
to ^-pply to Department D for thu allocation of male prisoners;
in this ooiinaction the ropreson-tativcs of KhUPP told me that they
also had applied for thu allocation of male prisoners, which had
howovor not been approved. As Standartenfuehrer IvmURER, chief of
Depar-fcment D II (labor allocution) with the Economic and Administratia
llhin Office, told me later, ho was above all axncious to utilize female

prisoners for the armament industry, p.s the leme.nd i or malt prisoners
wfas so great that he was ur^abl© to meet it.

i.».T
r

Thus the Economic and

Administrative Main Off. ce was inter sted to allocate not men but

female prisoners to iv.cssrs. iCRUPPo

(page 2 of original)
The report on this visit, which I gave to the Commandant,
was passed on by him to tnc Economic add ndministrative Main Office,

Department D; it expressed the view that for the tv-o abo-vomentioned reasons, the allocation of female prisoners was considered
unsuitable•

A little later, Coraraandant PISTER, on the occasion of an

official trip to tne Rhinelr.nd, also visited Essen, to seek
information once more on the allocation of orisoners to ICP.UPP, I
presume that the reason was a reno'.ved inquiry from the Economic and

ii.dmird,strative Main Office or perhaps even a personal• inquiry -.by

StandartenfuohTwr ivAURER (chief of Department D Il)> as the
Economic and Administrative liiain Office was very interested in the
allocation of those femixlo prisoners.
Approximately 4 weens after ]ny first visit to Essen the

Conmiandant again received a teletype communication from Standartou^
fuehrer MAURSR (D II), stating that Messrs. KRUPP had reconsidered
-

1
Vvi'. '-''i
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^TR^'.-NSi^iTIOH OF DOCUiviEWT No, NIK-11313
• COITTINiED

(page 2 of original cont'd.)
the matter and found another way of eng-loying the 500 female
prisoners, also that a certain date, which unfortunately I cannot
remember, had already been fixed for a re-inspoction. , By order of
the Coninnndant I again had to go to Essen,to discuss the details for
the allocation in the first place with Hcrr LBIffiiaiNN of Messrs.
KRUPP i.e^ I again inspected the 2 montioned v;ork places, and we
discussed on the spot v/he-re and on 7jh-.t work the women were to be
employed. As the work to be performed by the prisoners in Rolling

Mill II ncfv; included one phase of work which at ,,the time of
inspection v;as already'being partly performed by ordinary female
workers, and as e considerable rxumber of female prisoners vvas to be
employed on this production, it was considered suitable to allocate
female prisoners for this. Another section of the female prisoners
was" to bo used for fairly light clearing work. Thus the wishes
of Messrs. KkUPP were met. For accommodation, the barrack ca.t^j in
Humboldtstrasse was provided and considered adequate, so that in
rny opinion, the realization of the prisoner allocation scheme
could be supported.
I can no longer say v/ith which representative of the firm
of Ko.IJpp I negotiated at first. P^hen the negotiations were resumed,
Horr LEHMfi-MI coaductod the discussions.

Herr TROC.EL was

(page 3 of original)
instructed by Herr LEHfilNN to accompany me in the local inspection
of the work places. Herr TROC,rCEL introduced mo to the indiviaual
works managers and was present when the latter madethwir proposition?

to mo regarding the employment of the prisoners.. It was evident
that the technical chiefs of the factories had already decided
about the placement of the prisonerso
at the inspection tour of the billets.

Hcrr TfiOCKEL v/as also present
On this occasion Hcrr

SUPBE too was required to participate in the discussion hold on the
spot, whereupon Herr TROCIlEL alone aocompaniod mc back to Herr LEHAaiHN.

Herr HOTjuREkONT and Herr IHN were notified of the result

of tne discussions in mj/ presence by Horr LEBlk.RN.
I presented a report, based on these local discussions and

the accomplisiicd inspection, to Cominandant PISTEftj

and in reply

to the above-mentioned letter. Department D was informed that the
allocation of 500 prisoh-rs for- idie firm of KRUPP could be considorcd

as the places of work and housing conditions mot the requirements.
It was stated at the same time that Messrs. XilUpP intended to apply
for a fairly largo allocation of male prisoners, this having been
mentioned in the discussions. I was advised also to inspect
their proposed place of work while in Essen; , however, this would
have m^ant m;y staying in Essan an extra day, wrhich I could not fit

in with my other arrangements, moraover, it was not in rny assign
ment •

Herr LEHHiNN also mentioned that it 'acs planned to employ
prisoners pcr>^ps in Langensalza and other branches of the Ki^UFP
enterprises, if their utilization in Esson proved successful; in
this connection the plan was to employ male labor. It n^ver came
to further negotiations along
; the original intention

was abandoned presiamxbly due to ahe^situation and tho development
of the war.

On the basis of Conmiandant PISTER^s report, tho Economic and

Administrativo Main Office give permission for thb allocation qf
female prisoners to Ivxjsers. KRUPP in Essen, and authorized the firm
of KRlTpp to select them from an already existing dctachnkxnt in GelsO',t

kirohcn (Gels'enbcrg Benzin ii.G.), whore a ropreeentativc of Messrs.
KRUPP later actually picked tho 500 strongest women, who v^cre then
brought to Essen.
-
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TRaMSUTION of DOCUaISNT No. NIK-11313
CONTINUED

(page 4 of original)
I never visited the dctachmt.nt formed in Esson in

Mossrs.. XRUPPj o. certain Ober- or Rauptscharfuchrer RICK having
been assigned as detachment leader (Kommandofuchr^r), who was
also responsible for the local allocation of the prisoners.
I have carefully read the 4 pages -.of this affidavit, made
the necessary corrections in my own handwTiting and initialled
thorn, and hereby declare on oath that in this affidavit I have
stated only the truth to my best knOTvledge and belief.

(signature;)

Albert SCET^lRTZ
Albert Schwartz

Sworn to and si^ed before me this 27th day of August 1947

at Landsberg by Albert SCHTZARIZj known to me to be the person making
the above affidavit.

(signature ;)

Paul H. K/iTSCEER
I^ul H. Katscher

U.S. Civilian, AGO Number D-150S41
Office of Chief of Counsel for

^\ar Crimes,. U.S. Tvar Department.
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSL.iTlON

29-August 1947

I^ HAI'INAH 3CHIESIN(iER, ETC No. 20081, hereby ccrtij^ that I am a duly
appointed translator for the English and German languages and that
the above is a true and correct translation nf the document No.
NIK-11313.

BfCmiE SCHLESIN®R

ETC No. 20081
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.' Ta:^isL:;nor oi- DcciiJiZMT Mo. NIK-.U561
OFFICE
^-r
_

I,
'.y

Otto

OF CHrg
OF CQUI^ISEL FOR \U3. CRHaS
1
-

..'XD, r.t present in Lr.ndsber';, ,r.fter h.-^vins been cputin-.'-•rl

that
ihat 1I "render
render mj'-self
my.
liable to punishraent by makiny a f^lsc st'^h3. c '
•give the follovjing affidavit voluntarily without boinj^' subjects
cany compulsion:

From January 19/|.2 till 11 April 1945 I v/as administration chief 'ai
the concentration camp of Buchenwald, I thus vja.s responsible f
- •
and clothing and similar administrative tasks concerning thoso '

centration detainees, who were assigned to various firms in so-ca]j .
"labor detaCiiments" (Aussenkomniandos).

During the- first p-^rt of 1944 I was informed by the camp-commander of

Buchenwald, Standa.rtenfuehrer Hermann PISTER, that a labor detachment
was to be est.ablished at the Krupp firm in Essen. Krupp was ore of

the very few firms, which took it into their own hands to feed the
concentration camp inmates. It was the duty of the coreentration canp
Buchenwaid to -procure the ration-c-^rds. hitliin the area, of the con

centration caxrp there were only 2 or 3 la.bor detcachments who v;ere fed
indopende:-tiy, The la.bor detachment at Krupp therefore had no assistant
adninistration chief; there was only SS-Rottcnfuehrer
who was
a. kind of accomitart and who only deaj.t i/ith matters concerning the
SS-guards. For procuring the food the amount of Rli 0.80 to
1,- per
day and per detainee was credited to the Krupp firm.
I, myself, never went to Essen; I spoke only once over the telephone
with one of the people at Krupp's, vdioso name I cannot recall. Standartcnfuehror PISTER told me of a. visit ho had oaid to Essen and a

conference he had had with responsible officials"of Krupp's. During
my imprisonment Untcrscharfuchrer Hans KFuyCi'Ii\NK,.-who had been deputy
leader of the detachment detailed to Krmp, told me a.bout the work of

the detachment (I was with
to;'cthcr in Dachau until January
1947). He csjoociaily mentioned that the Krupp firm was very satisfied
with the work these concentration camp dotainoos performed and that

they would, liico to have had more workers of this kind, I never hcnd
of any objection made by Krupp's to the use of concentration cmp
detainees.

I have canefully road the 2 pages of this affidavit, made and initiallod
the necossrny corrections in my own handwriting
Initi'^1

-
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TR:.NSL.Vi'ION OF DOCUliEI^T No. NIK-II56I
CONTIITUED

(pnge 2 of ori3inr\l)
rjicl hereby dcclnre under or.th that I have stated the pure truth to

.c

best of my knovdedee and belief.

Si^^odi Otto B/iRTIKl.VXD
Otto Ba'HitEi i'iLD

Sworn to and signed before me this 27th day of August 1947 nt Landsberg by Otto
known to me to be the nerson making the
above affidavit.

Signed:

M. K..T3CHBR
Paul H. KATSCHER

U.S. Civilian, /.GO Number D-I5O64I
Office of Chief of Counsel for

V/'ar Crimes, U.S. ITrj' Department.

certificaif; of traksl-tion

4

November 1947

I, ANN TTE J^COBSOHN, ETC No. 2014S, hereby certify th^it I am a duly
appointed translator for "die German and nn^/lish lan^ua^.es urd th-t
the above is a true ernd correc t translation of the document No<,
NIK-11561.

ANNETTE JAGOdSOHN

ETC No. 20146.
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TEI.J1SL/.TI.H CP DCCUiEiTiP* ifoV:jIK-r2*064
CFFICS CP CHI3P OF COUlo L FOR ".jxR CRL.r;S

ixFFlDi.VIT

I, Hormrnn GRvoG:i.:C , r.t prosont Lr.nds'acrg, r.ftor hrving boon
ivr.rncd thr.t I racl:c nysclf lir blv to punishncnt in cr.so of frlsc
str.toincnts, hcrcTvitli doclrrc under orth, voluntr.rily rnd without
coercion, the follov.'in^;
From Hovemb.r 19^^' to 17 rroh 1945 I v/c.s work dctr.il lucdcr of
tho outside work d:.tr.il Bochuner V.roin r.t Bochum. I vi^.s not in
chr.rgo of tho outsido ;:ork dctril r.t ICRUi'f in IDsson.

In tho middle of 1-o.rch 1945 I wr s ordered by tho then Oborfuohror

Hornrnn PISI3R, coiimiondr.nt of tho conccntrr.tion or.mp Buchonvi/nId,
vir. obcrsturmfuchrcr SCIF^'"}]IER, to cvr.cur.to my outsido v/ork dotr.il
Bochuirk.r "vkroin, the--work dotril Sisnn-Hucttcn-Vtbrko Bochum rnd

tho fonrlo work dotril IvRUi-'P/liissGn from tho Rhinolrnd to Buchcmvuld.
For this purpose I hrd obtrined r spccir.l trrin, on which the mr.lo
prisoners were lorded into freight errs, while tho women from Esson
tvcrc rccoinmodr.tcs in 9-10 pr.ssengcr errs third clrss. Those pr.ssengcr cr.rs v/oro r.ttr.chrd to r trrnsport trrin, which left Bochum

en th<j ovoning of 17 Irrch. Oborsturmfuohror SCKhjlSR was in chr.rgo
of tho t'lholc trr..'-'sport, while I wr.s transport lordor of my v/ork
dotril, :ihen rfter o drj'-s the train rorchcd '.hirir.r, tho pr.ssengor
cr.rs with the v/omoii wjrc di.trchcd, I myself continued with tho mr.lo
trrnsport to Buchen-..cld, but v/hr.t hr.pponed to tho women I do not
kn oy; .

I hr.ve- crrofe\lly rur.d the ona p; go of this r.ff idrvit, hrvo mr.do
tho noccssr.r^'' corr-^ctions in my ovm. hnndwiting end initir.llod thorn
and ho rcv-dti-i doclrrc under orth thct this strtoriient contains tho

puro truth to the bost of my krov/lcdge and belief,

(signature:) Hormr.nn GRObSLjnlt!
He rmr.nn GROSShAhlT

Sworn to and signed b.;for m.-- this 27th day of August 1947 at
Lrndsborg by llornann GliObShih K, known to me to bo the purson mtiking
ihu nbovo affidavit,

(signrturo:) Paul H.IUiTSCh^R
laul H.KnTSC.dLjR

U.S,Civilian,AGO-Ho.
D-150641,
offico

of Chief of Counsel

f or

U,S,
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.'ar 0 r imo s,
'.kr Depr rtment.

TRijy.^L..Tia'I OF D0C1I.3:NT no.FIIC-12064
Ca-irirTOD

CERTIFICi.IE

JF TR'.iioL.. TIl>;

26 liovemiber 1947

I, ICr.thleen Brrmley, i•!'o.2^096, hereby certify 1lirt I c.m
thoroughly canv.rsant with the English r.nd Gemr.n Ir.ngur.ges,
end tlir.t tiie c.bove is

true r;nd correct translrticn of

docuFent iTo.FlIv-12C64.

ii.athleen' BR/xUjEY,Ho.20096.
-
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TH;J-JSL.'.TI0N of DOCmCSNT No, NIK-UI70
OFFICE OF CHIiSF OF COUNSBL FOR IV.'Jl CRI:.SS

Affidavit

•

-

I, Hajis ICUPICS, at present in Nuernbcr
rftor havin:^ been inforLiCcI
that I make rnyself liable to punishment if I make a faJ.se afficlavit^lici'o

depose voluntarily end without compulsiont
Fjllowin^ my intorro.>ation of 11 June 1947 I once more nicturo.' to.
myself the concliti-'ns under which the Hun':rrian Jewesses were
accommodated in Huraboldstrasse and now state the followin"::

The firm Icnoiv about the inadequate conditi )ns uhder ^-^ich the Hun arian

•Jewesses were housed, Inforination conccrnin this wr.vS passed on by
me to Herr II-M, Dr. LEHvl'.NNj possibly also to von BUI!)LOV/, in my verbal
reports conccrnini; dnma^es Ccaused by air raids, I su :aested evacuating
the Jewesses since suitable lodainos were not available. I said that

the date of the completion of the permanent lodain^s, as far as tho
term "permanent" can be applied in view of tho incroasin.';^ air ra.ids
on Essen in 1944, could not be fixed, the lod in-' in the cellars
were only a make-shift aj'rnnpomcnt. The S6-camp loader, however, con
sidered the loih^inas would be sufficient after some necessary equipment
had been instaJied,

The firm depended on Buchenwald for their detainee labor. The camp
Icade.' could act only in accordance with instructions from Buchcnv;aJ-d,
Consequently\an evacuation of tho Jc?/csscs could only take place after
neriotiations with Buchenwald had boon complctod.
I know of no discussions which miaht have taken place in the firm
concernin-:;; tho evacuation or tho whereabouts of the dotainoes, I ::as
merely informed that the Jewesses would roraain with the firm.

(pr?,Te 2 of original)
The fact was that they, after having boon bombed out in October 19^^4>
remained in the bombed camp in Huiiiboldsti'^a.sso until March 1945, without
any chajipc in the housing conditions takin", place, except for S'iv.ie
improvements which were necessitated by the seasun.

I have caxofully read and countersi "nod each of the two pa.aes of this
affidavit, makinp necessary alterations in my own handwritin-c and
initialling thorn and I hereby declax- on oath that this affidavit con
tains the full truth to tho best :f my knovflod.-^c -^nd belief.

(Si:naturc:) Ha.ns KUFKE
Sworn to and si ;ied before me this 23rcl day of June rat Nurcnibor
by Mr. Hans ICUPKE, known to me to bo th^ person makina the above
affidavit.

(Sianaturp:) M.A. ISSFiRluU
U.S. Civilain, AGO number A-446810
Office of Chief of Counsel for V/ar Crimes
U.S. V/ar DooaTtment.
•- 1 ^
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TRAwSUTION OB DXUA.^i\T No. NIX-11170
CONTINOED

CERTIFICAI® OF TRANSUTION

4 No^erJ-cr 19-. 7

I, ANNETTE j:.^CCBSOHN, ETO No. 20146, hereby certify that T am a duly
appointed translator for the English and German languages and tlmt
the above is a true and correct translation of the document No.
NIK-11170.

•

ANNETTE JaCOBSOHK
ETO No. 20146
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TR;ii:SL.\TION (JF D0CU1.:^NT No. MIK-11164
0FFIC3 OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR V.UiR CRUviES
Lff idr.vit.

I, Hans KUPKE, at present in Nuernberg, hnviiiR been cautioned that
I render myself liable to punishment by maicing c?. false statement,
hereby depose voluntarily and without duress as follows:
After the camp in Humboldtstrasse, where Hungarian Jewish women were
housed, was destroyed during an air-raid in October 1944> my superiors
told me the women were still to be housed in the cellars of the

former camp (remainder of sentence handvarittcn), and the SS camp
leader RIjIRIi told me he considered the facilities adequate. As I
was told at the time, it was to be merely a (handwritten:) temporary
solution. But in reality these women remained in the cellans until

they were taicen away in March 1943. As we did not have sufficient
boas at our disposal, wooden frames were erected there in ta long row.
For anproxiinatoiy 14 days the women had to sleep on the boards with
blankets, until I was able to procure straw or wood shavings,

I have read the one page of this affidavit carefully, made the
necessary corrections in my own handwritin-; and initialled thorn, and

herewith declare that in this affidavit I have stated the full truth

to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature:Hans KUPKE

(page 2 of original)

Sworn to and signed before me this 22nd day of of July 1947 at
Nuernberg by Hans HUPKE, knov/n to mo to bo the person making the
above affidavit.
signed: Manfred A, ISSERIi/lI

U.S. Civilian, AGO number 446810
Office of Chief of Counsel

'

for V/ar Crii'iios, U.S. Wa.r
Department.
CERTIFICATE OF TR/J'ISLATION

5 November 1947

I, Monica. .ELLvTOOD, E. 20148, hereby certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for the Germ--=n and English languages and that the
above is a. true and correct translation of the document No, NIK-III64.
' loni c a \ ,ELLVvOOD,

No. E. 20148
-
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TRANSLATIOir OF DOCUIMT NO NIK - I3 364
£JTICE_OF CmSF OF CQTjNSEL FOR 'IVAE
NOTES ON THE DISCUSSION HELD ON I9 SEPTEHEER 19i|2 H:
OaHHETION O^HE B.^J®ACKS CAIVIP.

FtesentJ

Dr-i-^USCH

Eiigiaeering Office: FHISCH
IvIEKNICKFN
•-

LIESIUS

Housing Depa?^ents Li'iUFEH

Coopera"tive Errtoblishment: I^iUHICH
HiJiM

TTorks Ii^Ertection (TTerkschutz)? H^iSSEL
Admifxistrations:

a) State of constructiom of barracks (enclosures 1-6)
b) Deyelopment of the erection of the b3rracks(ensl*. 7) ,

c) the folloTTing vieTTpoints r/ere vartieularly dis«ussed:
. 1«) Fire protection* For the next discussion a representative of
the fire brigade shall be invited#

2#) Concerning the employment of building rorSers

, Herr M^ISCh

will make it written report whick will among other things also
refer to the selection of trained building workers# Herr
L-lUFliR will write for the Hbusing Department regarding the
question of.labor allocation#
^
-

3.) At-'the Eottroper Strasse the corrugated iron hut for kitchen
supplies must be rebuilt# The coke stores xvill have to be kep
in^he opne air. The Cooperative Establishment must be removed
from the coal-house e 7'he rebuilding of the corrugated
hut will be taken, over by Herr FBISCH. Order must oe p'-r.o
by the Housing Department/

4«)It is planned to provide a special arrest barrack# where e
punished detainees will be centrally lodged. The planning will
be taken on by Herr LAUFEK.

3,,) The Gaufeld and the Hundebrinkstrasse will both have a

delousing barrack to be completed by 1 November 1942 .^

6#) In the old herracka infirmaries have yet to be cstablishe #
According to the provisions» 4^
sick beds must be

Inspection by Herr Dr# EEUSCH is planned#. tT• * buckets or
the night must be provided for the lU-barracka# The Civi
Ihglneering Office is examining the possibility of drainage
connection: to the prisoners* barrsncks#

- ?•) The establishing of «ooking rooms# clothing rooms or

rooms.' shall be invesiigated and provided for in

new, large barracks# It is also proposed to provide

e

pnning

kiisehen barracks with cellars for the storing of Too •

©

The grating of sto»®-rooBs is necessary#.

( page 2 of original)

8,) Furthermore the rorks FroteCtlon erksohut^) shall gu^d
the stores end shall report theron at the next discussion#

9») Ihe fencing in of the Ee^^^vorkers' barracks with barbe

wire is inadmisseble# Seme must bo d-ispsnscd with in the

futuio., so that^ no obiedtions will be raised# The removal

,

7'

,

•• •

V, - a'.r.". :

V • .

/

•

•

n..
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OFFICS OF CHIEF QF_ nQUNSEL_K)R V-iiB CRBISS

>'t

J. _

of the existing har"beii--wire fences nill be discussed at the next
meeting,

/

.

.

10«) ,*ir Raid Erotection,. Special attention must be paid to the air
raid protection measures. The Hv*s dig their splinter-proof

trdnches themselves,. For this purpose no nood cam be made
available, -lir raid shelters raust.be "rovided for the Kitchen
personnel,.

(Signature)

BEUS CH

C:^T2FIGhTE OF_m/^SLiTION

I, SVULIE E, HINCHLIFFE^AGOnoSO Ife, hereby
certify that 1 am a duly appointed traaxalator of the Epglish and

German languages and that the above is a true and correct translation
of document NIK - I3 3^^«-

B'ULIE E. HINCHLIFFE
,^,00 Ho 20 152
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TPuV:"LiVTIOr OP D00TJ!i3!TT
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OFT'ICR OP c-ro? o" £oui^sF:ii i/OR ".VAR chitf;.
Gust;:,hlfnbplk I6 February 19^14yon Fuclo'.v/stc

To Hcrr Hints

1)

Ro:

ifo

via F.orr ?/ilshaus

KabuB.
signod

\Js

17 F.-bruary I9U4

Inspoction of Aliens PolicO;, roryardinv. tnc

v/oaring of the Eastern v;or":c r badyc^oy tie
Eastern workers in the Guss i ahlfabrik*

Figure 8 of the SAI file notice of R fr

It has been agreed i.ipon between the loca.l yolicc an^
the v/orks police that the police, except ir. cases ^of
urgent danger, will not take any official actioii in
the vrorks area, without having previously notified th.
plant police. This would also apply to the said in
spections. Should the police wish to hold then, they
7/ill have to conto.ct the works police first. If they

do that, we will not object,

I request to infor^ the

engineers for labor alloca.tion that if police official

enter the plant for inspoction purposes, thcy^have to
get into touch with the works police forth.vith.
2)

Ro:

Special camp/figure 10 of the file notice,

I would like to point out that workers fron the spoci:

camp maybe employed only v;lth mp permission - and I^
have to get previous permission from the secret polio
in charge of the camp
It must bo rcmcmoercd that
primary roqaiisitc in the special camp is to ^educate?
the men, the "urgency of the work is only socondar'^,
(sivned)

von Buolow

' 'if* •

uw dL

GEHTIFICA'IE 0F_TFAH3 LiiT10.T

I, Cr, Goodman, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages -and
that the above is a tru.c and correct translati.on of
tho document No, NIK.- 12 9^7*
G.

#

i

GO'Xlia^

7S9

•

" 'A"
' If'.

TiRAL'SLATIOIT Ci' DOClii'Iiia/r NO. ilUC 12093

*/

ONNICN OF CI~2F OF COITNSEL FOR OlvR CRBIES

C-usstaiilfabriic 30 Karch 1944

V/B./Sto r':o. 878/lx I-LVbvjE

Hcrr.i I'Tilsiiaus

Rc: Arrost colls for Eastcra vjorkers
r:.i

I asked AriLiinalrat Roliles Tjiiculicr wo nay loca

workers in tlio arrostcolls of the canp Doch-c:aGcnu„o

_^

althoogli tlie latter is at present occapiGd ly
icors. -Tkoy would for all practical purposes novor

Xt.-

to connection witli the hostorn workers, kerr „

to that. X arranrod with you that into those
f-nnoriy sack Eastern workers shale he lockea up vJit.- whO:'.. ou
perhaps after getting the Pornission fron
or
order of the state police - nau gi^on the puni^.^a

It «ould alv.ays co=.ccrn only pcnaltios of

f r

rotion, orofcralb;. Eastern VJorkors fron. uiio Ph-lfst -lino

liable who have been reported to you lor laci. ox c.isc„_Ai„c.

onsiddrinc tEo s^aQll nuiibor of those arrest colls it ^isp''

any case inpossiblc tliat Horr Eupko sond-to ^^k^t^oso

he has punished, for crilnos in the carap gl.c. Joi bf.osc^

(page 2 of criginal)

ho has to got arrest colls iiinself. Please infora horr

IPapkG to this effect.

($lgnaturo): von BU^LO:;
1) Co'oy

.

- .

. -_

• 1) to Ilorr IZupkc, jZaxn caap leaaorsnip

with pointing out the agreonont of 1-;^

_

1944 - rcaoval of rofuso by Eastern

2) Ilcrr

Fuehrer

2) To the Addrcsso

(Initial); yiLShAUS

CERTIFIC.AA CP PldP oaVTlOI"

I,. G.GOOPilPJ, ACrO-l'0.34789 hereby certify .hat 4 an
thoroughly conversont xjith tiie English aaio.

languages and that thv. above iG__a _true a.iic.
translation- of the Uocimont I'0-'i~Ih 13093.
G.GOODiPlI
HO, 34789

-END-

^

coi^-^^

,(pagc 1 of origin&lj In hfvnd\7ritins)
JfAirAoy to Llcgo for the col.loction. 6f people
1

who refuse to v/ork.

!

1

Journey there on 6 July 500 hours
Return on 7
travel by car

21 hours

Expenses received 875 Bc3.yian Francs
Expenses In Belgiuxi

7 ^ supper at 55 BFr.-oach

5^5 BFr
?0

"

7 X Cigarettes 55 "
Z X Coffee
5 "

5'S5
55

"
"

Drinks

"
"

875 3Fr

(page 2 of original)

(Printed) Fried.Krupp hkticngcsellschaft

Office and

Essen

letter Eo.thc
Procoduro

To

Ro:
allocation A

Rubber stamps.

Plants security

the 22 August 1944

Outside labor allocation

Plant security

cane in on 22 August Diary no.91^0'
Replied

22 A"^igiist 19^^

Diary 4o.'
In Charge

(Handv/ritton) : Ro: Journeys to licgo on 7^

and 17

August I9UL1- for the purpose of collocting people who
refuse to work.'

Reopxcst notification of account nuaiibcrs
(Signature)

illegible

Returned after discussion with Hcrr ?/ilshcim,'

lAbor Allocation A the 22 August 19^-!-^
(S ignaturc)

illegible

(page 5 of original)

Table of costs for the transport of people who 3?cfusc
to work from Liogo tp Essen. Lca.vliig Essen by car -O
Liogo on 7 August 19L;.]4. at 530 hours
Expenses

7 August

Q

n

9

"

Food and drinks

n

II

II

"

"

"

1

^

600 Btr

850 "

Ii.25

11

1075

"

MWI

H*

TRAIiSLfxTIOIT OF OCGUTSFT ITO.NilC- 13 OSj

•

(cont'd)

(page 3 C)f original cont'd)
Anrival at FIsson on 9 Augu..st 19!il4. 22 hours

>

Handwitten: Loft Lucttioh ikOC hours
Hu^mmcrich as transportloador^ Splitlioff, Laser, V\folf as
guards, Bringmann driver, Bonin second driver.

Leaving Bis son by car for Liogc on 10 August 19^14-

15oo
hours•

Fxponscs

10 August
11

"

12

"

Food and Drinks

51^

"

"

"

1065

"

"

"

"

[1.9U

"

1079

"

Arrival Esson on 12 August 19U14-

I8OO hours

Ilci.ndwrittcn: left Liege 12^0 hours
Hiommorich transportloadcr, Splithoff, Komick, Kniggo

as guards > Roohrich driver (van Loose from the labor
exchange Essen)
(Signature): Hiommcri'ch
Transport loader

(Hundvrr'itton): Allocation on 21 August 1911.1^ Initials
illegible

(page h of original)

(handv/rittcn) FK/02502I|

Essen I9 August I9JJ.L1.

Account.

Collecting of Eastern v/orkors from Liege on I7 August to

18 August 19^1j.

Loft Essen on I7 August 19)_i.lj. 1000 hours

Return from Licgc on I8 August 2200 hours
(handwritten): I500 loft Licgc border I5 hours
Received for 5
3125 ^Er
Expenses

17 August

18 August

Dinner and drinks
Supper and drinks
Smokes

35^
550
4OO

Dinner and drinks

55'^

various expenses

575

Fights lodgings
Breakfast

5^0
200

"

'
"
"

5125 bfr
Transport was carried out by:
Huoraraerich

Transport leader

)

aooompanying

Bockhorst

Driver

Habcrichl

lAbor Exchange Esson

(Signature ): Huarunorich
Loader of the transport
Handv/rittcn remark: illegible

-

2

^

TRANSr/jION OP DOCTJJ/SITT NO;NIK- 15 O87
(c ont ^d)

(pago 5 0^ original)
Statcnont of Travelling Expenses

(Onl^'" for foreign travel)

V/ork group loader iicinrlch liuonmcrich Ko,720l|08^
Rank

Plant
Office

F i r s t name

Surnarao

Instrument v/orkshcp at present -work group
Only for amounts in foreign currency.
The

travel

costs have

to be

accounted

for within 5 days of return. In case of
a journey of more tho.n ^0 days duration
part expenses accounts aro to be sent
to the Checking Office via the superior

office at the end of every monthl'

Border crossed on journey there on I7 August

•

Time lij.OO - Border crossed on return journey
18 August 19!-!-^ Time I5OO (17 Aug from 10.00 to
18 Aug. 22.00),

Destination and purpose of journey:

Travel from Essen to Liege and back b^" car in order
to

fetch

Eastern workers

.

I. Expenses
For

tickets from —
w

n

"
"

to

—

5125 BFs

>1

board and lodging
other expenses in accordance with

250 RM
Total

statement below

I I . Account

I received^ in foreign currency in Essen/

Berlin on. 17 Aug 19^!-U

5125 BPS

abroad from credits, travelers checks
or

in other

on

from

form

11

tt

5125 BFs

Total

Of that repaid
on

to

Still to be repaid

Above mentioned sum is returned herewith

will be

brought foi^-vard on the next statement of travelling
expenses •

The Credit of

5125 BFs) was as stated above used with

The travel choquoa

)

'

The household savings for unmarried - married according

to Group A/B with

;

has boon tr.ken into account in the Rcichsmark travel
ling expenses account for this journey.
To bo entered Accounts l!^o,7Ul02502L|. charged to plant
police Dochenschulc.
-5^

-

TR/;NSLATI01T op DOCmSNT NO.HIK- 15087
(cont'd)

(page 5. of original cont'd)
Subject to chocking passed

Correctness of l i s t
c e r t i f i e d : Euemmcrich

on for payment

(Signature)

Ess en ^ 2I4. August 19^1,
Signature:

illegible

(signature by the nc:cfc conpotjont superior or in case of
amounts of more than RM'^OO.— by the competent depart
ment or plant director)
Details of other expenses,

(page 6 of original)
Expenses for 5 persons

on 17 August 19141}.

Pood (Dinner and
Supper etc.)

on

18

iSCO 3Fr

1325 "
Total

CERTIFICATE OP

5125 BFi

TRA^tSLtTION

I, G-. Goodman, hereby certify that I am thoroughly con
versant

"with the English and Gorman languages and that

the above is a

true and correct translation of document

Ho.ITIK- 13087.
G.

GOODIFilT
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^
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(PL.ge 4 of original)
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, hereV certify,' • j,,/- .

tiiat I oXi thoroughly corLversan't vrith the Bnglish and Ger^^on lraigu.ages- rJid that the^ahove xs.-a
true and correct translation of docpjnent XTo.
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TruiU-SL.'iTIOK 0?
0Pu7J-Cj_j OF

F FID A V I

:'F. ITHv 15276
ORr j_iO
OF C0UI-T33L FOR

T

I, Use ".aGn.cr, I!ssGu-*''-ltcnosson, OvorbcrGStr. 40, axtcr
having boon duly vjarnod that false statcHor-ts ^on -ay part

will render no liable to pu.nisliricr.t, herewith declare un
der oath voluntarily and under no duress the followiiig:

In August 1S44 I was registered for service at.tno C-ussStahl-Fabrih of the firm Fried.Krupp, Asscn. Froi.i ^ugust
1944 up to the destruction of the DcchonscnulG on

bor 1944 I worked in the Dcchcnschulo, later I wo.r.-.ed l
the plant polico wago accounting at tne
^
"
office. Because of the naiiy airraids our o^xxco_^\n.s^at t^.e
tiiao moved in to the cellar. Our office was borucrea b5_ a
room,

- hich had been installed for

"

police I. The members of the enlarged plant police I wore

people who ran around in the plant

"A iinrt

Gorman labor front. There I savj
tj.osc ,1a t
poliBo men ontorod the adjacent room v;itu
An
hoy ^^cro inside the room the prisoners vjcrc always beaten
up.

one day I had' to take down a letter fp liorr f^ncidcr,
the liead ..f the cnlarGcd plant police I.

j

that room they j^st led in a few ..astern

cuiickly wanted to run out, because ^h^n--.onod to

een now. There upon Eerr Euomraor-mCi., vnio J

^ot

be there told me I should stay. I

:.clp me any. I was unon placec.

across.

Dlaced before mc. Pua Eastern wornei

it. One plant nolico man then held nis legs a.-o.
(pa^e 2 of original)
anether
between

nasnorn
jastorn

head
one his arms, while a tnij-d ,.,a^t^kcn^---S ift
of

his l-iiecs. Then to the ri£ht cnu to
\^oiicerb one
unu ijian each took his rlacc

leather stick, that^wero Xoath.r^stri.s

the

. sort of

-t-nrrthGr. on
the

which there was a handle
"pgoh he hamolon th„y
Russian. The onions and pot.. ,,ocs anio,- nc --

left him and said they woula xiio hr-"i •±° ^ goy did with i:
onions and pota'coos nad' turned

then had to get

all th. hastern workers and w^n yp^pPp.hrPfEwn.
up they almost could not no it ana UuUalli
I have carefully road eacn of the 2

p^ad-

davit, have made the necessary

writting and countersigrmd sane with y ^
contains
herewith declare under cat..:, tnat this s ^
. belief,
the we truth to the best of my knowlediie e,.
(BiGnoturc):

XIs^
IlsG

-

1

.
h'agnor

'.v-'i

•'?. .'.iS

1.-

' n - •

Ul V,

x;aiP

I TrLU'SUlTIOlTCOiTTrUDD
OF DOCljiFjrT l.R, HXK 13.:iVS
(page 2 of original, contra)
sworn to andisignod beforo no tiiis

1S47 at Fsson by Ilso

knovm to ..:c bo do

son nal:ing tho abovo affidavit.

( Signcito.ro):

Il-.nfrcd

-one per

Isscrnan

Panfrod .i. iF^sornan

U3 Civilian ..GO-rumbor a-4i-5610
Office of Chief of Counsol for ,.ar

Driracs

US '.'ar Department

CDRTIFIC^>TD OF TUd'oWTIOi:

I. G.Gootoan, AGO-rc.

if4ssS'»r-s:;rg
lation

S,

of tlic Docuncnt liO -j-ltr. I0f./b.

ss

G.GOODliUT
NO, 34789

-

S
-
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TRA^SLATIO:^ OF DOCuLBINT >T0\ NUC- 15 555
on'iai OF CH:iF:F oo- coufssl for

apiiiss

15 Rov 15144Lo.

1U29

To the

Socrot State Police

Stapo Hogional Headquarters Ducssoldorl
Field Office'

Essen'

Subloct: Apprehension of the fugitive (from t^^e opcoia^
Ganp ( (Sondcrlagcr) ) Dochonschei.lo ) G-RABO.AiKip 020S-:.<.-"'''s .
Polish, born on 23 Aug 2i4. in Litzinanns badt • .{noC'-Z )•
The person naiiod above was allocated for laeor sc..v„C'-^
to the Krupp firm on 6 Juno hi], by yonr agcnc; , • ...t
•
ho had been released

from custody,

fov/ovcr, -u- eccap:.

before he could be put to v;ork. On lo Jiily 1|4rcuun
d with an arm injury to Gamp Joseph hormiicr ••'Og,- and on^
o

5 July li-Lj. he Gsc-apod again before his injury was hcalet

2q

Cur report of 12 August kl^ led 'to
ion by your agency, and he was
Dochon.schulc, According to a r c p c r ,

(Lpgerfuchrcr) RATH, on his first assignment to ^.^or.^,

the construction of bunkers, Grabowsni made
after ho had stolen some articles o^ clotniig ^^.nu tnc

purse with its contents from a French civil c.n v.orncr»
Grabov;ski was apprehended in tov/n on t__o

month by a guard of the opocial Ccmp and ^o.ariOu
Gamp ITeorfoidschulc •

7/c request that mr.asurcs of the utmost sjvcrxt^ bt^ tah^
against him.

)

(signed) ' V'ilshaus (crossed out;
in behalf of

Haosol ^

2) submit again

in 114. days

(page 2 of original)
11 Jan kk

1/ According to information

Grahowski is being allocatcd__ to ti„..

^

-^

j

the Office for Lpbor Allocation.
2/ For the files.

-

1

-

••sift

1. .W3
-V,

I ii*MMMlHr"~TI1illltiifci.hri Ji fi

-.i ... .

TBA'iSIivTIOl' OP DOCCilHlPT rO.PIK- 15 55^
(cont ^d)

(page. 5

original)

12 Aug 19^:-^
Lo.Tgb.1168

To the Socrot State Police

Sto.po Regional Hoadon.ar'tcrs "Dueescldom

Piold Offic©

Essen

Suhiect: Broach of cmplo^niaont contract by tnc Pol-Lsn
civilian vforker, Czoslaus LT?A30/Shi,

in Poscni homo address: Standartenstr.7,

(Lodz); father^ s name: Johann Grabousni;
cd at losoph liommor '/eg Gamp.

This Polo v/as allocated to us on 5 June l|.b- ; g ;
agonc3', lust after ho had been reloasca j.ro.u

mcnt. Hb r-rnaged to escape before ^^xng pat

On iS" July l-ili. G-rabov/shi returned to the Cc. p u th ^

broken arm.

On 20 July bll ho oscapcd "3^^^^r%nsur>o^

his arm bad not yot healed.

The mosL. sov^

u~^-

^

arc indicatod if he is apprehended,.
Ploaso ta2ee feirthcr action.

(signed)

^.^/ilshaus

2) Submit aga.in in
one month

(page I4 of original)
Report:
Tho Polo GraboYfski, whose escape v/as

i

1 October Ij-U, was apprehended on 11
kcn
the Automatic Restaurant Adolf Hitlorstr.^hy Gu^rd

Schaicrraann, ITo,51002S, v/hoso address

Soecial Gamp (Sondcrlagor) ITocrTcldschulo.
fugitive was returned to Reorfolclschulo

J}

He was apprehended bctvrocn 1500 and 1^5*^

a-.-

Special Camp^of the Secret State Police
Ess on

Do chc ns chulc .

CERTIFIOhTE OP TO-i'-B HiTlO:

I, G. Goodman, laeroby certify that I

'i.y.A

conversant vlth the English and Gorman
that the above is a true and correct trans-'of do'cumcnt Ho. HIK- I5 555,,.

G. GOOP/'A^^
# 5L^

-

III illI'lM III I

"

I

p

«A-

iTJil'DLIlIC:-' Cl DCC;UIu-.rT ITO.rXiC-lSSSe
ozricz Cj? c::.i3j? cr ccm'Szl
*/:.h 02:

2

To lolicc

Go'^toraljcr

G'Gaticn 9a,

E s c1?. -T o r

Gc k

^ib^oct: ;a'rGSt of uio 'Fvoiiok eiviilcn \:c::'J.:.: aRa3"aond IGxSSID, ITdrn in Paris, 1-i D^cciiLbor 1930, l..vin*
canp '.."cidlcarAp, or?,plo§cccl in Panscriaa 5 unC.or ir.ctor^' I'Oi.
i:970':.5.

T^y order

ci il.c

oocrct Gtctc police (Kcrr "..'oycrc), tno

above is to OG taken to above police station ancl arr'^.st^d
on ecconnt oT indisciali^-ar5^ concVact. Tl: report is alreadyat tie

C-v-Staoo

office.
O i •• eZlC. Owl ol' O t

W—ijO-

.O

lanlT.'rittoii:

2)

^•^.fter

11 days.

1) II las been sent to special ceeip Dcclonsclulc for 56 aays
(Initial--) I'ilsl.aas-,

2) Letter to Pb 5 returned and p-ass to

(Office for La

bor l-cttors) v:itb above reaark.
3) To be filed.

of oriyinr.l)

^'or^'sclutz, 29 luyuot 19dd.
Lo. Journal 12C0
To

tie

oecreu ouace Po-i.rco

State Police lead Offic
Brand Office ISSLIl

Subject:

jucsseldorf,

Prcncl civil uorler Rayaone

-uris,

I'i 1 •: .al.-i'i Decoabor 1920, living in crap ..ciencu.p, eaploycd
at

Panserbr.u 3 under factory j.o. -eOyO'-o, actiny,

contrary to axty,

Ilasso las already b-^cn in custody of tne irancn Oix-co
Lsscn on account of' suppcctcC sabotaee fron 11 -.eoruirj to
6

'''"ard 19''

TllllcntHzorbau 3 hcs scat ti'.c ioUowtae rciwrt on hixi
recently;

.

''Tie Prciicl '.•erlcr Rayacnd ly^SSE benayes at

such c,

..

n

^

j

.,'laii.t^in

rebellious •and unruly aenner ••ti:.at v.e /east Do^a.iiOQi-.

ately removed froa tie plant. Tie

oasures unsu• lly ^raicen on:

tic plant --.nd app.liv.d to IiiLX, sucl as fineSj, ana yab.ara-yal

of tobcoGQ ration card, i.aVo lad no result,

alev^^3 s starte

vjork late, but lo-leaves lis place of work

clock-cooitrol-card la-s b^on staa; cd, •and tl.eii dG>^-; Uv/'t rv^.-

turn apain fcr

leav-_s l.is

2 pr"3'lours, .ipart fron-. tlis>^.--e freyeyotly

placv.

:nVj-, :
• ^f

iiJt'iiiiiiiiiii I I III fi'i ii"'>iiiiiiriltiti>'ir^>^'*^

Gi.-aorl: in tie- oourse 'Of -.tie day|a.o

'UP-

'rr-.

%

Ta.:.

:io:: oir dockj-.zci'T m. m : issss
coi"'ji:'ui:i)

(•-••a£c 2 of origisal^.!, "'contU'.)
coLt.iiuS acts

of sabotacG ir, l-is worlc in every i^ossiblc "way.

IIo jList snllcs at the ropriiianc.s of tbo plant foronan '."illi
lloctl.i:^ j of Sclioolorpad 6i,S^sson. Svcrytting lias

so far

boon in vain,

II'--. concnct l.as also inflnenccc!. t!io

otler jJ'rcr-C.-,:' ci

vilian v.'orlci-rs, as a result of "i-;licn t.:.ero :.s i\ov a

..rr.l

^.^^.':;liyencc anons the ';?orkcrs.

Directions arc revuestoc: for iartl:..n- -casurcs a-:/last 1 .

(S"'^nature) : V.'IISI'AUS

.1v.

(IlTid^'Jritton) :
2) After l-i cldj^s.
V-

(pa^c 3 of oripinal)
11 February 12vi.

Ya, l-.Mirnal I"-:. dl8.
To

ti-o

State

S-. crct State ^''olicc

Police If-ad Office Duossollorf,

Brand Office,

Ss on,

^OO-u-.' p

S=--jioct: Prciid, civilian worlcor Raynonc. IlwSSB, born in
"i'iT." ris i iU-.DofeCnbcr 19.30, livins G.t Coixuinity ^Caaip
"ijcidlcanp, cuplo^^cd in Panscrban 3 of tne firn of
PricdilZrupp, Dsscn.

Attaded copy of a report of Plant ^anzcrbau 3
tie above for 3'our inforeiationand vitli rccu-esu ior euru-.^
tiler directions*

At tie insti;aticn of nri.ninal-Inspector
is beins taken to I-clico

-^uric... d^-SS^

Station To, IB

..nil -• 1 olcr i
1

enclosure.

1., Tlio CQiXidnication bolo^^; tLjouc:: -:orr voii buolow
to lanzorbc.u 3,
2,. To
PC filt^d,.

(hancAvritton): 2) ^iftor Id days, (-3 initials); \(ILSdUS
v.,:ias been placed under." arrest up till 6 IlarcA 19o-l-^-. o
furtlicr actionv Disci.arsed aft..r •bein.p reprinianaee,18-Hay 19i-d.- ItOf
!

—•

O

.r,

•

.m-

.-CA''-

-M

jL'TI "~ :• DCGUI-3:".^T ro. mC 15538
cc: ••inij'iiD

(pace 1 of oficii:o.l)
11

1911.

Ivlao,

To ir'OllCC Ha'bloii i o« 12.
yyr.cCoiiliCi-ip^sc ,
_lLsEcri""..cs b

Tlx yr^ncl: civil vjorlor Haixcni iliSSS^ lorn _in_Pcrx!
in DGOGal>.r ,15aoaivinG^_at Coixanit; ^
at

tlic in3t.-.ioC.ticri._
inst.-.iGr.titr^ 01
ox

vou*^ -^roliac
-^loliacr. .station.
.ctation.

Secret 3tc.t^ lej-xco

^

•

T-oi.- Hit lor I

(paso 5 of OTXGliic.l)
To lerr voii Bu-clbv;.
T

.
ircncl civilian '-orltcr r^ssc fctoica
x-G I'-'rt 1'^ -X, /iflcor (IlGlotor) of t..^ .cn-ec.x_^ z_,
-I-,' X

1>C11CA

Ho- of mnlnal-lr.EpGl:tor ..uric., ox wK

Cxstc.po,"e preliniiv.ry custolr •

...„G.- to

oliCG station, io- l<i lO^

_1.3.. lllclruarr

:ii.:.XS.

(lic.rctvrittcri) :

/.

2) yor oction,

• y,
->

%

(pasc 6 of original):
Paiiaerbcu 5, 10. ^ebro.cry 19--c-»
ii-Cv. / .^e•
TO the

SubjiGct;

'.'erlcoclAits.

TTcno-:.

,

^

Suspcctv^C. Gc.ooor.ee.

Onc of our

,

T-rtor"'' nunber •-:970'-:e.
-•

w

peris, 11 JOeccaber aOeO.
.;or]e nt tie
panzer ecu 5
ci,i-"loyod lore c.s a ...oiler-s .uoK;o_

P'-^vT"'^rf

ll'iSS-ui born i^i--

rf'^r-Ay^ '-^.Ulzcsr.y,. stortct.

leps, end Is

u..x.ex

497013.

r. incites nis fGllo- yor^Grs

. for

liiS vorl: tvith ralixtancG.
...-t i-.vc
tiis
lis ti-t ; . ;xs
its iaC
naa no , Iggvg, no '-e,,, -T-t'-ir
air r=lS
r=l<i V"

c-ei ot Gct any

. c noulx - •- — siGar.l to tlx.

.i-nr: Glieio on to tixe xooi ox o-t- -a.
13

'if •' i-rf fi< V

TRA:aj:jvu:icr

_

Bociz^ra? r-o,- rue issss

cpi^i;.^iiS.

{laso 6 of orisinal, cor.t^c;.)

cncny airnon by noans of a lont, or, if'-oc raa Cynmi-oc, ho
^^Guld hlovi o.y tl-o vjholG plant.

ytc request to arrc.iiGc furtber ..ec.sur^s Do^np taken
l^'gainst j.-*

-itness:

Jobami bunc.ricks, factory niuiber '::;97b00, born 15 x..
1897, rcsic.ina at Ssson-Dollv.'iG? kauc...srr::,30-^ .•.•-.
Tlic Plant nanapor:

llic plant for^nan:

(SipnotLiro j : TI-TPL

3i"-,nato.ro) ^

cpkfipic.vrb _op
3,jobruary 1948

± )

SMilic J-. Iir axiPiffi, ETO 20152, lioroby ccrtify^teat

Xj'-A

I an fuial\r conversant viitli tno G-^rntn one

krtrrta aborbs rtbc-anc correct tr.uslotior of docuiLnt IJIi; - 13338

(1-6)

(SlGnataro);

H.ILm ti . -.1- C^-ix'P7i3
nilie

D-. hJh'CyiJhaTZ

PTO 8Cao3

»'•«••') ,2

Mm

»'.l , -4: %i'.

N

D ^

r-'""
• 11,

1..

i,.-.'^;... .'••.f:

ell'...:-' iinM

TRA.nsmTIO]:T CF DOOUIFHT

15 556

OFFICS OF CHIEF OP CCu"SZL PGR

CHEF

22 Fc'bruary I9U5
Lo-Tgb. 155^
Secret State Police

Stapo Regional IIcadqiTanters, Duosseldorf
Field Office

Essen

S-ab,iect: Serious nisconduct and neglect of duty by tlie
French civilian vtorker, H/.IER, Alphonso,

born on 5 October 1^21 in Eannnerio (S.et 11,) j
quaytered at Ganp Donnorstr,, oinployod in
Tank Construction 5 ^-t the Friod.Krupp firn-.

Enclosed is a copy of a report by our soctior..

Tank Construction 3^ v;ith the request that he bo sent
to a KZ (concentration camo) because of the incprrigible conduct of the above-named»

Hamor vms tc-mporarily sent to the Snccial

Camp (Sonderlagor) ITcorfeldschule .
(signed) Hassel
in Vcrtrotung (in behalf of)
(page 2 of original)

V/orks Soeurlty

ol1 cc ,2? Fob 14.5 »

(IJamo of off icc , departments , or

FRIED.iCRtlPP-jEdSEN "agency, and number of letter)
To

SEb.icct; The caso of HVLER, Frcnchiman.

camp).

Hairier cannot be sent to a KZ (concentration

He is being sent to Hcorfcldschulc (Gamp) for

3 months.

(in handwriting)
Office for Workers I Relations

Lo«

and the workshop have boon
informed)

^

1

-

'• - i' , •

"

.-.Vi'

ri.-s\

-'U

•.v^v.y
•b'u;::

-A

1" '-l-r)

W'\WW'\
T^AI'TSr/.TIOIT OF 0CGTT!'PFTT Ko.::yiK:- 15 356
(cont-M)

(page 3 of original)
GOPXl

Tank Construction III, 7

Log/li •

It has recontly been found that food cards
instolt .
rooostcdl'^' been forged* On Londa^r, -cnc lo-fth x

food adininistratlon fop

rioSlFfood ca-Pd ^vas tal.cn from tho French cxvxlxan
Alphonso, born on 5 October l?2l5 -'''a"top
Registration Ho. 1+95205, quartered at Oaiap
stksse. The sane thing v;as found to occur 5;-ov.t_ ,.e.
woeks ago at Wcldkanp Canp, and a nunbcr of ercnc,.

civilian norkcrs stated that the perpetrator of these
?or^orios was tho above-nanod French civilian viorker.
was reported to tho •'•rustoc

S LS;?«t'?i'LSr5,;-hhH)P"stoco
following fines wore, inposod on hln fort.„t tin=
12.00 RU on l6 Fob L|.U, ll+.OO Rn on lU June U, 5.
oI 22 Dcccnbor If, hnd 22.00 RH on 11 January l+p.

RF on 12 July hi, 15-00 RH on ? Soptcnbor Ull, 10.00 RI
In October 11 he absented hinsoif fron work
leave fron tho 2hth until tho 2eth. Ho was
.or
work on three days. In ITovonbor
-vas aosont from_
work without loavo on the 10th and the 18^ •

co-'^bor hr uas absent from v/ork without leave from the
8th to the 11th and again on the

on five days. In Jenuary ho was

witioet le^

on tho 10th and tardy on five days, mo mncs inpost
have not led to any regularity xn his wornxnc, ncbxts.
Hanor has the reputation anong all the . xencl, -

workers of being a hothead. Ho

to h!'

and ho boasts of his strength. Ho threatened to as
sault the C,ono Loader at tho Donnorstiw.sse Ce,xp. -.c.
X h-considered to bo the instigator xn stxrrx.ag up
the foreign civilian "/orkcrs#

In order to avoid further
ti-oublc
wSpFinrilooiplino
wo roquost
that and to maintain the
romovo Kamor from our plant, at onco If possXelo.,

Witnesses:

AllTOL, Jean, address:
intorprotor;
date of birth: ^ Foe 03,
Ostornannstr.1, -scyMTTHSy, '.Vilhor.n,

^hlbrdstr bl'

7 Jan OS; address: rmrkhc.rasv.. fux

BOI.IG, Frnst, Lslsta^t
canp loader
date of birth: 19

Lrcsdcncrstr.25; Ssson.

address.

(signed) Thoilo

-

2

*i
tl x -v.

,• -J.:-

, hb.i.'T;

j'k'I-

I'lll i'n ilTmftfTCm^'/li

(c ont ^d)
(page ii- of original)
FRriUD.IffiXIPP Alctiengessllecbaft

P]SSFN

,
Tank Gonstiro.ction $, 21 Fob L}.5

(name of officc,department or agency,
and number of letter)

TO

Subject

Koo./Schw*

Reference

7/orks Security P^ico

Subject: Supplementary to our report to norr von BiUHnO..,
Chief CoTintcr-IntolllgGncc Officer, dated
• 7 Fob 1|5 .

On 7 Oct I|.5 Har.ier was reported to the -^^^ciah Tra":r"e of
Labor (Rcichstreuhacndcr dor Arbeit) for vlolP.tacn of ^
General Order 8 of the Roich Trustee of Labor.

L^i.or

the following fines v/erc iraposed on him for idlenoes

while at vrork; 12 RI.I on l6 Fob klj., 1^ R^' op ^1-

15 RI." on 12 July Lj-I]., Ip Till on 7 September l\k) 10

L1.I4.,
on

22 December 1|1|, and 22 RM on 11 January 45* in October
111] ho was absent from work without leave in the period
2l|. - 28, and \i/as tardy for work on throe days. In

ilovembcr ho v/as absent from -work v/1 thout^lcavc on 10

and 18,

In Docomber ho was absent from 8 - 11 and on

50, and tardy on five days.

In January he v:as absent

without leave on 10 and tardy on five days^

The fines imposed have nob led to any regularity in his
working habits♦

(signature)

Hcnning(?)

(in behalf of)

(page 5 of original)
panzer Construction

7

Koo/Zi .
Telephone : 22L1.5

•'

Stamp: iTo.5605
Received: 10 Fob h.^

To Horr von DUFLOVJ"

IG Fob

(in.it.i.o.lod)

Chief Countcr-Intolllgonco Officer

It has recently been found that food cards oi the camp
food administration for foreign

repeatedly been forged.

7872^7.^

On i'onday, the

forged food card was taken from the French civilian

^

'mi.3R, Alphonso, born on 5 October 21, Factory
R-gistrat ion Ro.UV
quartered at Gamp Dohncrstrasse • Fpon questioning he

admitted the forgeryt

The same sort oi thing
covered about four v/coks ago in V/cidkamp
number of French civilian workers stated
trator of this forgery v/as the above-named

roncn

J^-n-nn
S-ftr?j

ian worker,.

Hamor had to be reported to the Trustee of lAbor as^ oar

as 7 October

Since l6 February kk
• '

" 5

was punisnoa

rv

,• .1 •

. .A

TRiV-.T-SXATIOIT OF I)GCTJr.iF:""T ITO.KIK'^ 15 ^-36
(
-•)!;. '.V

•.

1 •

•: : - • •*

-:OPt

nearly every month for slacking#

The omploymGnt of ovo^'"

type of corrective racasurc In the plant hc^s not led to re

v.'orking discipline#

Hamor has the reputation among all the French civilian
workers of being hot tonporod# Ho was formerly a boxoPj
and he boasts- of his strength. He threatened to assau_t
the Camp Loader at the Donnorstrassc. Camp-. The way ho
considered to be the instigator who incites the loroign
civilian

vjorkcrs.

In order to avoid trouble and to maintain worl-r.ir;^ c.,lsc.^plino wo request that action be taken, at once :ii' X'OSS.;.
to remove Hamor from our plant.

Vifitnosses :

^ttijiql Joan, interpreter; date of birth: h Hiec 03 5

Factory Registration N0.I4.9 74791 Uv^drcss;
Ostcrmannstrasso I}., Essen

I.ATTI-rEY, 'i'/ilholm, payroll clerk; date of birth: 7 Jan 03
GK-Ho.:8057; address: Burclchardstrassc 14.1,
mssen

^

BOHG, Ernst, assistant camp loader {Unterlagerj-uchrcr;,
date of birth: I9 Hov 8c; UK-Hb.: lpol7;

address: Dresdcnorstrassc 23, .jjSsen-./cst
(signature)

Thoilo

in i t i a1 (unknown)

13 Fob initial (unlmown)
To V/ilshaus
for further action

(page 6 of original)
HXIIFR

Alphonse

Camp Donnorstrassc
V/cldor

„

4

4-

Firm of Fried.Krupp, Panzer Constructs
ion 3, Factory Registration Ho.

C95263... •

Born on 5 Oct 21 in Dammcric

Fronch nationality
Catholic

Single-.

Smil H. in D^mmcrle (S.ot 11#)? Avenue Foch 40.

Hamor admits having frequently put a ccunb',.r..cit st^
on food cands.

Hamor also admitted

measures (fines) had repeatedly boon applied to^hlm to
idluncss. Ho admitted that ho
CArin
(Arboitsorsiohungs Lgstcr - Discip-innry hai

Duessoldorf in 19^"

- h "
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